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fronting up
B R O A DSHEET O FFIC E
Is at First Floor, Gane Building, 43 Anzac Ave, Auckland. Of
fice and bookshop hours: 9-4, Mon-Fri; also 10-1 Saturday 
for bookshop; Phone number: 794-751. Our box number is: 
PO Box 5799, Wellesley Street, Auckland, New Zealand.

C H R IS TM A S  H O LID A Y HOURS
We will be shutting our office and bookshop from Friday 24 
December for two weeks, opening again on Monday 10 
January. Out of town visitors who would like to shop in our 
bookshop over that period can try ringing the office around 
10am (ph 794-751) or could ring Miriam at 762-442.

DEAD LIN ES FOR FUTURE ISSUES
Deadline for March issue: Jan 10. Don’t forget that small news 
items, classified and other adverts, What’s New, can reach 
us up to two weeks after these dates. Remember — no 
February issue.

EN VELO PIN G
Enveloping of the January/February issue will be all day on 
Friday 24 December. We realise that lots of people will be 
extra busy at that time, but maybe some women will have even 
an hour or two to help us out with mailing out Broadsheet. 
Come and have a glass of sherry and cake with us and turn 
it into a party (fruit juice and sweeties for the kids).'

M AR C H  ISSUE
As announced previously this issue will focus on collectives. 
How does yours work? How do you deal with conflict, 
decision-making? How much are differences political, how 
much personal, how do we separate these out? What are 
the positive benefits of working collectively? Are collectives 
efficient? Can collective members be friends? Does your pro
cess override your goals, or does your product force you to 
compromise? We want to hear from you: experiences, ideas, 
theory, discussions. You choose the form your article will take. 
As some collectives have already indicated their will
ingness to contribute, we’d like to hear from others who are 
considering it, so we can plan our space.

£  £  £  VIRAGO MODERN CLASSICS £  £
THE BALLAD AND THE SOURCE Rosamond 
Lehmann ‘I cannot doubt that this is Miss Lehmann’s 
best and most permanent book.’ — Raymond Mortimer.

$10.50

A SEA-GRAPE TREE Rosamond Lehmann 
‘Full of her sensibility, her funniness, her own particular 
acumen. It is also beautifully devised and written 
— Elizabeth Jane Howard. $10.50

With the publication of these two books and THE SWAN 
IN THE EVENING, all the published work of one of the 
greatest British writers of this century will be in paper
back INVITATION TO THE WALTZ, THE WEATHER IN 
THE STREETS, THE GYPSY’S BABY and A NOTE IN 
MUSIC are also published by Virago.

THE SWAN IN THE EVENING Rosamond Lehmann 
First published in 1967, this is both the personal testa
ment of a great writer and a rare and important spiritual 
autobiography. $12.50

Available from all good bookshops.
Distributed in New Zealand by

BENTON ROSS PUBLISHERS LTD 
P.O. Box 3 3 -0 5 5 , Takapuna.

V ISUAL ISSUE
We had planned to get December together as a visual issue. 

However, although there were some contributions, we realis
ed we will have to do more work setting this issue up We 
have planned that the May issue 1983 will be THE VISUAL 
ISSUE. We’ll give more details early next year, but be think
ing about it. We’ve already had some good ideas from women 
of things they’re working on, but we need more. The aim of 
the issue to explore communicating political feminist ideas in 
a visual form.

PRO O FREADERS
Dear proofreaders, we need you. We need people with skills 
in this area to help on a voluntary basis. It’s something you 
can do at Broadsheet or at home (or at work, with luck). So 
if you’re wanting to help, and you know about proofreading, 
contact Diane at Broadsheet 794-751.

A PO LO G IES
We got in a bit of a muddle in Mona Papali’i’s article on the 
Pacific Women’s Fono held in Auckland recently (page 8-9). 
This is how the paragraph at the bottom of page 8 should have 
read:

“The New Zealand way of life makes us different. Many of 
us can t speak our native languages, we’re more Western in 
our outlook. We’re urban bred, our knowledge of our culture 
is sorely lacking. At the fono we also recognised the 
difference.

“ But as a people we never cut our ties with each other. 
How could we deny our own ‘aiga’ (Samoan for whanau) or 
our aiga deny us. When it comes to the crunch we will be 
accepted into the fold.

“To NZ, we are ‘Islanders’, not because NZ understands 
our definitions, but because we have never been accepted 
as part of this country."

Apologies also to Jenny Rankine and Auckland Rape Crisis. 
The article on page 22 of Broadsheet No. 104, called “A rape 
is a rape is a rape” should have been credited only to Auckland 
Rape Crisis, as it was an article collectively agreed upon by 
that group.

Fine New Zealand Books From 
Hodder & Stoughton

OTHER HALVES by Sue McCauley $10.95
The award-winning and bestselling novel of 1982. “ Read 
OTHER HALVES as a love story, read it as social com
ment, but please, read it.” (PSA Journal)
ANOTHER MOUNTAIN, ANOTHER SONG 
by Amelia Batistich $11.95
Set in Auckland, a delightfully written novel of a Dalma
tian girl’s adolescence against the background of the 
Depression and World War II.

TE PUEA by Michael King $11.95
The distinguished biography of one of New Zealand’s 
most important political figures. TE PUEA enjoyed un
precedented success when it was first published in 1 977 
and is now available for the first time in paperback.

THE MILE-HIGH STAIRCASE by Toni Jeffreys
The brilliantly written account of one woman’s desperate 
struggle against the medical establishment in New 
Zealand and Australia. A deeply moving story and one 
that every New Zealand should read.

Available from all good booksellers
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GIVING SOME UP

Dear Broadsheet,
Could someone please explain 

to me the meaning of Huge 
Vaginal Lips pictured on page 47 
Broadsheet (September issue).

Aren’t we supposed to be get
ting away from glorifying a 
womin’s vagina as her only asset. 
Maybe 1 missed the joke (point!) 
of what it represented.

Could you please explain ??? 
Rea Zommit-Ross 
Westport

NATIONAL HEALTH 
CONFERENCE

Dear Broadsheet,
As an organiser at the 

Women’s Health Conference, I 
can now look back at this ex
perience and weigh up for myself 
the important issues I feel emerg
ed and were argued and discuss
ed at this gathering.

Racism is inherent in this coun
try. As a woman and one whose 
later childhood and adolescence 
was cared for by my stepmother 
who is Maori, I value and respect 
Maori culture. The Maori 
women, brave, uncompromising, 
and committed to their struggle, 
who presented their points at the 
Conference do not threaten me 
personally, but politically stop me 
in my tracks. Arguments I 
haven’t ever heard or thought of 
they fired at us. I learnt so many 
valuable lessons from these 
women: things like stand up tall, 
holding my head up when I press 
a point I believe in. I witnessed 
first-hand tactics I know and feel 
will become familiar as the depth 
of racism is uncovered.

The most distressing time for 
me at this Conference came from 
white women who accused me of 
being white, middle class etc etc 
without having the common 
courtesy of either listening to m e. 
or first finding out my 
background which is indeed 
working class (I am privileged in 
this country because I am white). 
When discussion gets heated or 
we disagree with each other sure
ly we must listen and find out 
facts before laying heavy destruc
tive trips on each other.

I believe the most crucial and 
pressing problem faced by 
feminists in attempting to broad- 
base our movement in New

Zealand is to discuss, read, write, 
about racism. No more time can 
be spent senselessly trashing each 
other but the time is open for 
honest dialogue. So let's start, in 
our homes, over tea with friends, 
at work, in union meetings, 
everywhere we are and gather. 
Heather McLeish 
Kingseat

Dear Broadsheet,
Rather like the “Lorax” who 

speaks for the trees, I’m Honor, 
who tries to speak for the disabl
ed women — our disabled 
women.

Firstly, a warm thank you to 
all of you who helped us unques- 
tioningly and didn’t ask embar
rassing questions at the Women’s 
Health Conference. Asking how 
you could help us was really 
terrific.

But I was sad that some of our 
sisters were so uncaring and 
rough. I know that many didn’t 
realise this but it is frightening to 
be on sticks and crutches in a 
crowd. I have been in many 
crowds but I must admit the 
thoughtless jostling at the Con
ference was the worst I’ve ex
perienced. The stepping back, the 
swinging packs on backs and the 
forceful strides through us in the 
crowd nearly sent me flying more 
than once; another woman, 
similarly disabled, mentioned this 
happened to her also.

How ashamed I am to have to 
say that I’ve felt safer with 
crowds comprising gay men! 
They have cared.

We are all minority groups — 
women (!), blacks, browns, les
bians, gay, disabled. I believe it is 
in our interest to unite. To try 
and understand one another, be 
tolerant. I know I’m a damned 
nuisance, slow and get in the 
way, and have those dreadful 
“tripper-uppers” (crutches). I can’t 
help that any more than you can 
help having brown eyes or 
whatever. Sure you have your 
disabilities too, but does it prevent 
you finding a mate? Having sex? 
Cutting your toenails, blowing 
your nose? Going to the loo by 
yourself? God, how lucky you 
are!

The song “You are Beautiful” 
really upset me. Just as one 
woman told me, “You are quite 
attractive, why haven’t you got

yourself a man?” Our very 
disability forces us to stand in the 
background — who will take 
notice of us? See our “beautiful 
nature”? Ask us? My friends are 
the outcasts of society. Truthful
ly, some of us are so ugly and 
twisted people cannot bear to see 
after the first sudden stare of 
curiosity. My people include 
those whose grunts and sounds 
can only be translated by us who 
have learned to do so. June can
not make any sound, her crying 
is soundless. Cannot feed, toilet, 
scratch or move herself in any 
way. Her only way of com
munication is for us to put a 
finger into her fist and ask her a 
question requiring a yes/no 
answer; if yes, she can give the 
slightest squeeze. How then have 
we found out she adores a 
medium sherry, and best of all, 
Bristol Cream sherry?

Then there is Julie, 17 years in 
a geriatric ward, loved by no-one 
since her parents died. She forces 
herself to fail and injure herself 
so a male doctor will touch her. 
She wants to be loved, but no-one 
does. A huge head and hormone 
treatm ent make her very 
unattractive.

Jean was “interned” in a 
geriatric ward when she was in 
her late 20s; over the last 25 years 
she has been shunted from 
hospital to hospital. Her personal 
possessions stolen because “she 
wouldn’t notice”? It was two

weeks before anyone who 
understood her “speech” 
discovered her grief over the loss 
of her mother’s ring and locket. 
Retarded? But she can knit with 
her feet.

Now Jenny was distraught for 
two days before neighbours broke 
into her home and found her 
mother dead. Looked after so 
beautifully in a rest home that 
both legs had to be amputated at 
the thigh because gangrene had 
taken hold. She tells me that this 
does enable her to have room for 
her TV on her bed where her legs 
used to be! “When I get married,” 
she says.

Joan is married to a disabled 
man who unfortunately became 
an alcoholic through stress. Their 
children spurn them and live 
overseas. They have never 
forgiven their parents for sham
ing them by visiting them at 
school. Joan is ill as well as disabl
ed now. There is no room in the 
double bed for her husband 
because of all the life support ap
paratus, oxygen and you name it. 
A living hell?

Jane’s kids are the same as 
Joan's. But she is still married OK 
though her husband gets very bit- 
,ter because her deafness is in
creasing. One thing they still have 
in common. They are both 
disabled.

Jill is quite disabled, but very 
attractive. All the men ask her 
because she is “unusual”. Her 
able-bodied husband thought so 
too. Enough to give her three 
children and go off with another.
A major problem with each child. 
Had to change school because of 
the teasing: “You’re got a plastic 
spastic mother” sort of thing.
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Lonely, would love another part
ner, but frightened — a curiosi
ty again?

All these are among my friends 
(of course I’ve changed their 
names). I jotted them down to try 
to let you see them and how they 
feel. Sure, their problems may be 
like anyone else’s. But they all 
have difficulty in talking, walking 
and even moving. Interestingly, 
two I’ve mentioned are Maori. I 
tend to think of all disabled as 
friends.

To a point I’m lucky. But as 
with my friends who are also in
telligent, my disability has im
prisoned my feelings whether I 
like it or not. Jan got it out of her 
system maybe by writing very 
romantic stories for overseas 
magazines — they were hot! But 
the church has shown the error 
of her ways, so now she has 
repented. Who else will take her 
out shopping? We try very hard 
not to be flamboyant with our 
physical handicaps. We try to 
hide them as much as possible 
(almost impossible!), we aim to be 
“ordinary” so we’ll be accepted by 
you. Therefore it seems strange 
to me to see different ones flaunt
ing flamboyant mannerisms to 
draw attention to themselves 
(OK) and then knock us over in
to the bargain (how dare you!). 
Look sisters, most of us disabled 
women have so many hang-ups, 
we could beat you hollow! Some 
of us are shy. But we still try hard 
to mix with the world. Even if the 
world doesn’t give us a chance. 
How I’d love to be able to carry 
a cup of liquid or a plate of food 
without it flying floor to ceiling.
I can’t. Does that stop me join
ing you? No. Simply makes me 
cheeky enough to ask one of you 
to carry it for me. I think I’m ask
ing you to share and care. 
Honor 
Auckland
PS: Yesterday someone asked me 
whether I’d consider a lesbian 
partner. I’m not sure where that 
places me. Considering any type 
of partner doesn’t get you one. At 
the age of 44 one thing I’m sure 
of, I’m not going to be a curiosi
ty, and I’m not accepting a third- 
rate anything. I’ve gone without 
so far and found being partnerless 
doesn’t kill you! It’s the valuable 
friendships that are so precious.

Dear Broadsheet 
Through your magazine I wish 

to convey my thanks to Sarah 
Calvert, Sue Neal, Sue Lytollis 
and Heather McLeish. I can on
ly begin to imagine the amount 
of work they did to make the

Health Conference possible. 
Their vision and unstinting effort 
to the point of exhaustion 
brought together hundreds of 
women.

Just bringing together so many 
women from all over the country 
could in itself be considered 
enough.

So much information 
presented on Friday, so many 
workshops on Saturday and 
Sunday.

To criticise white women for 
their part in oppressing black 
women I accept is fair, but to 
criticise the four white women 
who organised the Conference for 
not providing for black needs is 
most unfair.

Both Friday’s session at the 
“Big I” and the two-day session 
at the Teachers’ College were 
opened in Maori, which proves 
some awareness on the part of the 
organizers. They provided the 
Conference which gave the black 
women an opportunity to speak 
out to those who will hear.

Similarly any woman who says 
the black women spoilt the Con
ference has only herself to blame, 
not the organizers.

I think the Conference was 
very rewarding and will share as 
much of it as I can in my district. 
Congratulations to Sue, Heather, 
Sue and Sarah. I hope more 
women will share their sort of 
courage and organize another 
National Conference soon. 
Yours in Sisterhood.
Pat Fairbrother 
Napier

OUT OF YOUR THERAPY 
GROUP, INTO THE 
STREETS

Dear Friends,
Where have all the women 

gone who want to beat their pots 
and pans into printing presses and 
weave their cloth into banners? 
WON A AC has recently sold 
hundreds of these posters and has 
been eagerly waiting for the 
buyers, who presumably endorse 
the sentiments, to join us on our 
public activities. But so far there 
has been no visible upsurge in 
interest.

This has been an increasing 
concern over the past few years. 
During the early days of the 
women’s movement, it was not 
difficult to gather a crowd for a 
picket or a rally around important 
feminist issues. Now the impetus 
seems to be in self-help and 
therapy groups, and basic 
demands like child care, sex 
education, fertility control and 
abortion are obscured. While

some women are able to meet 
their own needs within their 
women’s group, the vast majori
ty of New Zealand women are 
still struggling with these day-to- 
day problems. It is a luxury to be 
able to discuss ad nauseam the 
latest politically correct slogan to 
shout at the Miss Wellington 
picket, or the trials of being a 
token woman at the United Na
tions, or whether Betty Friedan 
is right in her second wave 
feminism philosophy. To most 
women these issues are totally 
irrelavent.

The recent Suffrage Day 
perhaps gives an indication of 
where everybody likes to be seen. 
Over 700 women, we are told, at
tended yet another conference on 
women’s health. Another hun
dred or so were in the audience 
at the Media Women’s awards for- 
women show. Yet, the following 
Monday, when one of the most 
crucial attacks on women* (see 
below) was to be heard at the 
Court of Appeal in Wellington, 
about 50 women turned up to 
protest. Ignorance was no excuse 
for the small crowd. Every single 
group that could be thought to be 
sympathetic had been contacted. 
Over $200 had been spent on 
leaflets, posters and newspaper 
advertising. Women may argue 
that rallies and marches are a 
waste of time yet this did not 
deter them from turning out time 
and time again during the 
Springbok Tour.

It is time women moved on 
from their therapy groups, coffee 
mornings and film evenings and 
offered at least a little of their 
time (or money) to continue to 
fight for those fundamental 
demands of the women’s libera
tion movement that have been 
overlooked or ignored.
Helen Wilson, WONACC 
Wellington
*Dr Melvyn Wall, New

Plymouth paediatrician, in 
January this year took out an in
junction to stop a fifteen-year-old 
girl from obtaining an abortion. 
The High Court decided that Dr 
Wall had no standing to represent 
the foetus, and that the courts 
could not review abortion con
sultants’ decisions. Dr Wall is ap
pealing this decision and the ap
peal was due to be heard on 20th 
September, the day after Suffrage 
Day, but was postponed. If Dr 
Wall wins his case, it means 
women may face judicial as well 
as medical procedures to get abor
tions, leading to delays, increas
ed stress and expense, and an 
almost total lack of privacy.

RAPE VICTIMS

Dear Broadsheet,
Christine Dann makes many 

good points in her letter (October 
issue) about the anti-rape “pro
clamation” posted in Wellington 
streets, but missed one.

The proclamation states that 
the curfew order on men will not 
extend “beyond the time it takes 
women to realise that heterosex
uality is unnatural and injurious 
to women’s health.” So it’s 
heterosexual women who keep 
men raping, is it? By this perverse 
logic, rape will stop once all 
women become lesbian or 
celibate. Sisters, I thought any 
woman could get raped. Have 
you thought about women under 
anaesthetics, women in the back 
of ambulances, old women asleep 
in bed, daughters of any age, 
wives and girlfriends, and, yes, 
lesbians.

Even the queen isn’t safe.
This “proclamation” puts a 

new twist on blaming the victim. 
If we’re going to take actions like 
this, which have the merit of 
shock value, at least let’s have our 
politics straight before we go 
public.
Sandra Coney
Auckland

OOPS!____________
Dear Broadsheet,

Obviously you have got your 
wires crossed regarding the pay
ment of my subscription. I posted 
a cheque for a sustaining 
subscription of $30.00 dated 
30.8.82. This was withdrawn 
from my account on 1.9.82. A 
week or so later I received two 
copies of the September issue 
separately wrapped. Inside one 
was a card thanking me for my 
sustaining sub and inside the 
other was a reminder that my sub 
for October issue was due!
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Today I received a “Last 
Notice” reminder for payment of 
October subscription. Please 
check and rectify this confusion. 
Yours sincerely,
Linda Craig
Wellington

MORE OOPS!

Dear Broadsheet wimmin,
I’m a bit confused. I ordered 

two T-shirts “Te Oranga o Nga 
W ahine” and a sweatshirt 
“Because we’re women . . . ”. I got 
the T-shirts, thanks, but instead 
of the sweatshirt I got these 
booties and chocolate bar — to 
add insult, it’s a Nestles bar and 
I’ve been boycotting them for 
years. I want a large-size sweat
shirt, please, and you can keep 
the other items.
Alison McNicholl 
Christchurch

Ed note: Would the cold-footed 
baby please come in and claim its 
footwear (they’re lavender and 
white).

PAPER MONEY

Dear Broadsheet,
Please find enclosed monies for 

subscriptions — I would pay ex
tra for a sustaining subscription 
but I disagree with $300 being 
spent on “whiter than white” 
paper — it’s probably appropriate 
if one can afford it, but surely 
Broadsheet needs to keep costs to 
a minimum so the mag is 
available at a reasonable price — 
what do others think?

Apart from this “little moan” 
I think the magazine is great and 
thoroughly enjoy it — the articles 
on racism are an eye-opener 
politically and socially, as I never 
considered myself being part of 
‘’the problem”. I enjoyed also the 
Women’s Health Conference and 
want to say a “Big thanks” to all 
those who helped organise such 
an event. The workshop choices 
were overwhelming and I found 
it difficult deciding what to take! 
Successful conferences I’m sure 
are based on catering for many in
terests and this was done ably.

Well, enough said. Thanks for 
the magazine and the 
Conference.
Melva Austin 
Te Awamutu
Ed note: When Broadsheet began 
publication in its present form, 
the magazine was printed on 
Kympress or its equivalent. With 
a hike in paper prices we felt forc
ed to print on recycled Tasman 
newsprint. For our anniversary 
issue we printed on Kympress 
because we wanted a good look
ing magazine which would not 
become fragile with age. Conse
quently we saw how much,bet
ter graphics, and especially 
photos, reproduced on Kympress. 
We feel a magazine is not just 
words, people must want to read 
it. Visual appearance is a large 
part of attracting readers to the 
magazine, or a particular article. 
Our production methods in the 
past have not done justice to the 
work of our artists and 
photographers.

MARRIED FEMINISTS
Dear Broadsheet,

Bravo Rebecca Judd of 
Hamilton (Letters, Broadsheet 
October 1982)! I too am a mar
ried feminist and it isn’t easy, one 
has to put up with comments of 
how “poor” my husband must be 
and “I don’t know ,how he copes”. 
After twelve-and-a-half years of 
being on my own and raising two 
daughters, I became very cynical 
towards men through being hurt 
in some way or another. I am 
now in a marriage institution 
with a husband who loves me and 
although he has not actively 
become involved in my feminist 
projects, he supports me in every 
way he can.

I too feel that because I am 
married I am not entitled to the 
rewards of being a feminist and 
I do not have many feminist 
friends, if any. I really do feel that 
1 need the constant support of 
feminist groups but am always 
hesitant in making contact with 
my single feminist sisters. I’m all 
for a feminist support group for 
married women to be formed, but 
think it is a shame that it should 
be deemed necessary to do so.

If Broadsheet doesn’t mind I 
am only too happy to have my 
address printed along with this 
letter.
Janine Dailey
37 Anne Road,
Tauranga

SCUM REVIVAL!
Dear Editor,

We, as two young females, do 
not understand the humiliating 
mating ritual of the New Zealand 
Male in pubs and bars. Why must 
we be subjected to lewd, low, 
despicable, lustful and lecherous 
suggestions and physical, visual 
and verbal advances?

Every male seems to regard 
females as sexual instruments on
ly: the instance, two women walk 
alone into a bar, they are (ap
parently) not out for a quiet drink 
but for a roll in the hay with any 
male that condescends to pick 
them up — regardless of how 
undesirable he might be. The 
worst of these leeches are the 
over-40, fat and balding 
Casanovas, who, by some strange 
and twisted fantasy, regard 
themselves as, not only God’s gift 
to the humble female, but are out 
to prove their virility with the 
first female they can catch.

We think that all men should 
be put down at birth. Failing that, 
males should be made to ex
perience everything women have 
been subjected to, for the past 
2000 years. Take away their 
votes, tie them to the stove by 
their apron strings, make them 
bring up the children, ridicule 
every idea that they have ever 
had mid call them “The little 
man”, and tell them not to worry 
their pretty little heads about 
matters that only women can deal 
with i.e. world politics, financial 
concerns, crime rates, and other 
trivial matters.

Men should also be com
pulsorily sterilized; we can easily 
start up sperm-banks to 
repopulate ourselves when and if 
we feel like it.
P. Watts 
K. Jenkins 
Auckland

STRAIGHT FROM THE 
CHEST

Dear Broadsheet,
I play at a chess club where 

women make about 5% of the 
membership. I also hold a post on 
the committee. Last playing 
night, a male player pointed at me 
and I said, “Do you want me?” 
He replied, “Yes, but I can’t have 
you.” A little later, a women who 
is an excellent chess player (and 
incidentally a New Zealand 
Women’s Champion, although 
we have doubts about that title 
existing), lost a drawn game after 
a long struggle. A male spectator 
when learning that she had lost, 
smiled broadly and remarked 
“Dumb broad”.

NO, I HAVE NOT GOT A 
SENSE OF HUMOUR. Will so
meone kindly tell me what is fun
ny about it?

I know all women have to put 
up with this. I am interested in 
writing, and since plays interest 
me the most, I’m not bad at 
dialogue. Is there any book which 
lists all these dull and irritating 
things men (and sometimes 
women) say, together with some 
sparkling, witty replies. I’m sure 
many such replies could be multi
purpose.

Would you please ask your 
readers to send in put-down 
remarks with or without smart 
replies? Or else send them to me?
I could may be produce a colum 
for Broadsheet and maybe even
tually a book. I can just imagine 
the index, e.g. Physical 
Characteristics (sub-heading 
breasts, wide hips etc), or In
telligence (sub-heading; lack of)

Apart from being amusing, 
such a column or book would be 
a consciousness-raising ex
perience, both for women and 
men to read. I think we have got 
to the stage where NO-ONE 
CAN PUSH US AROUND IF 
WE DON’T LET THEM.

Hope you have some thoughts 
on the idea.

June Kinchant
Auckland

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

I rejoice exceedingly that the resolution should combine us with the Negro. I feel 
that we have been with him; that the iron has entered into our souls. True we have 
not felt the slave-holder s lash! true we have not had our hands manacled, but our

hearts have been crushed.”
Anaeline Grimke 1805 — 1879
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NOW YOl CAN SEE . . .
The Controversial Sensation of this 

years International Film Festivals.
A  stunn ing  m ix in g  o f  exp lic it sexual 
images and interview s th a t shouts at 

its audience th a t p o rn o g rap h y  o f  any k in d  
is degrad ing  to  w om en !

a film about

PORNOGRAPHY
( R 1 8 )  I

7 GALATOS ST.. 
NEWTON, 

AUCKLAND.

WATCH FOR IT
AT AMALGAMATED THEATRES THROUGHOUT N.Z.

THEATRE 
CORPORATE

PRESENTS

OUTSIDE IN
BY HILARY BEATON  

DIRECTED BY JUDITH GIBSON
FEATURING

LEE GRANT, MAYA DALZIEL, 
SARAH PEIRSE, DONOGH REES, 

HESTER JOYCE, NORELLE SCOTT, 
& TERESA WOODHAM

The Premier of a powerful new play 
exploring the complex relationships among 
women “ Inside” .

• Workshopped at the N.Z. Playwrights 
Conference.

» Opening Thursday 25 November, 8.15pm.
► Bookings at Theatre Corporate —

Ph: 774-237.

DONT DISAPPOINT HER
Give her the present she wanted to get 
A year's subscription to Broadsheet

ORDER FORM

Please give my friend a year's subscription to broadsheet 
and send her a card saying it's from me.

My friend's name is _________________
Address

My name

I enclose $______($17 for a local sub, $22 for an
overseas sub) Send to: Broadsheet, PO Box 5799, 
Auckland. _____ ■________________ _
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BEHIND THE NEWS
PRISON CHALLENGES

HINENGARO DAVIS recent
ly spent eight weeks in prison 
after a conviction for “unlawful 
assembly” on Springbok tour 
charges. LOUISE RAFKIN 
talked to her about her time in
side while she was on bail pen
ding an appeal.

Hinengaro will face five more 
charges arising from anti-Springbok 
Tour protests on September 12,1981.

Hinengaro Davis Photo by Gil Hanly

If her appeal against conviction on 
“unlawful assembly” is unsuccessful, 
the police say they may drop these 
charges. These new charges were laid 
while Hinengaro was in prison on re
mand waiting sentence for her convic
tion. They include charges for assault 
and Hinengaro thinks they were laid 
to forestall Amnesty International 
awarding her political prisoner status 
(CARE had applied for this, and 
Amnesty will not give this status for 
prisoners convicted on charges involv
ing violence).

During her Court of Appeal hear
ing, the Police Prosecutor recognised 
that three of the six prisoners were 
politically motivated in their actions, 
and this will be important, although 
she feels “directly or indirectly all peo
ple in prisons are political prisoners.”

If her conviction is upheld, her 
sentence could be changed, or she 
could go back to prison. However, 
since she has already done two months 
of what may be seen as a harsh six- 
month sentence, she may be let off.* 
BROADSHEET: You wrote to 
Broadsheet about your relationship

with other women in prison, how 
challenging it was to communicate 
your political beliefs and convictions 
to them. Can you tell us about your 
experiences with them? 
HINENGARO: In the two months I 
was inside I saw that Maori women 
are ready to listen, ready to move. It’s 
a waste of time for us to say that we 
understand women, unless we sit 
down and listen to their struggle. 
Before I went inside I was comfor
table. I was on the benefit, had the 
benefit of a heterosexual relationship. 
I had a lot of privileges because I was 
seen to be pro-women, pro-Maori 
women, yet I never understood the op
pression that Maori women face to
day. I’ve never slept on the street, or 
had to survive on the street. Stay 
awake all night so that you don’t get 
raped or picked up, and then sleep in 
the park during the day. To steal out 
of rubbish bins to eat. I’ve got a com
fortable home, although I fought the 
State for it. I’m recognized by the com
munity, I have a strong extended fami
ly relationship. This knowledge brings 
me comfort, affords me a lot of 
privileges.

But there are many of our women, 
of our people, without these things and 
we find them in prisons. Because of 
their lack of privilege, lack of comfort, 
they are that much easier to talk to, 
to reach, to convert.

Women in prisons are like 
everybody else deprived of knowledge. 
The prison is just another way of 
depriving us of things that are real, the 
things that touch us, the things we can 
identify with. I found it easy to be with 
these women.

I found it more a challenge to be 
consistent. If I said something and 
then did something else, they would 
be the first ones to challenge me. I was 
forever being challenged. I realise that 
we are exemplary women when we 
say we are fighting for women. We 
must be very consistent. Women are 
counting on us. But we have to turn 
it on them too, so they know it’s not 
just for us to do it, it is for all of our 
struggle.
BROADSHEET: What about their 
reaction to feminism?
HINENGARO One of the hardest 
things I found to challenge is the com
mon use of the word “cunts”. I used to 
tremble when I heard that word. One 
day I freaked out because I had got to

the end of my tether hearing anti
women things. I said, “Before I leave 
this place I will have at least one of 
you women not making anti-women 
statements”. I made a lot of Maori 
women feel positive about being 
Maori, but I’m not sure I succeeded 
in making women feel good about be
ing women.

It is hard because their concentra 
tion span is limited, and probably 
because I’m not very skilled at com 
municating — maybe next time! It’s 
so hard in such a short time to give 
them short, sharp, messages that will 
stay with them.

They read Broadsheet but unfor
tunately they don’t get into the white 
women’s articles because they don't 
identify with them. They didn’t seem 
relevant to them. We went through 
the letters together and they could pick 
out Black women’s letters because it 
was the language they related to.

When the first Black women’s 
magazine came out it was amazing. 
The front page appealed to them right 
away, it was a black, red and white 
Maori motif. They all clammered for 
it. I took it into the toilet to get a quick 
flip through it myself, and then hand
ed it over. The first night one cell had 
it and then the next day the other 
women shared it. The following day 
a young women, 16, was being mov
ed down to Arohata and she came in
to the kitchen where I was working 
and said, “Hinengaro . . .  you know 
.. . “I knew what she wanted and for 
this particular woman to ask for it was 
a big deal. So before before she had to 
ask I said, “Yes, have it.” I felt really 
glad because I had broken down bar
riers in split seconds. Black women’s 
struggle is not just for me, we ail have 
to share. Now this woman is scream
ing for literature. She’s dying to come 
to the Black Women’s Hui in 
December, and had identified with 
other Black women in struggle at 
Arohata. I’m glad I wasn’t selfish, lit
tle things like that mean a lot to me 
now. We’ve got to see the trees for the 
forest, one woman is precious.

It's really hard to tell all my ex
periences because all was important. 
To be able to make other women who 
can’t even relate to Black women on 
the outside, let alone black women on 
the inside — to help them appreciate 
the struggle. I think it would be ideal 
if there could be a political black
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woman, a feminist, inside, one very 
month — just be there.

I made a personal commitment, I 
saw myself doing six months. I said I 
would grab and hold at least one 
woman a month. I have managed to 
make strong ties with three women at 
least, who I am sure will stay with the 
struggle. One woman says that keep
ing communication open with me has 
helped her keep her sanity, another 
woman is ready to come on the march 
to Waitangi in February.

Developing strong relationships 
with these women has helped me to 
find myself as a Maori and a woman.
I believe that until all people fight for 
Maori women in this country to be 
free, then no one is free. There is so 
much keeping us down.

How do I make people understand? 
I don’t want to be like that bloody 
Greg Newbold, capitalizing on other 
people’s oppression, making a name 
for himself, getting a masters degree, 
making a fat profit. Meanwhile the 
screws are going to tighten up in there, 
depriving our already deprived people 
of the small things they’re fought for.

What, everybody fight for Maori 
people. Sure, but you have got to 
recognize that I am tangata whenua 
of this country. Once you recognise 
me, you will recognize all my sisters, 
all my brothers, all my family, all my 
people. □
As we go to press, we learn that further 

Kowhai Street charges against Donna 
Awatere and two others have been drop
ped. Late in October, Donna was acquit
ted of charges relating to anti-Tour protests 
on September 5, 1981 at Kowhai Street.

WAIGANI SEMINAR

Diane Goodwillie reports on a 
recent Women and Develop
ment seminar held in Papua 
New Guinea.

Waigani Seminar work group, September 1982.

Barbara Rogers, Ruth Lechte and Penelope Schoeffel Meleisea, International Guests at Waigani Seminar.

Introduction/Background
The University of Papua New 

Guinea every few years holds a 
prestigious Waigani Seminar where in
ternationally renowned speakers, as 
well as Papua New Guinea residents, 
review issues as they relate to Papua 
New Guinea. The September 1982 
Conference focussed on the past 10 
years development. Three of the five 
days were devoted to issues in women 
and development, with international

ly known resource persons such as 
Barbara Rogers, Ruth Lechte, 
Penelope Schoeffel Meleisea, and 
Diane Johnson as well as many for
thright and articulate women from 
various parts of Papua New Guinea 
and some observers from Pacific 
Islands.

WOMEN SPEAK OUT IN PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA

The highlight of this year’s seminar 
was the Women and Development 
segment. The two hundred or so men 
and women who attended these ses
sions quickly showed they found Point 
Seven (“a rapid increase in the equal 
and active participation of women in 
all forms of economic and social activi
ty”) a meaningless lipservice, or as one 
delegate put it, “mousewater”.

Quotes by politicians appalled the

audience, for example: “Women 
should not be in bloody parliament 
they should be out under the 
clothesline with a mouthful of pegs” 
and “Who will cook our food . . .  If 
wives have jobs there will be conflict 
when both return home” and a sugges
tion “to ban girls education beyounc 
primary school” because they “— just 
get married”.

Presentations varied from slides and 
personal anecdotes to formal lectures. 
Two discussion groups emerged from 
the Plenary Sessions to discuss (1) the 
effects of alcohol, rape and assaults, 
and counselling needs of women anc 
(2) funding issues for women. The cold 
academic atmosphere of the universi
ty was softened by mothers quietly 
breastfeeding, youngsters giving their 
babytalk views, and the use of pidgin 
for some of the papers.
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The National Council of Women 
came in for criticism as a “top down” 
organisation and one that needed to 
clarify it’s financial books. The au
dience expressed its concern that all 
non-government aid from the United 
States for any women’s programmes 
m Papua New Guinea has been ter
minated until the National Council of 
Women clears its finances.

Government tends to make women 
an afterthought rather than in
tegrating their needs into the planning 
process. Funke Samana questioned 
government’s lack of recognition and 
support for subsistence agriculture and 
accused colonial administrators of by
passing women.

Hana Papi Ogi and field workers 
from the East Sepik Province describ
ed their gardening and women’s clubs 
as helping subsistence dwellers yet 
there has been little assistance from 
government officers who are mostly 
male. She said, “Subsistence women 
are most burdened but least 
recognized”.

Angela Mandi suggested that men 
really need liberating from prejudiced 
ideas: “When a man says now that a 
woman can’t do this or must do that 
because it is traditional, one finds it 
hard to understand why he does not 
want to accept the fact that it is also 
traditional for him to do this or not to 
do that.”

Papua New Guinea self-criticism 
was alleviated somewhat by the inter
national speakers who pointed out the 
very great achievement of forming a 
combined government and non
government Committee on Women’s 
Development, the only Pacific coun
try to have such a communications 
and liason group. PNG has played a 
significant role in the past 10 years in 
developing regional ties and resources 
such as the Pacific Women’s Resource 
bureau presently located at the South 
5acific Commission in Noumea, New 

Caledonia.
Barbara Rogers, author of 

domestication of Women suggested 
that women all around the world fac
ed similar issues but that Papua New 
Guinea was fortunate in that it could 
earn from some of the mistakes in 

places like Africa. She questioned in
form ation sources on women. 
Statistics often have been gathered 
from biased sources and “we must 
trust our own experiences and percep
tions without being intimidated by 
others”. Women must support each 
other and challenge the accepted view.

It is too difficult for women to act

singly to overcome discrimination and 
it is better to concentrate on one or 
two areas, collecting information and 
challenging attitudes and policies, but 
never alone as the opposition is too 
great. Ms Rogers went on to say, 
“Women cannot be totally opposed to 
cash crops, but must put together com
posite programmes which cater to 
nutrition, home gardens and sub
sistence as well as cash crops . . .  It’s 
political!” She went on to criticize 
foreign experts and urged women to 
make them more accountable to local 
people who in the end have to deal 
with the after effects. She urged 
women to seek solidarity with regional 
and international women’s groups and 
cited the success of an international 
network of women in the recent “Code 
of Ethics” developed by the World 
Health Organisation to crackdown on 
breast milk substitutes.

Jean Kekado simply and brilliantly 
told of her experiences with the Public 
Service and now the Ombudsman’s of
fice and pleaded for radical re
orientation of priorities to achieve the 
idealistic goals of the Eight Point Plan. 
“My only hope is that increasingly we 
will direct our attention to achieving 
what we believe in, rather than mere
ly re-stating it just to reassure 
ourselves or for intellectual stimuli.”

The Women and Development Sec
tion of the Conference made a good 
start on this, and Conference 
organizers have promised to document 
the papers in a report which will serve 
to help women of Papua New Guinea 
and other Pacific countries to rethink 
their successes and failures and deter
mine more equal participation in the 
future. □

MAKING MONEY THE 
MALE WAY

Diane Lang was assaulted by a 
male fellow worker as she read 
the morning paper. He got the 
sack. Whoopee!, we hear you 
say. But read the rest of this 
story from LOUISE RAFKIN

----------------- ------------------------------- --- ----------------------------.

The Herald’s headline read “3800 
to Man Who Pinched Bottom and was

Sacked”. Great Publicity for would be 
sexual harassers — pinch a bottom 
and get rewarded.

The truth behind this incident is far 
more complex and it reveals that, as 
with rape cases, it is the victims of sex
ual harassment who suffer most.

Mrs Diane Lang, a tally clerk at 
Hellaby’s in Papatoetoe, brought this 
case against Mr Sydney Epps who had 
been a cleaner and union secretary at 
the factory for over eighteen years. On 
the morning of March 30 Mr Epps 
found Mrs Lang standing over the 
morning paper, and proceeded to 
“pinch her bottom”.

After the incident Mrs Lang com
plained to her supervisor. He agreed 
to act on the complaint. Meanwhile 
Epps had admitted to “being in the shit 
with Diane”. Putting his hand on her 
shoulder he tried to apologise, — she 
told him to keep his bloody hands to 
himself.

The supervisor’s way of handling 
Mrs Lang’s complaint was to ask Mr 
Epps if he knew the song “Some Girls 
do, Some Girls don’t”. He told Epps 
“to be more careful in the future 
whose bottom he pinched”. In other 
words, Diane was off limits, a “girl” 
who “didn’t”.

Mrs Lang did not let the matter 
drop and rang her husband, her 
solicitor and the police seeking advice. 
She was furious when she found out 
about the supervisor’s “warning” to 
Epps and went straight to see the 
manager. The situation was awkward 
he “blushed”.

He did, however, order the matter 
to be investigated and later there was 
meeting between her union rep, his 
union rep and management.

Mrs Lang was asked to provide a 
written complaint for the meeting. In 
her statement she elaborated on the 
“bottom pinching”: “Syd Epps sneak
ed in behind me and pinched my bot
tom. But in doing so his fingers touch
ed the more private parts of my body 
(near the vagina).”

At the meeting Epps denied 
touching her, but admitted to prodding 
her with a “rolled up piece of paper”. 
He was dismissed.

The Northern Butchers Union then 
brought his case against Hellaby’s on 
the grounds of unjust dismissal. 
Because of the hurried manner in 
which Epps was fired the union felt 
that the company had failed to comp
ly with fair termination procedures. 
The union claimed that Epps was 
taken unfairly by “surprise” (sic) when 
he found he could be fired for his
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action.
The Arbitration court stated that 

the “bottom pinching” Epps was in
itially accused of, was “simple miscon
duct” for which he could not have 
been dismissed. It decided that the 
written statement “differed from the 
initial complaint in a most important 
way” and that the management should 
have interviewed Mrs Lang “to make 
a decision on credibility”. Since “the 
accusation against him (Epps) had 
changed and was now one of “serious 
misconduct” (indecent assault) involv
ing instant dismissal, Epps should have 
been warned of this.

In her statement, Diane had said she 
was “shaken at the time” (of the 
assault) and that her verbal complaint 
“came out rather badly”. But she had 
told her own union delegate that 
“Epps had put his hand between my 
legs, on my vagina”.

In its judgement the Court makes 
dubious distinctions about when “bot
tom pinching” becomes an indecent 
assault. How close to the vulva does 
a pinch have to be before it is 
“serious”?

The Court supported the union and 
said the Company officials should not 
have taken into account “gossip” in 
the firing — two other women had 
talked of Epps’ ways and the Court 
found this hearsay unacceptable as 
grounds for dismissal, as Epps had 
never been warned.

The Court was not prepared to 
order reinstatement as it accepted the 
testimony of other women workers of 
previously “offensive” behaviour by 
Epps, but he did make off with nearly 
four grand in “loss of wages” and 
compensation.

Mrs Lang’s case in district court 
came up she had pressed legal charges 
and Epps was found guilty of assault, 
not indecent assault, and fined 150 
dollars. What's 150 when you’re get
ting 3800?

Owen Harvey, the Butcher’s Union 
secretary said that it was the principle 
behind Epps dismissal which caused 
them to take up the case. He also said 
that “Sexual harassment goes on quite 
often, often unwillingly, but it is 
sometimes part of the internal social 
structure.” It was a “grubby case” but 
he feels that “it is very unlikely 
something of that sort will happen 
again on that plant.”

The Freezing Workers Clerical 
Union firmly state that they had “No 
Comment”.

Hellaby’s was glad to pay the costs, 
glad to see Epps go as the incident was

upsetting the workings of the factory. 
Mrs Lang was subject to weeks of ver
bal and physical abuse from other 
union members, including a fierce 
punch in the hip.

For Diane the case was a 
nightmare. After her ordeal on the day 
of the incident, things got worse. The 
union locked her out of the plant for 
four days on the grounds that if they 
brushed up against her she might have 
them for assault. She didn’t know her 
legal rights or how the proceedings

would go, and found herself alone and 
confused. She demanded a written 
apology from the union and although 
she finally got one said that “all men 
stick together”. It has made her aware 
of the men who are bosses, whom she 
says “laugh and shrug sexual harass
ment off — it is enough to discourage 
any woman from complaining.”

Her final comment: “I don’t know 
if I’d have the courage to do it again. 
It’s not easy, if it happened again I 
think I would just leave.”□

Feminist Groupies? Constables Gibson and Rooney (from left) made arrests at the Rumba Bar, they're shown 
here at the Miss New Zealand demo. (Photo from Craccum)

SINGING THE BLUES

The all-woman band Freudian 
Slips arrived in the Rumba Bar 
to play one Friday night, and 
ended up in the cells! LOUSIE 
RAFKIN tells how.

What do the boys in blue do on a 
“routine” Friday night in Auckland? 
Hassle women and blacks you say? 
You may well be right.

On June 16th the Freudian Slips 
were to play in the Rumba Bar but 
three band members and three of their 
friends were on the way to the police 
station before the support band had 
finished.

Arriving at the bar around five, the 
band noticed a lot of police, mainly 
milling around harassing black people. 
But the clientele were peaceful and it 
looked as though it would be a quiet 
night. When asked why they were 
zeroing in on the blacks, one cop com
mented, “they carry knives”.

At around seven a group of police 
came back to the bar and continued 
their perusal, arresting some blacks 
and questioning the others. It was the 
obvious racism in their behaviour 
which began to stir some tension, and 
many of the people were commenting
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on the blatancy of their actions. One 
Freudian Slip supporter also heard the 
comment “Let’s clear the bar of 
dykes”.

Soon afterwards one of the the cops 
said to Ana McFarlane, “Don’t I 
know you from somewhere?” After 
her reply she was hustled outside and 
arrested for insulting language.

Sharon Madgeskind went to see 
what happened to Ana and after her 
comment, “Fucking Pigs”, went 
upstairs and sat down, upset. About 
five policemen then came up and lifted 
her out of her chair and took her down 
the stairs.

Paula and Mary, two other band 
members, went to see about Sharon 
and were arrested for assaulting a 
police officer. Although Mary did grab 
the policeman’s shoulder and asked 
him what had happened, he claims she 
pushed him down the stairs, also that 
Paula put him in an armlock. They 
were off to the wagon.

Meanwhile a group had gathered 
outside on the street and many were 
jeering the cops. Elizabeth, the 
keyboards player, called them “bored 
fuckwits” and soon afterwards joined 
the others. Anne-Marie Grace added 
her comments and found herself ar
rested as well.

After the booking session at the sta
tion, where the cops took great 
pleasure in using their own brand of 
“insulting language” they were 
remanded on bail and the next morn
ing plead not guilty to all charges.

Two months later all but two of the 
charges were dismissed. Ana’s was 
dropped because of a Waitangi Day in
cident alledgedly still pending, a much

more fruitful conviction than under
age drinking or insulting language. 
Paula defended herself and the ob
vious lies which the cops told about 
her assault caused the judge to dismiss 
her charges. Mary’s were similarly 
dropped because she denied intent to 
assault. Anne-Marie was fined $50 for 
her language.

Elizabeth sat before a different 
judge and she doesn’t feel her lawyer 
handled her case well. Elizabeth cor
rected the cops who claimed she call
ed them a “bunch of fuckwits” and 
though “her honesty did her credit” 
the judge “preferred their evidence”. 
“Police have a very difficult job to do 
and people like you make it worse.” 
She was fined $100 and is appealing.

Sharon had a woman judge and 
representing herself, said she was pre
menstrual. The judge assumed that 
“Fucking Pigs” was addressed to male 
chauvinist pigs in general, and dismiss
ed her charges.

Cathy Sheehan, a guitar player in 
the band, wrote the police a long, ar
ticulate and thorough letter about the 
incident. Why were there fifteen police 
to patrol forty patrons? She said that 
she thought the police obviously pro
voked the incident and were harassing 
Maoris in particular. The letter she 
received from the Deputy Assistant 
Commissioner denied the continuous 
presence of the cops and stated that 
“policing hotels was an important 
aspect of police duties, in the interest 
of public order”.

A good return from the boys, it’s 
almost as if they needed a certain 
percentage of arrests to make their 
numbers worthwhile. □

CONNECTIONS

A new Auckland group, 
WOMANLINE, reports on the 
reasons and aims for their 
group.

In December 1981 a small group of 
women got together to discuss the 
possiblity of setting up a telephone 
counselling service for women. This 
first meeting was held because we 
were concerned at the type of service 
that was being offered to women by 
other telephone services such as 
Lifeline and Youthline, (stories of 
women being propositioned on the 
phone, of lesbianism being treated as 
a problem rather than women to be 
referred on to the Lesbian Support 
Group, etc)

We felt that there are problems and 
issues specific to women in our socie
ty and that other organisations which 
did not have a feminist perspective 
may be treating these issues with a bias 
that would be detrimental to the 
women concerned.

From these early discussions we 
decided to set up a feminist listening, 
information and referral service run by 
and for women.

The term “listening” was chosen in 
place of “counselling” because we feel 
that counselling implies a directive ap
proach and the imparting of 
knowledge from the counsellor to the 
caller. Our philosophy stresses “self- 
help” where the telephone listener 
helps the woman to help herself and 
to work out her own problem rather 
than by doing it all for her and mak
ing her dependent on us.

We see that the best way to help a 
woman in distress is to enable her to 
deal with a situation in her own way 
and from within her own resources. In 
a society where women are not listen
ed to enough it may simply be suffi
cient to be a non-judging and open 
listener.

To compliment the listening service 
Woman line offers a referral service to 
groups and organisations for assistance 
in specialised areas, for example, Rape 
Crisis, Battered Women’s Support 
Group, Black Women’s Groups.
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We are also compiling lists of 
women-oriented and sympathetic doc
tors, lawyers, counsellors, dentists and 
naturopaths.

As an information service we are 
building up comprehensive files with 
the help of various women’s groups 
throughout New Zealand. We offer in
formation on a large number of areas 
such as women’s rights, resources and 
services available, groups for women, 
and the activites they are involved in.

As an information and referral ser
vice Womanline is a unique opportuni
ty for Auckland women to develop 
their own community resource and 
hotline. Women can contact us with 
information on any topic such as 
women’s massage classes, picket and 
demonstration dates and times, dance 
yenues... anything. We will add 
these to our files and make them 
available to women who phone in. 
This will be particularly valuable ser
vice for out-of-town women wanting 
to make contacts in Auckland.

Womanline depends on the par
ticipation and involvement of 
Auckland women for its success. At 
present we are a collective of fifty 
women who are undergoing training 
in telephone listening. The training 
course involves two hours a week for 
eight weeks and is both a skills and a 
self-awareness programme.

We are wanting to enlarge the col
lective and are running new training 
programmes in December and 
January.

Apart from becoming involved as a 
telephone listener if you have any in
formation pertinent to women, 
perhaps you’ve had contact with a 

good lawyer, know of a women’s 
agoraphobia support group or have 
seen a good play or film), let us know 
and we will put it on our files.

Womanline will be in operation from 
mid-November, 1982. We are based at 
the Women’s Health Centre, 63 Pon- 
sonby Rd, Auckland, and our phone 
number is 765-173.

Contact us and “make the connec
tions work”.D

ON THE MOVE

Hecate Women’s Health Collec
tive in Wellington reports on a 
new project and a change of 
premises.

Hecate is in the early days of 
writing three booklets on NZ 
Women’s Health due out around 
autumn next year. Two of the 
booklets will focus on specific WHM 
issues — Body/Self Image, and PMT. 
Selecting these topics over others 
reflects the extra enquiries and input 
Hecate has dealt with in our past three 
years at Boulcott St. The third booklet 
is the political back bone of the pro
ject, and will centre on Self-Help 
Health as a women’s liberation tactic 
and as an option for women wanting 
to work towards health with other 
women instead of with doctors etc. We 
plan for the booklets to be used as 
resource kits for potential and already- 
started self help groups (on any topic) 
and we are being deliberately

possible) send us a copy. If you didn’t 
document at the time of the effort we 
would appreciate any hindsight notes 
you might care to make.

If you will allow us to quote from 
your contribution in the bookiet/s 
please say so. If you don’t want to be 
quoted may we store your contribu
tion in the Hecate “archives” here for 
other women to get ideas from?

The booklets, as NZ women’s 
resource manuals, will have national 
listings of women’s groups, even 
though we are quite fluid about form
ing and finishing our groups. We want 
it to be as fully accurate as possible 
and we want to hear from all groups 
who want to be listed in the back so 
that other women can contact you for 
impetus.

‘No Frills” , the Hecate Women's Health Collective, June 1982.

parochial.
Although many efforts are not 

documented by self-help groups, 
Hecate has collected and is always 
receiving input from both self-help 
health groups and self-care groups. We 
are inviting up-to-date contributions 
on a national scale to increase the 
authenticity and usefulness of the 
booklets.

If you or your group/organisa- 
tion/collective/committee has been 
discussing women’s health issues we 
would like to hear from you. We want 
to know what started you off, how 
you went about discussing the issue/s 
you chose, and what has come out of 
it. If you have produced pamphlets, ar
ticles, TV or radio shows or a piece in 
your newsletter please remind us or (if

We shall need these contributions 
by the end of February at the latest. 
If you want any information about 
Hecate or these booklets please don’t 
hesitate to contact us.

CONTACTING US:
We are shifting from Boulcott Street 

and because of this, and the work re
quired on the booklets we shall be clos
ed for Drop In from 12th November 
until the end of January. Phone and 
postal contact will continue as usual. 
When we re-open in early February 
we’ll be working from our new base 
at 287 CUBA STREET , alongside the 
Lesbian Centre, Women’s Place 
Bookshop, and the new women’s Cafe. 
Our new phone number is 842-732 
and the new PO Box will be 19-117 
Wellington.
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Powhiri at Tatai Hono Marae in Auckland All Photographs taken by Gill Hanly

People from all over New Zealand and the Pacific met at the Tatai Hono Marae in Auckland in 
mid-November for a seven-day hui on a nuclear free and independent Pacific.

Organised by the Pacific Peoples Anti-Nuclear Campaign, based in Otara, the hui gave “an 
opportunity to state Maori land rights causes and land rights movements throughout the Pacific in 
their broadest context — the struggle of indigenous people everywhere to regain power over their 

lives and lands. This means resisting global military and economic interests.”
The hui ended on Thursday 11 November with a rally in Aotea Square and a march to the French 

Consulate protesting at continued French nuclearisation of the Pacific.
Broadsheet asked a number of women attending the hui to report on some of the events at the hui, 

and Hilda Halkyard gives an overall perspective from the organisers’ point-of-view.
A core group of 80 people, numbers swell
ing daily to 120, attended on November 
5 - 12, Te Hui Oranga o te Moana Nui A 
Kiwa (a gathering of people concerned 
about the well being of the Pacific).

The hui was the first of its kind in 
Aotearoa. It was spearheaded by Pacific 
Peoples Anti-Nuclear Action Committee 
(PPANAC) and organised by a broad- 
based steering committee of Maori Women 
Te Reo Oranga O Te Moana Nui A Kiwa. 
Aims of the hui:
• to recognise Pacific Peoples have a 
common struggle, we have a common 
threat of white death;
• to build awareness of the tangata

whenua in Aotearoa;
• to identify and reco*. >se different 
struggles of the Pacific a iu draw out 
similarities;
• to make the connection from the per
son to the bomb;
• to meet others with a commonality of 
feeling;
• to motivate people to action to build 
our strength nationally and internationally.

The hui itself was a follow-up to the 
Nuclear Free Pacific Conferences (Fiji 
1975, Ponope 1978, Hawaii 1980). All the 
conferences had strong Maori representa
tion. The next NFPC will be held in 
Vanuatu October, 1983.

Te Reo Oranga saw that as Maori peo
ple one of our hardest problems is view
ing our struggle is isolation. We do not 
have the financial resources to send in
dividuals overseas in order to look at our 
struggle from afar — so we felt the next 
best thing was to bring a handful of Pacific 
Island grassroot struggles to a hundred of 
us. Our four overseas guests: Charlie 
Ching, a Tahitian independence leader, 
Grace Smallwood and Mike Smith, 
Australian Aboriginals f- >m North 
Queensland Council, and iviaiiflor Parpan 
of the Nuclear Free Philippines Coalition, 
were a definite investment for our h.u. Not 
only did they broaden our vision and make
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us see more clearly our whanaungatanga 
and similarities with other indigenous 
Pacific Island cultures, they also 
strengthened our commitment to fight for 
our status as tangata whenua of Aotearoa.

The Nuclear Bomb comes from 
the white past.

In looking at. the Pacific through 
native eyes it was inevitable that the white 
mentality be challenged. Pacific nations 
have a history/ies of colonial invasions and 
native resistance. Our past is our present 
and our future. The Nuclear Bomb comes 
from the white past. And thus it is this new 
form of white mushroom terrorism which 
threatens to wipe out all Pacific nations: 
the United States nuclear tests on the Mar
shallese people post-Hiroshima and 
Nagaski; the French tests on Mururoa and 
Fangataufa in Polynesia; white nations 
practicing nuclearisation on small isolated 
peoples of the Pacific - down and out 
Racism. The Pacific people are not only 
little black guinea pigs for the nuclear 
radiation syringe — but even our 
homelands are the practice ground for 
World War III. When they have perfected 
their bombs on our bodies, then they will 
engage in the “real war”.

W orking with whites
At the hui the majority of the blacks 

found it difficult working with whites. The 
old barriers of hostility arose. It was decid
ed that after main lecture sessions the 
workshops would be split into four main 
categories — black womin, black men, 
white womin, white men. By breaking in
to common peer groups, people would feel 
less threatened and speak freely. We were 
unsure whether this was a wise move, us
ing this method of “social control”. After 
our first report-back session — we found 
that this was a very productive way of cop
ing with the differently oriented groups. 
We found four angles coming up into the 
report-back, as opposed to the usual one. 
This method was also useful in terms of 
saving black energy — whites “should” 
have picked up indirectly on their own 
racism as well as general white racism. If 
they didn’t well gawd help us blacks. If the 
direct and indirect attacks don’t work — 
what will?

The hui was put together by the 
resources, energy, goodwill and commit
ment of Maori Womin Te Reo Oranga 
steering committee worked through 
tightening up group processes six weeks 
prior to the hui. Whakahou womin grilled 
us again to check over our arrangements, 
our attitudes, our working relationships, 
our confidence and our visions — lest we 
had forgotten something.

We had untold obstacles thrown in our 
pathway. Basically whites didn't believe we 
could pull anything off. Our PEP scheme 
for two workers fell through “because the 
hui was going ahead” whether we had the 
PEP scheme or not — bureaucracy does 
not like initiative. We were advised several 
times to call this hui off — postpone it till

The flag is raised at Bastion Point — the Hui visited the Point on Saturday 6 November.

next year because of the trade unions and 
so on and so on and so big nobs weren’t 
coming. Pleas for funding from various 
“supportive” organisations didn’t come 
through.

All this negative, lack of belief in the 
grassroots movement only makes you more 
determined. The steering committee could 
either succumb to this white negativism or 
fight it. So we pulled back our shoulders, 
bared our teeth and fought hard. We tap
ped nearly every Maori resource in 
Auckland to work for the hui — and in 
the end it all paid off — we beat the white 
negativism with black determination.

All in all the hui fulfilled all of the aims 
originally set out. A more detailed report 
will be published at a later date.

One of the most significant 
developments of the hui was the decision 
to set up a nationally co-ordinated Maori

resource centre that could play a major 
part in the strengthening of the Pacific 
network.

A section of young Maoris did not see 
the relevance of white presence nor the 
nuclear issue to themselves and a few left. 
They came back now and then, but those 
who stayed ran their own workshops 
around their own social reality. The young 
Maori women from Mangere, Otara and 
Napier decided to organise a hui for street 
kids in the near future. In a way they pull 
our vision back to a down to earth realism.

I’d like to finish off this bitsy report by 
thanking all those who attended the hui, 
those who helped with cooking, those who 
donated food and koha. And especially 
thank all those who worked hard in the 
belief of a nuclear free and independent 
Pacific. □
Hilda Halkyard.

Sue Tuhaka addresses the crowd at Aotea Square at the start of the march for a nuclear-free 
Thursday, 11 November. Hinengaro Davis on the right.
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Gracelyn Smallwood spoke about 
aboriginal land rights at the hui. Later she 
talked to Lyn Schnauer about the Brisbane 
Games and the aboriginal struggle against 
oppression in Australia.
“The protest of aborigines and whites 
against the Brisbane Commonwealth 
Games was extremely effective despite 
denials by the media. Previously there had 
been a lack of awareness overseas about 
idle situation of the aborigines in Australia. 
The protest was not intended to disrupt the 
games, but were aimed at gaining interna
tional coverage of the protest and to draw 
attention to the aborigine struggle. The 
protest was intended to embarrass the 
Queensland state government and the 
Australian federal government, and in par
ticular to embarrass the Prime Minister.

“Prime Minister Fraser has taken a 
hypocritical stand internationally on the 
side of Third World countries, while in 
Australia aboriginal land rights are denied, 
aboriginal babies die of malnutrition in the 
reserves, and ôur people are imprisoned. 
The protest was intended to expose such 
hypocrisy. Bjelke-Peterson and his state 
government had had many pieces of 
legislation passed during the last few years 
which basically makes it impossible for 
anyone to participate in peaceful protest. 
The recently passed Nazi-like laws allow 
house searches in any area to be visited by 
a head of state or diplomat, and permit 
24-hour detention without arrest. The 
Prime Minister has power to interfere in 
any state but he has not done so despite 
these laws which destroy justice and 
human rights. During the Brisbane games, 
the American magazine Newsweek includ
ed coverage of the protest which was sym
pathetic to the aboriginal land rights move
ment and which exposed the racism in the 
Queensland anti-protest laws. Australian 
television coverage of the protest attemp

ted to show black protesters as divided and 
reported that the demonstration was run 
by communists, but despite this, it was 
clear at the protest that there was one law 
for blacks and another law for the whites.

“For aboriginal people awareness is the 
first step to freedom. The whole concept 
of our struggle is based on land and iden
tifying with land. The aborigines belong to 
the land and have always been a spiritual 
people. The land has spiritual, not material, 
value. We only ask for the return of our 
sacred sites, about 3% of Australia. It is 
hard to explain the meaning of significance 
which land has for us. Whites can’t unders
tand this, and start to exploit us again. The 
fear of being exploited and misunderstood 
makes us reluctant to give out information. 
In 1967, the Heritage Act was passed to 
protect aborigine land. Tribal people had 
to prove that land was sacred to a board 
of anthropologists, if they accepted this, 
then an area was protected by law and 
not available for mining.

“Two hundred years ago a massacre oc
curred at Nookumba and the dead were 
buried at Pea Hill, which was sacred to the 
Kimberly people. In 1980, the US multina
tional corporation, Amax, wanted to drill 
for oil in this area. The aboriginals pro 
tested and Australian trade unions bann 
ed work. A state of emergency was 
declared, scab labour was used and many 
arrests took place. Drilling took place ait 
a sacred site. At no time did the Federal 
government intervene. A spiritual ban was 
placed on the site by aborigines and no oil 
was found. A film made of the incident was 
banned by the Australian government and 
is prohibited for export outside Australia. 
So you can see how effective the Heritage 
Act has been.

“In the aborigine reserves, which are 
owned by the Crown, the standard of liv
ing is very low. There is an appalling in
fant mortality rate. A recent investigation 
by the World Council of Churches 
reported conditions worse than in many 
Third World countries, and revealed 
malnutrition, people living in tin shacks 
without hot water, .despite the much 
publicised expenditure of the government. 
Three-quarters of this expenditure is spent 
on the wages of white public servants. Full 
award wages are paid to whites working 
on reserves but are not paid to blacks. The 
manager of a reserve is always white and 
has absolute control of the black council 
on the reserve. Trachoma and venereal 
disease are common among blacks in the 
reserves, who have no control of their own 
destinies at all. Urban blacks are better off 
despite too much administration by whites. 
There has never been a native minister for 
aboriginal affairs, despite Senator Bonner’s 
application for the post. Australian socie
ty is a white middle dass system. There are 
a tew token blacks in administrative posi
tions. There is no aboriginal doctor, there 
are five lawyers and a handful of nurses 
and teachers. After being given full citizen
ship in 1967, IQ tests have been applied to 
our children and they are now described 
as failures in the system .

“Queensland’s legislature has racist laws 
based on South African apartheid, and 
Western Australia is just as bad in prac
tice. The premiers of these states have 
described aborigines as illiterate drunks liv
ing off handouts. Federal law does not 
seem to apply to Queensland. Despite the 
Australian Racial Discrimination Act, 
blacks in Queensland are thrown out of 
racially segregated drinking bars. I per
sonally have challenged my exclusion from 
bars three times under the Act without suc
cess in Queensland. The Land Councils 
provide the strongest resistance to 
aboriginal oppression, especially the Nor
thern Land Council consisting of Nick 
Miller and other activists. The recent kill
ing of a black brother occurred in the racial 
tension prevalent after the Brisbane games. 
Protest against the games has brought 
solidarity to black people in Australia giv
ing unity in our struggle for land rights and 
m opposition to the racist government.

“I would like Broadsheet to publish the 
Statement of Protest which was issued by 
the aboriginal opposition to the Brisbane 
games.”

7----------------------- ’W ------
STATEMENT OF PROTEST 
Now HEAR THIS

We are the indigenous people of this coun
try, now called Australia.
Our people lived here for (approx) fifty thousand
years, divided into about five hundred distinct 
groups in their own areas that had recognized 
and stable borders. Our society was stable, our 
still unrelinquished sovereignty over our land 
was absolute.
Our ancestors evolved a basic and just system 
of laws. Laws that allowed all individuals to ex
perience the ultimate of reasonable positive 
pleasures and allowed the achievement of their 
ultimate human potential. The dignity of the in
dividual is maintained by these laws else they 
would have been unmaintainable.
Our society was stable. We had not the need 
of monarchies, prisons or armies. We did not 
have the need to invade and colonize other coun
tries because our technology was not destruc
tive to the land and our culture was not destruc
tive to human experience.
Since the white invasion destruction has been 
wrought on our homeland and her children. We 
have been, and still are, the victims of genocide, 
racism and exploitation. Our lands are being 
destroyed by a technology that is destructive to 
the planet and thus to human existence on the 
planet.
We have lost much. Injustice is forced upon us. 
Our humanity is being degraded and our history 
distorted by strangers. We wish no more of this. 
We are taking another step in the process of 
decolonization. Before the World, we accuse 
White Australia (and her Mother England) of 
crimes against humanity and the planet. The 
past two centuries of colonization is proof of our 
accusation.
We hereby demand yet again recognition of our 
humanity and our land rights. Hear us, white 
Australia, we are the spirit of our land. Our 
name is humanity. Our aims are self- 
determination and justice. We will not be 
defeated. We are our history, our culture, our 
land.

We are now.

-----------------------------A ___________
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§  FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM IN THE PHILIPPINES g
Mariflor Par pan spoke to Doreen Suddens 
about the effects of multi-nationals, nuclear 
power plants and American colonialism on 
the people of the Philippines.

The Philippines is under control. The con
trol of multi-national corporations and. 
American colonialism. The Philippines is 
the puppet of foreign investment. It has 
allowed the people of the Philippines to be 
exploited for profit. The profit of other 
countries. Said Mariflor Parpan. in New 
Zealand to speak at the Te Reo Oranga o 
te Moana nui a Kiwa Hui, “We have 
become squatters in our own land”.

Mariflor is a member of several non
government organisations in the Philip
pines including Matagu, a women’s group 
.involved in sociological study and affiliated 
to the Nuclear Free Philippines Coalition 
and the Philippines Federation for En
vironment Concern. She is Education Of
ficer for the NFPC.

“I’m an anthropologist”, Mariflor ex
plained, “I trained at the University of 
Chicago in the 1960s.” She is from an up
per middle-class Filipino family and had 
“absolutely no sense of the struggle going 
on around me. I was motivated by the usual 
things women of my class looked forward 
to: success, becoming highly educated, hav
ing a good marriage, raising children and 
still being able to practice my profession.”

But Mariflor’s political perceptions 
changed while she was living in the United 
States in a predominently white liberal 
neighbourhood. When two black families 
moved in, most of the white families move- 
ed out, “fleeing as if there was a plague.” 
Services stopped and rents soared. Mariflor 
organised a tenant union with mostly black 
members. “One day the son of the union’s 
vice president, whom I was tutoring, was 
killed by the police and that experience 
shocked me. I was faced with violence I 
could not cope with. Just for being black 
and congregating, children were asked to 
face the wall, and were frisked and put in
to police vans. They were treated so in
humanly and violently.”

Fler political education was furthered 
when she visited an American Indian

Reservation. “My mind was blown by the 
suffering and degradation of the people, it 
was like a zoo. All the different aspects of 
their lives were controlled by white men. 
The Indians were just there to be stared 
at, to perform sacred ceremonies for the 
benefit of white tourists.”

“I came back to the Philippines and 
began to see things in a better perspective.
I started to do my first field work among 
the urban poor, a tri-city study with Japan 
in Tokyo, Korea in Seoul and the Philip
pines in Manilla. We were to come up with 
integrated research to form a policy for ac
tion. Very early in the research I realised 
I had been mis-educated. I had not been 
educated to effectively come to terms with 
the social realities of our country. But 
because of the opening up of many things 
inside of me through my experience in the 
United States, there was a growing 
awareness of my own situation. It was a 
painful process. You might call it an 
eyeball to eyeball confrontation with the 
situation of our people — the poverty, and 
the sub-human conditions.”

“I found out that these people in the ci
ty had been victims of various development 
projects.” Development projects such as 
the vast energy programmes displacing self- 
sufficient farmers and disenfranchising 
them from their ancestral lands. “It made 
it very clear to me that these so-called 
development projects being undertaken by 
the government, at the behest and through 
the funding of the US, the World Bank, 
and the Asian Development Bank, were 
all, I think calculated to create the effec
tive entry of multi-national corporations.” 
The deliberate displacement of huge 
numbers of self-sufficient farmers, pushed 
them into the vast reserve of cheap labour 
necessary for multi-national capitalist in
dustries. People are made poor so that they 
will be dependent on the labour market.

“In the work I was doing, my education 
alienated me from my own roots and my 
own people. I could hardly speak the 
language of my people and I had to learn 
it from the experts — the poor people. Be
ing educated was basically becoming a lit
tle brown American. But I relearned and 
retraced my steps.”

Mariflor devised a whole new way of stu
dying people. She worked with the people, 
and became one of them. Whatever she 
found out about their situation she gave 
back to them; primarily through reading 
out loud to them all the things she had 
written down. She also did an ad-hoc 
literacy programme, and out of this ex
perience came a method of research in 
which everything done was discussed with 
the people involved and they were 
acknowledged as the experts. Mariflor then 
wrote it in their language and gave it back 
to them to read, which they learned very 
fast, “because it was a book they had writ
ten and had come out ot them”. She 
became a chronicler for them. “We came

out with a manuscript and as a result of 
this the people became conscious of what 
was happening to them.”

Intelligence agents had infiltrated these 
groups as they have done all over the 
Philippines, in the urban, rural, and tribal 
areas. “What we were doing was con
sidered by the intelligence agents to be a 
teach-in because we talked about our situa
tion and we passed judgement, and if it was 
a very oppressed situation we talked about 
the possibility of doing something about it. 
So they said it was subversive.”

Through her involvement and research 
with the urban poor, and then with the 
tribal people, Mariflor was charged with 
“inciting to rebellion”, for opposing a na
tional development plan, “conspiracy to 
commit sedition”, and a number of other 
trumped up charges. She was put in deten
tion, first for eight months and then the 
following year in 1977 for four months. 
The conditions in detention were appall
ing. “I wouldn’t wish it on my worst 
enemy, especially for a woman. We were 
constantly being moved and they were 
always changing the guards.” The 
authorities did not want her to get friend
ly with anybody, especially the guards. She 
was told she had mass appeal and was very 
persuasive. “I had guards agreeing with me, 
so they put me in isolation, this was the 
worst part.” She was isolated for seven 
weeks in a dungeon, with only a slit for 
a window through which all she could see 
were feet moving past. She thought she 
would go mad. “I guess I was saved from 
torture because friends of my family, 
especially the Jesuits and the nuns, visited 
me every day, even if they were not allow
ed to see me. So there was somebody foll
owing up my case and that helped very 
much.” She was also helped by the many 
letters and cables that were sent asking for 
her release, or to have her put on trial so 
that people could attend to assure that it 
was held fairly.

After her release, Mariflor continued 
working for the people and on controver
sial issues. Some of that work is “our pre
occupation with the nuclear power plant, 
which is supposed to be an energy strategy 
to solve our energy problems. It is a 
Westinghouse nuclear power plant which 
is a prototype of its kind”. So nobody 
knows what can and cannot go wrong with 
it. Mariflor says, “It is significant that they 
exported this nuclear power plant at a 
point when there was a downtrend and 
zero orders for new nuclear reactors in the 
United States. So they have tried to ram 
it down the throats of third world coun
tries. And who would be fool enough to 
accept it? — their puppets”. Puppet coun
tries such as Taiwan, South Korea and the 
Philippines.

“There is now growing opposition to the 
American presence in the Philippines and 
it is getting crystallized because of the 
nuclear power plant and the realisation of 
our being part of the nuclear crisis. And 
then the issue of US military bases has been 
coming up. There are nuclear weapons in 
the bases and the energy power lines will
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really be leading towards the bases and the 
export processing zone, which is largely 
owned by the US multi-national 
corporations.”

“We are really a neo-colony and the ones 
who make it possible are the local elites 
who stand to personally gain from col
laboration with the Americans and other 
multinational corporations, including the 
Japanese, Australians, and French. And 
with every other super power — even

Russia and China. Through all this the 
ones who suffer the most are the women. 
I think one of the saddest manifestations 
of colonization is the degradation of 
women, women who cannot be engaged 
in truly productive and dignified work. A

great number are in prostitution, selling 
their bodies at the military bases. And the 
saddest of all is child prostitution. Children 
from nine to fourteen-years-old had to be 
hospitalized with VD and other physical

ailments. They had been kept prisoners and 
forced into prostitution by an officer in 
the US military base and a local counter
part. We were able to file a charge against 
the American but he was sent to Guam for 
prosecution. We don’t have any power 
over there”.

“We are Filipinos in the Philippines. We 
don’t have any effective control in our 
country. This type of deprivation and ex
ploitation affects the women most of all, 
therefore the children”. □

I want to write about the important lessons 
that 1 learnt at the Hui Oranga o te Moana Nui
a Kiwa. 1 am going to describe the ideas and feel
ings which I experienced rather than to present 
a chronological description of the hui. The hui 
was centred around the nuclear military threat 
and its actual and potential effects on the Pacific, 
and how the indigenous people of the Pacific 
may interact to help each other to achieve self- 
determination and to reject colonial oppression 
in its many forms.
The hui was extremely educational— much in

formation on the Pacific area was available from 
speakers and printed material. As 1 heard more 
and more data on the hundreds of US, French, 
Japanese and Russian military installations (to 
name only the major countries) in the Pacific,
I was appalled and overwhelmed. Phillip Soljak 
of the United Nations Association of New 
Zealand spoke on the ANZUS treaty and the 
war alliances of which New Zealand is a 
member. ANZUS was presented as a tool used 
by the USA to extend its military presence in 
Australia and New Zealand, with the aim of op
posing the USSR. The visit of US Secretary of 
Defence Weinberger to New Zealand during the 
hui, and US attempts to create yet another Rus
sian scare (Auckland Star headline 15.11.82: 
“Russians dwarf US in Pacific”), reinforced this 
point. Soljak advocated military neutrality for 
New Zealand to avoid being used by the USA.

Deidre Harawira (left) and Hilda

which in any case would probably be unwilling 
or unable to defend New Zealand.

A workshop on the vast US military presence 
(including much nuclear armament) in Hawaii 
brought home to me the extent to which the 
USA dominates the Pacific area, from the Pacific 
islands, to US bases in Australia, and reaching 
as tar as the new Devonport deep-water wharf 
here in Aotearoa. Prime Minister Muldoon, 
leader ot the New Zealand colonial government, 
has recently assured the USA that US nuclear 
ships and submarines will be welcomed at the 
Devonport wharf. New Zealand naval ships 
have, since New Zealand joined ANZUS in 
1951, particpated in the massive R1MPAC 
military exercises along with the USA and 
Australia. Japan and Canada have also partic
pated in these Pacific exercises which culminate 
in massive bombing of Kaho’olawe island, an 
island sacred to the Hawaiian people. 1 could 
go on for pages describing the US military in
vasion of the Pacific, but the most important 
fact 1 grasped was that the USA could involve 
all of the Pacific from Alaska to Aotearoa in 
nuclear war. We would not be protected from 
major war, as we have in the past, by 
geographical isolation. New Zealand, as a 
member of A.NZUS, is part of the vast US 
military presence in the Pacific — although this 
is directed from Hawaii, we would not escape 
nuclear attack or radiation in the event of war.

Charlie Ching, a member of the Tahitian In
dependence Party spoke about the effects of 
French colonisation. Tahiti has a very large 
French military and armed police (gendarme) oc
cupation, the latter are particularly oppressive 
to the Tahitian native people. The economy has 
a 90% deficit due to total domination by France. 
The dispossessed people of previous French col
onies, such as Algeria and Tunisia, are given in
ducements by the French government to leave 
France and settle in Tahiti, where they join the 
thousands of French people who have 
monopolised politics, work and finance in Tahiti. 
Independence from France, and health are ma
jor priorities for Tahitian people. According to 
Charlie Ching, the effects of French nuclear tests 
are causing widespread ill-health and deaths in 
all the islands of so-called French Polynesia, 
through the effects of radiation and fish poison
ing. There are several substantiated reports that 
the French authorities are treating native 
islanders for radiation sickness in concealment 
in France, and that a general supression of 
medical evidence is taking place. Medical records 
and statistics are unobtainable from hospitals in 
Tahiti. Ching stated: “The cancer death rate in 
Tahiti is considerable: cancer in the body, cancer 
in the bones, cancer in the brain. And t hey still 
tell us that the reason the fish are poisoned is 
because they eat the poison coral. . .  Everything 
the French specialists have said is only lies.”

Everywhere in the Pacific where there is a col
onial government, there is also an aggressive 
nuclear presence or support for such presence.
I realised, with a sense of revelation, the rela
tionship between a nuclear-free Pacific and in
dependence of the indigenous people of the 
Pacific. The only way to achieve a nuclear-free 
Pacific is for all the countries of the Pacific to 
be free of any foreign or colonial domination.

These colonial governments always oppress 
the indigenous people. Mariflor Parpan and 
Charlie Ching, brought home to me one of the 
major effects of any type of colonial presence. 
This is that the indigenous people, previously 
living naturally on the products of fishing and 
farming, are forced to become wage earners by 
the process of foreign capital investment, which 
takes over the land and creates industry. Thus 
the native people of the country become poor 
labourers and prositutes in an industrial 
economy, and are alienated from their traditional 
and cultural relationship with the land. This has 
happened throughout the Pacific as a result of 
huge foreign investment by the USA, Japan,Halkyard listen to SDeakers at the hui
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France, Britain etc.
Towards the end of the hui, Hone Harawira 

talked about the Maori people’s struggle in the 
Pacific. He made a historical presentation of the 
developments since Maori people originally had 
sovereignty in Aotearoa to the present day strug
gle to regain that sovereignty. Black women have( 
been able to take a leading role because of their 
early ability to grasp the concept of a total return 
to sovereignty, and to transmit this vision to 
Maori men who had been bogged down in prac
ticalities, or led astray by foreign doctrines such 
as socialism. Hone spoke of the importance to 
Maori people of their fight for self-determination, 
and the close ties which many felt with similar 
st ruggles of other Pacific people. This most mov
ing presentation was followed by workshop 
discussion on the topic by four groups.

Early in the hui, the discussion groups were 
divided into four groups of black/white, 
women/men. At times, these groups provided

very diverse views! As a part of the white 
women’s group, I know that we felt that view
points presented by some white men were pom
pous and patronising.

Two white women reported back to the hui 
on their workshop discussion of the Maori strug
gle. We found the concept of Maori sovereign
ty both exciting and threatening as it implies 
Maori control of their lives and a return of all 
land in Aotearoa.

Hilda Halkyard spoke briefly on the need for 
networking: Maori people need to set up their 
own systems as part of the move to Maori self- 
determination. It was felt by our white women’s 
group that we needed such a network of 
women’s groups also — to enable us to support 
the struggle of all women against our oppres
sion, and to enable us to support the in
dependence struggles of the indigenous people 
of the Pacific. □
Lyn Schnauer

On Monday a panel spoke on Military Bases in 
the Pacific. James Pasene gave an overview of 
military bases in the Pacific and pointed out the 
dangerous part they play in providing “first 
strike” capability to the US. He also stressed the 
fact that nuclearisation of the Pacific is only a 
new form of colonisation of Pacific people and 
their land.

Mariflor Parpan reported that there are 
twenty military bases on record in the 
Philippines. The islands contain one of the 
largest US military bases outside the American 
mainland, and two of the bases, lying side by 
side, cover an area a little larger than the 
Republic of Singapore. She explained that 
“foreign military bases constitute a real assault 
on a country . . .  that land is not ours.” 
Philippine laws do not effect the bases.

“The notion of sovereignty, the idea of self 
rule, is completely violated by the presence of 
military bases.”

The other crucial issue for the Philippine 
people is survival. Although it is not officially 
admitted, it is also not denied that nuclear 
weapons are present at the bases. Some bases 
are very close to large populations of people.

The Philippines has also been the scene of 
large scale military “dry runs” for future wars. 
In one such war exercise, named Balikatan 
Tangent Flash 82, over 4,800 US and 
Philippines troops “practised” invading the 
Philippines. At Dingalan Bay an amphibian 
assault landing was made involving 1110 US 
marines and a contingent of the Philippines 
navy. The scenario for such an invasion 
happening “for real” involves the Philippines 
government invoking Mutual Defence Treaty 
and asking the US military to intervene after a 
foreign power has given assistance to local rebels.

Mariflor quoted an ex-pentagon official who 
explained that amphibian assault ships “give the 
US the ability to sit offshore and launch an 
attack where it does not have enough popular 
support to be able to use an ordinary ground 
base or dock facility”. The US, he said, had “the 
power to intervene militarily in ‘local’ conflicts 
in the Third World” and would impose “our view 
of desirable political systems . . .  to tip the 
balance in someone else’s war” using US 
technology, wealth and manpower.

Charlie Ching of the Tahitian Independence 
Party, told us Tahiti is a third the size of 
Auckland, but has six military bases. Although 
the French or Americans don’t actually have an 
atomic bomb on Tahiti, they have nitro-glycerine 
stockades and Mirage planes on Hao and also 
on New Caledonia. “The stock is on our land 
and is a danger to us . . .  Nuclear-equipped 
submarines are a danger because their controls 
aren’t tight. We have had clear first-hand 
experience of their ineptitude. The first bomb 
they dropped didn’t explode, they had to go back 
and get it. There are three unexploded bombs 
in Moruroa.”

The French have dreadfully damaged some 
Pacific atolls. Moruroa has sunk 50 centimeters 
from bombing, and Fangataunga, the place the 
French dropped their first nuclear bomb, 
although not completely destroyed, tilted. Now 
they want to drop them in the sea. “They say 
they need the weapons to protect us against the 
Russians, but is clear with ANZUS, they have 
a first strike capability, to attack the Russians 
first. They are the ones generating war.”

Peace activist Owen Wilkes supported this 
with figures on US and Russian military 
installations in the Pacific. He gave a daunting 
picture of the extent of US militarisation in the 
Pacific. In the central oceanic Pacific area alone, 
the US has 167 bases, as compared to 9 Russian 
and 15 French bases, he detailed the different 
kinds of nuclear facilities: storage bases (in 
Hawaii and Guam, probably South Korea and 
the Philippines); launching bases — airfields and 
naval bases, (bases for B52 bombers in Hawaii, 
Guam and Okinawa; no nuclear naval bases, 
these are now at Seattle, but there are nuclear 
subs for launching missiles); control bases (the 
largest one in the world is one in the North West 
Cape of Australia, additional bases at Hawaii,

Tahitian Charlie Ching bums French flag outside the French Consulate after the march for a nuclear-free 
Pacific on Thursday, 11 November. He cheered when police stamped on the burning flag to extinguish the 
flames.
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Japan and other places); research and 
development bases.
The Omega system built in New Zealand two 
years ago is part of a Pacific-wide system for 
pinpointing the position of subs with nuclear 
missiles, as they must know their exact positions 
before they surface and become detectable.

The Black Birch installation in the South 
Island comes into the category of a nuclear 
development and research station as it is used 
in guiding the advanced trident missiles.

Mt John tracking station is part of the Pacific 
Radar Barrier, a Pacific-wide anti-satellite 
tracking system. The orbit of Russian satellites 
turns on New Zealand. “If you want to shoot 
down a Russian satellite on its first orbit, “Owen 
explained, “you have to pick it up down here. 
20 minutes after a satellite is launched in Russia 
it’s over New Zealand. Then it goes back up to

In contributing to this report I am very aware 
that there is no such thing as an objective report. 
I bring to it my own particular cultural bias, and 
my perspective as a white woman.

Tuesday morning started with a talk from 
Mariflor Parpan, Filipino guest to the hui. She 
told us of two massive development projects — 
the Chico Hydro-electric Dam, and the 
Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant. The 
Philippines, already in debt to the US to the tune 
of US$20 billion, will spend US$2 billion on each 
of these projects. In a country where 80% of 
people are below the poverty line.

Both are to be built on Luzon, the biggest 
island in the Philippines. The Nuclear Power 
Plant will be constructed in Bataan, only a short 
distance from Manilla, in a volcanically active 
region.

Fishing grounds are being affected by the 
Nuclear Power Plant, and at Chico thousands 
of rice terraces will be flooded and 15,000 
families will need relocation. Swamps are being 
created by the construction of the dam which 
become breeding grounds for malaria-carrying 
mosquitoes. Already the entire population of one 
village has been forced to move, “thrown away” 
as Mariflor put it, with no financial 
compensation and nowhere to go. “The 
bulldozers came with a battalion of soldiers.” At 
the Westinghouse Power Plant there is a 
battalion inside the plant as it’s being built and 
troops guard the outside of the plant.

The basic question for the Filipino people is 
“Development for whom?”. The power isn’t 
being produced for the people. “The people do 
not need electricity. There is at present only 2% 
use of electricity and this comes from individual 
dynamos.” Five families in the Philippines stand 
to gain from the development projects, by

the Pacific where an anti-satellite missile will be 
launched to destroy it on its first orbit.”

Virtually the whole of the Pacific is covered 
by the Sosus system, below the surface 
hydrophones on the ocean’s floor, which can 
pick up the noise of a sub. Planes can then be 
sent out to drop buoys into the ocean to more 
accurately pinpoint the sub, or in a war, nuclear 
depth chargers and torpedoes. New Zealand has 
five P5 Orions which have the responsibility to 
perform this task in this part of the Pacific.

There are three separate missile ranges in the 
Pacific, and these constitute a danger, because 
missiles could come down anywhere.

Owen made it clear that the whole of the 
Pacific is riddled with US military and nuclear 
hardware, in preparation for a full-scale military 
confrontation. □
Sandra Coney and Sonja Antonsen

collaborating with the US multinationals.
But Mariflor Parpan’s talk did not just 

concentrate at the effects of development and; 
the poverty and repression of the Filipino people. 
Set against this background of martial law and 
torture of political prisoners, the message came 
through strongly that the Filipino people are 
resisting repression, and specifically these two 
development projects. We were told several 
stories about the courageous acts of Filipino 
women against the developers.

“I would like to relate a story of great valour 
on the part of the women. When the surveyors 
came to Bontok (Bontok and Kalingga are the 
two main tribes that will be affected by the 
Chico Hydro-electrification Project) the women 
en masse met the surveyors who were being 
guarded by soldiers. They wore hand-woven 
embroidered skirts. They met the surveyors. 
Before they knew what was happening, the 
women removed the skirts and flung them, 
flayed the soldiers with them. It completely 
caught them by surprise. They overcame them, 
removed their surveying equipment, removed 
their guns and put them on the ground. They 
removed all the men’s clothing down to the bare 
skin and threw them into the river. The men 
couldn’t go to the nearest police station or 
military outpost until dark, because they would 
be ashamed to walk around in bare skin. This 
has been done again and again, this type of very 
creative opposition. Non-violent. Ha!” ^  
Mariflor Parpan

In the afternoon Lionel Kekoa, a white 
American from Hawaii, addressed the gathering.

indigenous people ot Hawaii, and was strongly 
challenged by black women and men, and one 
or two whites for doing so. He was asked to 
speak about what whites are doing in Hawaii 
in the anti-nuclear movement, and to support 
the indigenous peoples’ struggles. When he 
refused to change his approach he was asked to 
sit down. In the discussion that followed a 
number of strong points were made by black 
people at the hui. One was that no person has 
the right to speak for an indigenous people’s 
struggle that they are not a part of. The other 
was the racist rip off, of whites travelling around, 
speaking about the indigenous people in their 
country, making money writing about them, 
when racist governments often make it 
extremely difficult for indigenous people to 
travel and speak for themselves.

The remainder of the afternoon was spent in 
workshop time, and report back with resolutions 
from these workshops. There were six 
workshops to focus on: Philippines, Tahiti, 
Kwajalein, Aotearoa, Australia, and Hawaii. In 
the report-back time a group of younger blacks 
did a play for the whole hui, about being 
harassed by the cops. They told us that they 
wanted to share with us something of their own 
reality.

I found the hui a rare opportunity for me to 
be in a Maori context, and to listen and learn. 
On a gut leyel I felt quite shaky a lot of the time. 
Realizing how much work us whites have to do 
on confronting our racism. That it’s not a choice, 
but a responsibility. I was glad that we had the 
four basic divisions: black women, black men, 
white women, white men, for discussion and 
workshops. The white women’s group formed 
a strong support base for me at the hui. I think 
the PPANAC organizers did a fantastic job, and 
I appreciated their openness for feedback on how 
the hui was going, and the flexible nature of the 
programme. The urgency of the nuclear 
situation in the Pacific came through strongly. 
As a white women I move in a white dominated 
“New Zealand” which identifies strongly with 
Europe, and distorts and minimizes what is 
happening to Pacific peoples. The Pacific 
struggles were brought in to the hui. I feel a 
strong sense of accountability — not only for 
us whites to be grappling with our racism in 
Aotearoa. But to be educating ourselves about 
what’s happening to Pacific peoples because of 
nuclear build-up. To understand the destructive 
role of the NZ government, and our role of 
collaboration if we are not actively breaking 
through the distortion, the silence and the lies. □  
Rachel Bloomfield
Copies of some of the speeches and the 
resolutions put forward at the hui are 
available from the Pacific People’s Anti- 
Nuclear Campaign, PO Box 61-086, Otara, 
Auckland. Ph 274-7019.

NEW ZEALAND HERSTORY 1983 Indispensable companions for 1983
to keep track of your doings M E R R Y  C H R IS T M A S !

NEW WOMEN’S CALENDAR 1983
to remember our foremothers

H A P P Y  N E W  Y E A R !

HEALTHY WOMEN NEW WOMEN’S PRESS LTD
to keep you fit and well P.O. Box 47-339, AUCKLAND
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THE ALL-AMERICAN
HORROR SHOW

MAIRE LEADBEATER of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
tells us about US nuclear policy and the New Zealand connection.

“(Women have an) insatiable desire to in
terfere in matters they do not understand. 
War they understand least and from it they 
instinctively recoil . . .  There must be some 
action by the men which will bring women 
to realize that it is for their comfort and 
protection that all wars are fought . . .  In 
spite of themselves we must protect the 
ladies.”

1925 Statement by Rear Admiral Fiske 
quoted by Martin Gruberg in Women in 
American Politics.

This quote heads up an excellent article 
in the August 1982 issue of Ms Magazine: 
“An Intelligent Woman’s Guide to the 
Military Mind — What kinds of guns are 
they buying with your butter?” by Sheila 
Tobias and Shelah Leader. The article is 
the first in a series planned to provide 
readers with the arguments to oppose 
United States defence spending, and an 
understanding of the realities behind puzzl
ing military jargon terms such as “counter
vailing strategy” and “window of 
vulnerability”.

Is it true that women avoid the subjects 
of defence, military strategy and weapons 
development? Shelah Leader says “the 
more I thought about it the more I realis
ed that I have a strong aversion to these 
subjects. I consider them alien, macho, 
man talk. They put me off, even revolt me. 
It’s not that I can’t understand them— I 
don’t want to.”

Uncle Sam wants us

The information in this article is important 
to us in New Zealand because of the strong 
indications that our Government is becom
ing more closely involved in the military 
and defence planning of the United States. 

In 1982 our Government has:
• Signed a new Defence Memorandum 
with the United States, the purpose of 
which is to set forth “guidelines for the pro
vision of logistic support . . .  during 
peacetime, during periods of international 
tension or in circumstances of armed con
flict involved either or both parties”, (sign
ed by our Government in June, 1982)
• Welcomed the nuclear warship Truxton 
to the Port of Wellington in May 1981.
• Welcomed American Vice-president, 
George Bush, shortly before the warship 
visit.
• Agreed with the United States proposal 
to build a Transit Circle observatory at 
Black Birch near Blenheim. Its military 
significance is denied, but a United States 
Navy document says that its major func
tion is to “obtain location of the stars in 
the Southern Hemisphere with the increas
ed accuracy that is required for military 
purposes”. (Document reproduced in Peace 
News New Zealand Vol 2. No. 2 1981.)
• Considered equipping the five RNZAF 
Orions with the Harpoon anti-submarine 
missile system. The radar and detection 
systems of the Orions are to be upgraded 
in the United States for 44 million dollars.
• Reprinted a 1915 Act entitled the 
Military Manoeuvers Act.

• Made arrangements for an audio-visual 
presentation on Disarmament and Arms 
Control by Mr Rostow, a Principal Ad
visor to President Reagan, to be shown to 
the New Zealand Parliamentary Select 
Committee on Disarmament and Arms 
Control.

The United States is now preparing to 
fight a nuclear war on a First Strike basis 
and it would seem that the South Pacific 
has a significant part to play in the new 
strategy.

Cruise missiles could be on board visiting 
nuclear warships next year, we learnt in 
April. Cruise missiles are so accurate that 
they can reach their target within 100 feet 
accuracy over a range of up to 2,000 miles. 
The new generation of long range cruise 
missiles are small, highly accurate and have 
the unique advantage of a low trajectory. 
Following the contours of the earth and 
flying under radar, cruise missiles are able 
to destory their targets without warning.

In Groton, Connecticut, the Trident 
submarine Ohio has just been home-ported 
and it will be deployed in the South Pacific. 
Trident is the United States Navy’s plan 
for updating the sea leg of the United 
States strategic nuclear triad: the sub
marine launched ballistic missiles. Almost 
two football fields long, each submarine 
will carry 24 missiles. Each missile can 
carry 14 to 17 manoeuvering warheads 
(MARVS), and each warhead can be sent 
to a different target with pinpoint ac
curacy. A single Trident submarine will be 
able to strike any target on over half the 
earth’s surface within 15 minutes. One Tri
dent submarine will be capable of destroy-
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ing 336 to 408 targets with a blast five 
times that which incinerated Hiroshima.

If you’ve seen one nuclear War, 
you’ve seen them all
In the past, official United States policy has 
rested on a balance of terror. This policy 
called “MAD” (Mutually Assured Destruc
tion) relied on the United States retaliation 
against attack being so devastating that it 
would deter an enemy from attacking. 
First Strike nuclear policy, however, is bas
ed on the capacity to strike and destroy an 
enemy’s military installation preventing 
him from using his weapons in retaliation.

The precision and explosive power of the 
new generation of missiles are needed 
because their intended targets are harden
ed targets — concrete re-inforced and blast 
resistant missile silos. A purely retaliatory 
strategy would not involve targeting silos 
— they would be empty after an enemy 
first strike attack.

Of course, as the United States escalates 
its armaments, the Soviet Union responds 
with improved weapon systems such as the 
SS-NX-20 missiles planned for its Typhoon 
submarine. The Soviet weapons will be just 
as devastating and impossible to defend 
against as the United States’ missiles. No 
doubt the Soviet Union sees the Pacific as 
an ideal area for weapons and submarine 
deployment because it is vast, has a 
relatively scattered population and has 
United States bases, communication 
facilities and nuclear warships!

President Reagan coined the term “the 
window of vulnerability” while running for 
office in 1980. He was referring to the

possibility that in theory the Soviet Union 
could wipe out all the land-based missiles 
in their hardened silos with a massive first 
strike. Reagan saw the only answer to this 
situation to be to declare the United States 
ready to fight a limited nuclear war.

As the article in Ms magazine points 
out, the flaw in the logic is that any use 
of nuclear weapons by the superpowers, 
especially against each other’s homeland, 
is likely to escalate to general nuclear war.

I believe it is very important that we in 
New Zealand understand the implications 
of the Reagan doctrine of readiness to fight 
a limited nuclear war. I do not think it is 
too far fetched to imagine that New 
Zealand could easily be used as a pawn in 
a nuclear chess game, should the tensions 
in the nuclear arms race reach that point. 
Our shores are too far distant from the 
Soviet Union for even the powerful Trident 
submarine to launch a First Strike attack 
from New Zealand — but we could well 
be the target for a Soviet demonstration 
of their nuclear strength. The United States 
nuclear umbrella does not afford protec
tion, it is a magnet for a nuclear attack.

Gail Eisenstadt of the United States 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
said that people in the Pentagon and the 
State Department were grateful for New 
Zealand’s participation in the ANZUS 
Alliance because it demonstrated such total 
support and commitment to America’s 
ideals and interests that we were prepared 
to accept in the event of nuclear war, a pro
portion of nuclear devastation that would 
otherwise be concentrated on the United 
States. (In conversation with Richard Nor- 
they, President of the Campaign for

WOMEN FOR PEACE
On the eve of the United Nation’s Special 
Session on Disarmament II in June, the 
Women’s International League for Peace 
and Freedom organised an international 
conference in New York attended bv

One Million Women Can Stop The Arms Race, 
WILPF Members on 12 June. New York. 
(From pax et libertas, September 1982.)

women from over 20 countries. On 11 June 
a Global Feminist Disarmament Meeting 
was held with over 250 women from 19 
countries attending. Below are extracts 
from reports in the WILPF newsletter pax 
et libertas.

During a panel session Carolina Mugica 
(Mexico) reported on a grass roots camp- 
paign against the construction of an ex
perimental nuclear power plant in her 
country. Joan Tarry (Australia) spoke of 
the negative impact of uranium mining on 
granting land rights to indigenous 
aboriginal people and stressed the connec
tion between uranium mining and the arms 
race. We learned that women of the Pacific 
islands are deeply concerned about the 
dumping of nuclear waste in their waters 
as well as the misuse of their islands as 
nuclear testing areas and for foreign 
military bases. Their anti-nuclear struggle 
is closely linked to the struggle for self- 
determination, and it was encouraging to 
hear that the Japanese peace movement is 
lending its support to other Pacific peoples.

Pumazile Zulu, of the African National

Nuclear Disarmament, at the United Na
tions Special Session on Disarmament in 
1978.)

Give peace a chance

The only way we in New Zealand can pro
tect ourselves and our children is to work 
for a Nuclear Free New Zealand and a 
Nuclear Free Pacific. More and more New 
Zealanders are beginning to take this view 
as indicated by the number of Nuclear: 
Free Zone signs around our cities, and the 
fact that 15 or more Local Authorities 
have declared their areas Nuclear Free.

The local Peace Movement has taken 
new strides this year too — we now have 
Peace Movement New Zealand, a national 
co-ordinating body which is producing a 
national newsletter. In Auckland arid 
Christchurch the local peace groups are 
meeting together regularly to ensure co
operation on particular campaigns. 
Neighbourhood peace groups are spring
ing up enabling people to work at the 
“grass roots” talking to their own com
munity groups and Councils. My own 
organisation, the Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament, has had a resurgence in 
membership and activity. Apart from the 
protest marches at the time of the Trux- 
ton visit and Hiroshima Day we have held 
fund-raising concerts and dances, and a 
great number of successful stalls. Our 
Vulcan Lane Friday night stall is a regular 
feature in Queen Street Auckland.

There is still plenty to be done — would 
you care to help? Maybe the “ladies” refer
red to by Rear Admiral Fiske can protect 
the men “in spite of themselves”. □

Congress of South Africa, told of having 
been imprisoned by the apartheid regime 
for her part in the liberation struggle. She 
reported that the export of sophisticated 
weapons technology to South Africa 
enables the government to construct 
nuclear weapons, thus posing a constant 
threat to all people working for national 
liberation. With its massive military power, 
the apartheid regime has committed arm
ed aggression against Angola, Mozambi
que, and Zambia, resulting in terrible death 
and destruction. She urged her European 
and North American sisters to press their 
governments to stop supporting South 
Africa. Its crimes are possible only with 
foreign help.

Irina Kolarova (Bulgaria) and Eva 
Mickova (Czechoslovakia) reported on 
fears in Eastern Europe generated by the 
plans to deploy new missiles in Western 
Europe. They spoke of the destruction 
caused in the Second World War and the 
reconstruction still in progress, and told of 
widespread efforts to prevent a nuclear 
war. We learned that the women of 
Bulgaria support a nuclear weapon-free 
zone in the Balkans wholeheartedly, and 
heard about Peace March '82 (12 July to 
12 August) bringing together women from 
East and West united in their desire for 
lasting peace.
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Shoppers for Peace, San Diego, US. 
(From pax et libertas, March 1982.)

US WILPF members spoke of their 
Feed the Cities, Not the Pentagon cam
paign and of the newest campaign to Stop 
The Arms Race (STAR). The STAR cam
paign includes opposition to new US 
missiles in Europe as well as support for 
a bilateral nuclear freeze and a comprehen
sive test ban. (The freeze movement is cur
rently the major rallying cry of US peace 
forces.) WILPF members intend to deliver 
l million signatures gathered through the 
STAR campaign to NATO Headquarters 
in Brussels at an international demonstra
tion on International Women’s Day 1983. 
European women met during the con
ference to discuss launching similar cam
paigns in their countries and and to begin 
planning for the Brussels demonstration.

Seizing the opportunity to support SSD

II from the feminist perspective, US 
WILPF and the American Friends Service 
Committee convened a Global Feminist 
Disarmament Meeting on 11 June in New 
York. More than 250 women from 19 
countries who identify themselves as 
feminists came together to discuss the mu
tually reinforcing relationship of militarism 
and sexism in maintaining the arms race 
and to bring this perspective into their 
work to abolish nuclear weapons, par
ticularly the campaign to block deployment 
of cruise and Pershing II missiles in Europe 
in 1983.

Charlotte Bunch, lesbian feminist ac
tivist and theorist, urged us to expose the 
connection between oppression in our per
sonal lives and our militarized world, and 
she encouraged us to explore this connec
tion fully. Present problem-solving 
methods — violence, conquest, and 
domination — have brought us to the 
abyss and the need for a global feminist 
politics is urgent. She considers feminism 
a “political perspective on life”, a perspec
tive from which differences among people 
are a source of strength, cooperation the 
means of solving problems, and respect for 
each other’s dignity the basis for 
communication.

One of the exciting possibilities for ac
tion from small group discussions was the 
establishment of a peace camp at Seneca 
Falls, New York, site of the first US 
women’s suffrage meeting in 1848 and now 
the departure point for some of the missiles 
scheduled for deployment in Europe. This 
would be an action in solidarity with the 
women of Greenham Common and with 
other groups in Britian which are camp

ing outside of missile sites now under 
construction. □

More than 300 Japanese, among them 
many hibakusha, (survivors of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki) were denied entry visas to 
the US in June. Other citizens of Denmark, 
Finland, Australia, Canada, India, GDR, 
USSR and Jamaica who had also planned 
to be in New York for the SSD II and 
parallel NGO events were denied entry or 
were delayed.

PEACE GROUPS IN NEW  
ZEALAND
Pacific Peoples Anti-Nuclear Campaign, PO
Box 61 086, Otara, Auckland, ph: 274-7019. 
Pacific Peacemaker, NZ Committee, PO 
Box 6736, Wellesley St, Auckland.
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND), 
PO Box 8558, Symonds St, Auckland, Ph 
31508
Women’s International League for Peace 
and Freedom (WILPF), c/- Kath Knight, 7a 
Queenstown Rd, Auckland; cl- S. Casey, 15 
Santa Maria Ave, Christchurch 8.; 56a Wai- 
iti Cres, Lower Hutt.
Peace Movement New Zealand, PO Box 
5087, Dunedin, Ph: 773-362.
NZ Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Committee, 
PO Box 18541, Christchurch.
Feminist Peace Network of Aotearoa, cl- 17 
Damien St, Christchurch.
For other groups contact Epicentre, PO Box 
8558, Symonds St, Auckland.

Charlotte Bunch gave this speech 
at the Disarmament Rally held in 
New York on June 12, 1982.

I am especially proud to be here today for all 
the lesbians and gay men of all races, classes, 
and nations who have been present in movements 
for equality, justice, peace, and liberation for 
many years.

We have always been here but until we began 
a movement for our own liberation as gay peo
ple, we were present in those movements as se
cond class citizens, hiding ourselves and hiding 
those who we loved. And you can be sure that 
fighting for change from behind a closet door 
cost us a lot; it cost us in terms of our personal 
dignity and it diminished the energy that we had 
to give to those movements.

Today, that is changing. Today, we are a pro
ud and open part of this struggle. (Some of us 
are wearing lavendar armbands today to make 
our presence among you visible.) Today, we 
bring the energies released by our movement of 
love for ourselves to join in this demand to stop 
the nuclear arms race.

We know that the forces of bigotry, fear, and 
violence that threaten to destroy our lives simp
ly because of who we love are linked to the forces 
of militarism, prejudice, and greed that threaten 
to destroy this planet — denying all love, all 
justice, all freedom, indeed all life on earth.

We understand that the demand by some for 
control over our intimate lives — denying each 
person the right to control and express her or 
his own sexuality and denying women the right 
to control over the reproduction process in our 
bodies — creates an atmosphere of domination 
and militarism as acceptable. Accepting this idea 
that certain groups have the right to control and 
violate others can only end in our day with 
nuclear holocaust.

Something is amiss in our world.
We know that priorities are amiss in the world 

when there is enough food to feed the hungry 
but political/economic policies prevent that and 
allow the food to rot.

We know that priorities are amiss in the world 
when a man gets a military medal of honor for 
killing a man and a dishonorable discharge for 
loving one.

We know that priorities are amiss in the world 
when children are not protected from parents 
who abuse them sexually while a lesbian mother 
is denied custody because she is labelled immoral 
for loving women.

We know that priorities are amiss in the world 
when the military budgets of all nations combin
ed for one day equals enough to feed, clothe, and 
house all the people of the world for one year.

The list is endless and you can add your own 
examples. But we are not here to lament. We' 
are here to ACT. We are here to turn those 
priorities around — to value love in its many 
forms and to bring an end to militarism and the 
arms race.

As we join together, there is great strength 
in our diversity. Too many of us have come too 
far — out of closets, kitchens, ghettos and out 
of our isolated fears about the nuclear age — 
to allow this madness to destroy us now. We 
cannot go back. We can and must go forward 
to stop the arms race so we can return to the 
tasks of meeting human needs and expanding 
human capacities for life and love. The 
possibilities are endless if we stop this nuclear 
madness in time. Let us go forward and be pro
ud of what we do with the future that is in our 
hands.n
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UNCOMMON WOMEN 
AT THE COMMON

Women have been camping outside the 
US/RAF base at Greenham Common, 
Berkshire, Britain, since September 1981. 
They’re determined to stop cruise missiles, 
America’s proposed addition to NATO’s 
nuclear death machine, being sited there in 
1983. They want by their personal protest 
to be an inspiration to all who feel 
powerless in the face of military and 
political decisions about nuclear weapons. 
The women believe a mass movement can 
stop the arms race, just as the power of the 
American people stopped the Vietnam war. 
They are commited to non-violent protest 
and feel they have been able to have an im
pact using non-violent tactics. The camp 
has inspired other, nearly all mixed, peace 
camps to start up at military centres 
around Britian.

Here is a Diary of events at, and inspired 
by, Greenham in 1982.*

“Greenham Common lies on the Basingstoke to 
Newbury Road, a wasteland surrounded by 
miles of wire fencing. It’s shared by the RAF 
and the US Air Force and will be one of the first 
bases to house Cruise missiles. American trucks, 
jeeps and private cars drive up the broad sweep 
of an entrance to a police checkpoint: dark grey 
helicopters are manoeuvring in the skies 
overhead. It’s very, very cold.

Originally everyone slept under canvas, but 
now the women live in an assortment of donated

caravans, teepees and Portakabins either side of 
the entrance to the base. Amenities and material 
comforts are minimal. They meet around a fire 
near the perimeter fence, where they cook, warm 
themselves and talk with visitors. The peace 
campers have managed to stick out a severe 
winter and astoundingly conclude that ‘it’s not 
bad’.

There are no leaders and press interviews are 
usually conducted on the basis of first names on
ly, because the women believe that individual 
identification isn’t important. Everyone I met 
emphasised that they spoke for no one but 
themselves. Whilst what the women are doing 
is a dramatically public gesture, they say they 
won’t accept the need for ‘publicity at any price’. 
Interviews and information are given on their 
terms and you have to accept that the woman 
you talk to one minute will disappear to chop 
wood for the fire the next.

They call themselves Women for Life on 
Earth and there are about 50 of them involved 
from all over the country. There are usually 15 
or so living at the camp at any one time, with 
many people staying a week, going home for a 
fortnight or so and then returning.

‘It wouldn’t have lasted five minutes if it 
hadn’t been a women’s camp.’ says Carmen. ‘If 
we’d been a bunch of aggressive blokes looking 
for a confrontation we’d have been forced off 
straight away. Because we were women the peo
ple on the base thought we didn’t matter — they 
thought we’d go away when it rained!’ ” 
Rose Shapiro in Honey.

January — announcement from Women’s 
Peace Camp, Greenham Common.
“The women of Greenham Common wish it to 
be known that as of February 1, while the camp 
is under threat of eviction, only women will be 
living on the site. This camp has been a women’s 
led initiative throughout and any actions tak
ing place on the site will be made by women.

We intend to maintain the camp peacefully 
and act at all times in a non-violent manner and 
diffuse confrontation. Men are welcome to con
tinue their support for us off site and to keep 
in contact with us as to the most appropriate 
ways to do this.

We intend to deal with women representatives 
of the authorities and wish to communicate our 
actions through women in the media. We would 
appreciate it if the press would respect this 
request.

Together we can help create a climate for 
world peace that the warmongers won’t be able 
to ignore.”

January 18 — opening of Parliament at 
Westminster.
“Women from the Women’s Peace Camp, 
Greenham Common, joined by many others, 
went to the pavement outside parliament to give 
a warning to the MPs on their nuclear policies.

For six hours we stayed around the building, 
and many times walked slowly by, keening. 
‘Keening’ is something traditionally done by 
women, though now usually confined to mour
ning. It is an expression of feeling, a setting up 
of sound vibration, the sound coming from deep 
within the body and throat. The higher sounds 
are described as wailing.

We dressed in black and carried branches 
(trees of life) decorated with purple, green, white 
ribbon, doves of peace and symbols. We keen
ed because it is a perfect way of expressing sor
row and anger in a non-violent way.

Sound is difficult to shut out and as we pass
ed the hundreds of windows towering above us, 
shadowy figures stood at many of them. 
Sometimes as we passed windows were opened 
or closed. One man very bravely leaned out and 
shouted Piss Off. Great! We were getting 
through to them. We were affecting them. They 
could close their eyes to us but not their ears.”

March 21-22
“The police stopped arresting women after a 
while — possibly they didn’t want to be put in 
a bad light — and the 170-200 women who 
blockaded Greenham Common Air Base prov
ed they could disrupt work at the base.

Most women did their training the afternoon 
before the blockade. The main thing was get
ting to know each other and sorting out rotas 
for each of the eight gates (the camp is nine miles 
around).

At 6.30 when it was time to sit down, the 
festival that had been called for the day was still 
going strong. Suddenly a lot of police were there, 
but it was quiet all night.

Things started to change the next morning, 
when someone found a new gap in the fence. 
The first eight to sit down were arrested, as were 
several others who followed.

A message was radioed around the peace 
camp asking if anyone else wanted to sit down. 
The arrests were stopping traffic, but not total-

Women camping outside US RAF base at Greenham Common, Berkshire. (Photo by Andrew Wiard, (Report), 
Spare Rib, June 1982.)
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ly. Women kept sitting or lying down after their 
sisters had been arrested, but after 24 arrests the 
police stopped.

All afternoon the police would let traffic pile 
up into big queues waiting to get in and out 
before dragging the women away. The traffic 
would rush past, then more women would sit 
down and the queues would begin again.

The blockade wasn’t just a symbol. We learn
ed about dealing with the police and with other 
women and that we could organise ourselves 
without falling apart under pressure.”

May 27
“The Women’s Peace Camp at Greenham Com
mon has been moved . . but just a few yards 
down the road.

Practically since the camp was started last 
September Newbury Council has been trying to 
evict them, and on May 14 the High Court in 
London gave the final go-ahead.

Newbury Council finally moved in to evict 
on May 27 — with bulldozers. The camp mov
ed down the road, and four women who resisted 
the bailiffs were sentenced to a week in 
Holloway prison.”

June 7
“On the morning of Reagan's arrival in Britain, 
Greenham Common women brought traffic to 
a halt around the Stock Exchange. Their 
women-only die-in highlighted all the money 
that’s being wasted on weapons and war.

Women made their way to the Stock Ex
change singly and in pairs, and at 9am they lay 
down in the middle of the nearby road for fif
teen minutes. The financiers were stopped from 
going to work while women handed out ex
planatory leaflets and traffic was completely 
disrupted.

Nine women were arrested.”

June 8
“The very next day while Reagan was making 
his speech to Parliament at the Palace of 
Westminster about 25 women dressed in black, 
some with CND symbols painted on their faces, 
met on the south bank of the Thames, and their 
wailing, punctuated with cries of ‘no more war’ 
echoed right across the river into Westminster.

The action made such an impact that the 
women decided to repeat it as Reagan came out 
of Westminster Palace, but this time the police 
got heavy.

Fifteen women in all were arrested, charged 
with obstructing the highway.”

August 2
“Sue CowGill was arrested, along with many 
other women, at Greenham Women’s Peace 
Camp while taking part in a peaceful 24 hour 
blockade on March 22. She refused to pay the 
fine imposed by magistrates at Newbury and was 
subsequently summoned at Lancaster 
magistrates court.

Sue emphasised that to remain silent on this 
issue is to give consent to a government which 
puts preparation for destruction in the name of 
defence above real human needs. Moreover, she 
stated ‘Nor can I allow to go unrecognised the 
carefully planned action of a group of conscien
tious, responsible women, committed to and 
trained in non-violent civil disobedience.'

Sue carried through her determination not to 
pay the fine and was arrested on August 2. She 
is now serving a seven day sentence.”

August 6
“Women from Greenham Common Women’s 
Peace Camp commemorated Hiroshima Day by 
laying 100,000 stones collected from around the 
Cruise Missile Base on the War Memorial in 
Newbury. Passers-by were leafletted and asked 
to support us by placing a stone to represent one 
of the victims.

The police, who had been in evidence from 
the start, harassed women carrying buckets of 
stones and five were ‘reported for summons for 
depositing litter in a public place’ and two

symbol of peace. The Greenham women 
presented it, together with a statement declar
ing the peaceful purpose of their visit and their 
opposition to nuclear weapons, to the Inspec
tor of MoD police.

For forty minutes the women sat silently un
til they were surrounded by MoD police, lifted 
into a van and driven away. They were taken 
to another of the base’s seven gates and lifted 
out into the outside world.”

August 27
“Women entered the base and occupied a sen
try box. Nineteen women were arrested for 
‘breach of the peace.’ They have asked for a jury 
trial in order to publicise their struggle.”

women were dragged away and charged with 
obstruction.

After four hours the steps were filled with our 
stones and as hecklers and objectors got more 
irate the inspector in charge warned the women 
that if they continued their action they would 
be arrested for breach of peace. As this was not 
the point of the action we decided to leave. As 
soon as we moved away people began furious
ly to kick and throw some of the stones. Several 
women were threatened as we left and were bad
ly shaken. The two women arrested were releas
ed on bail, and Newbury police have now drop
ped ali charges against them.”

A gust 9
“n t ! 1 pm on Nagasaki Day, while 30 women 
blockaded the main gate eight women from the 
Women's Peace Camp, USAF Greenham Com
mon gently breached Ministry of Defence securi
ty. They walked past two guards at the New Age 
Gate, entered 500 yards inside the perimeter 
fence and sat down in a circle by the longest run
way in Britian. They had with them paper lotus 
flowers and an origami crane bird, the Japanese

Write to the women at Greenham Camp, Main 
Gate, RAF Greenham Common, Nr Newbury, 
Berks, UK.

*The quoted pieces used to put together this 
“Diary” come from Honey, April 1982 by Rose 
Shapiro (credited in text), and various writers in 
SpareRib, including Lynne Jones, Aggie Jakub- 
ska, Connie Mansueto and other anonymous 
news writers.

restaurant
For Natural Foods 
Sit down or Takeaway

Mon-Fri 10am to 9pm 
Saturday 5.30pm to 9.30pm 
50 High St, City, Ph 34-599
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W H A T C H O U M E A N  WE, W H ITE GIRL?

OR, THE CULLUD LESBIAN FEMINIST DECLARATION OF 
INDEPENDENCE

(DEDICATED TO THE PROPOSITION THAT ALL WOMEN ARE 
NOT EQUAL, I.E. IDENTICAL/LY OPPRESSED)

LORRAINE BETHEL

Preface:
I bought a sweater at a yard sale from a white-skinned (as opposed to 
Anglo-Saxon) woman. When wearing it I  am struck by the smell—it reeks 
o f a soft, privileged life without stress, sweat, or struggle. When wearing 
it I often think to myself: this sweater smells of a comfort, a way of be
ing in the world I have never known in my life, and never will. I t ’s the 
same feeling I experience walking through Bon wit Teller's and seeing white
skinned women buying trinkets that cost enough to support the elderly 
Black woman elevator operator, who stands on her feet all day taking them 
up and down, for the rest o f  her life. It is moments/infinities o f  conscious 
pain like these that make me want to cry/kill/roll my eyes suck my teeth 
hand on my hip scream at so-called radical white lesbian/feminist(s)
“W HAT CHOU M EAN  WE, WHITE GIRL?"

* * * * 3|e * *

Ain’t they got no shame?
Naw, they ain’t, 1 thought for the ninetieth time in as many days 
as she asked me long distance from California to pay my way 

to Indiana, Arkansas,
or some other Black goddess forsaken place to be on a pa 
a set up
THE BLACK/LESBIAN/FEMINIST/CRI 
because they want to represent Third-World women and lesbians 

feminist cnjictshTpanel 
5nt package.

when she said “You don’t know me,
I got your name from .. .” 

never know us,
selecting their victims from a rollodex labeled feminists, Black 

or lesbians. Black
or better still, lesbian feminists. Black 
a list I’m convinced some white girl is selling 

and has made enough money from 
to retire with a Swiss bank account 
an index of Black women, feminists, lesbians 
literate ones who don’t eat white women or bite their heads off 
or say “That’s irrelevant to my struggle as a Black woman,” 

or “The women’s movement is a white girl trip.” 
or “Are you a bull dyke?” or “Get out of my face, bit ' !” 
when feminism is mentioned to them.
It is a list that entitles its members to junk conversati 
at any hour of the day or night: “Would you, could \ 

a women's conference,
meeting, caucus, workshop, business, magazine, part\ 
and we’d really like some Third World women to be there.

Don't come as you are,
but as we’d like you to be; our worst fantasy/primal nightmare, our best dream. 
Something like Flo Kennedy or Pat Parker is what we had in mind.
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It’s not a costume affair,
but you get to be THE BLACK/THIRD WORLD/FEMINIST/LESBIAN/ 

WOMAN.
e’ll try not to think you’re politically incorrect, straight, or bourgeois 

because you look decent.
Bring your own food because you won’t be able to eat ours.

II There probably won’t be any. We know food is real important to you people. 
H/jYox sure. And, naturally, we can’t pay you for your services 

because we’re struggling revolutionaries 
(don’t mind our Volvo's, country houses, town apartments, health centers, 
stores, magazines, universities—they’re part of the revolution.)
Would you mind sharing with us what it’s like to be a Black woman/

Third World lesbian/
feminist/activist/writer/artist/revolutionary in twenty minutes or less?
That’s all we have time for.

Yes, I/we do mind.
Maybe it wouldn’t be so bad if you could make aTfvmg from it, 

or even pocket change.
Print up cards:
Tired o f people asking why there werēn't any Third World women at that event? 
Local Black woman available to be representative token Black feminist/lesbian 
(for greater profit one must play the white straight feminist and lesbian circuitsj 
at parties (You abtftw ant your friends to think you don’t know any 

Third World women.
So politicallyAhcorrectfirpeetings, marches, and relationships 

(after dinner dates
arufidscorts time and /2  overtime). Tax deductible.

iven up that dull study group with real life adventures o f  Black women!
See what it’s like to be doubly or triply oppressed (depending on the circuit). 
Discounts available for standing engagements, long term sexual relationships, 

friendships, 
and annual gatherings.

I am so tired of talking to others 
translating my life for the deaf, the blind, 
the “I really want to know what your life is like without g 

any of my privileges 
to live it” white women
the “I want to live my white life with Third World women’s style ah 

keep my skin/class 
privileges” dykes <
So this is an open letter to movement white girls:
Dear Ms Ann Glad Cosmic Womoon, ^
We’re not doing that kind of work anymore /
educating white women 
teaching Colored Herstory 101 
on the job, off the job, in bed 
in bed
letting lesbian/feminist racial transvestites
radical chic European dykes wearing pouches and multiple earrings 
with no libations for Black female spirits 
pick our brains steal our culture, style, identities 
for free or below the minimum wage (for the revolution, of course) 
while we wonder where the next meal, job, payment on our college loans 

and other bills,
apartment, the first car, Black woman-identified bookstore, health center, 

magazine,
archives, bar, record company, newspaper, press, forty acres and a mule 

or national conference 
are going to come from.
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////6  • ////,

They will come
from us loving/speaking to our Black/Third World sisters, not at white women 
They will come
from us taking the Black woman energy presently being used to legitimize 

your movement
^n d  fighting to create and maintain our own Black women’s culture,

\  our own Black feminist movement, 
our ^ n  Third World lesbian nation.
They Win come
from our^trength, our fatigue and anger at always being misunderstood, 

overworked,
undervalued paYiof someone else’s program. For free.

They will come \
when we separate the Third World woman-identified Third Worl 
from the white woman-idehrified Third World women 
when we Black woman-identified Black women leave j 

white woman-identified Blqck women 
those who can’t come to their Blackjemali 
who won’t deal with real sista love 
way behind 
you know the ones
who don’t really like themselves or other Black women 
the ones who’ve accented and glorify in myth roles 
Black bull dyk^sfud 0r Black lesbianfeministgoddesstokenstar 
of the white^om en’s community
moderrKlay political and apolitical minstrels in colored girl face 
Tberadical Black ones who insist that “the personal is political” 

applies to everything 
except their succession of white woman lovers or their lifetime one 
We will leave them
in the fitting company of those white women 
who maintain that the counter-revolutionary political incorrectness 

of an oppressed group
(like women) giving their vital energy to their oppressors (like men) 

applies to everyone
except the never ending succession of Third World woman lovers/friends 
giving their vital energy to white women like them

I get a witness
toVtestify^about the ones with a jones for Black pussy 
who would ne-scpmed as racist dogs if they were 
instead of white lesbians hiding behind the liberaT 

equal bedroom opportunity 
eroticVaffirmative action ^  ' ^
when actually they are the revers^racists 
another white dyke doe§mrstand a change of qualifying under 

tneir sexu^Tgtfi^elines
The onesAwhorliaven’t done much of anything for Black liberation 

thee the 60’s
fcept giving up Black men to sleep with Black women 

Not much of a sacrifice considering the men they chose.
The white giVls who play ethnic upswomanship 
speak Spanismmore fluently than native Hispanic women 
are well versedyin Black female english and dances 
dress dyke chic and curl or wrap their hair get deep tans in the summer 
all to better attract Third World lesbians with paler versions of ourselves
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“The first place I was held was an opera
tional interrogation centre. People were 
being taken there, very quickly inter
rogated in the hope of getting information 
out of them. Then the units would go out 
again and arrest more people. It was very 
tense and there was a great deal of 
psychological intimidation, persecution, 
and torture. The whole atmosphere was 
horrible and frightening. All these soldiers 
threatening you. They were deliberately 
trying to demoralize people and create a 
sense of aloneness and defenceless
ness. ‘Here you are now totally at our 
mercy, with nobody to help you’. It is a 
very effective form of psychological 
pressure. I was only there for two weeks, 
I don’t think I could have stood it much 
longer. That was the worst of all the three 
years I was in prison.”

Those are the words of Carmel Budiar- 
djo, a British-born woman arrested in In
donesia in 1967 by the right-wing military 
dictatorship of President Suharto. Carmel 
was in New Zealand recently as a guest 
of CORSO, the National Council of Chur
ches, the Catholic Commission for 
Justice and Development and other 
groups. She spoke at meetings 
throughout the country about political 
prisoners in Indonesia and the tense 
political situations in East Timor and West 
Papua New Guinea.

Carmel’s first steps towards Indonesia 
were through the student movement in 
Britain. Through this involvement she 
worked with a students’ organisation in 
Prague in the late 1 940s. She became 
friendly with a group of Indonesian 
students and later married one of them. 
In 1 952 she went to Indonesia with the 
intention of living there for the rest of her

For a couple of years she worked as 
a translator with the national news agen
cy and this enabled her to learn the 
language and something about the 
political life in Indonesia. After two years 
she got fed up with translating and got 
a job with the Indonesian Foreign Ministry 
and as she had an economics degree, 
she was employed to do economic 
research on international economic rela
tions. During this time she got her 
masters degree and taught economics.

Of the political climate at the time 
Carmel said, “ It was very interesting. 
Sukarno was the President; the left wing 
movement was expanding rapidly and 
there was a lot of political activity. I knew 
a lot of the Indonesian Communist Party 
and was aware of what was happening 
in that part of the political spectrum.”

Carmel wrote articles on the economic 
situation and tried to analyse the 
economy for the lay person. And, in the 
1960s, she became a member of a new
ly formed group called the Association of 
University Graduates and “ got quite in
terested in that because Indonesia was 
in a hell of a mess economically. There 
was galloping inflation” . In the Associa
tion Carmel was involved in setting up an 
economics section for economists. They 
organised seminars and discussions 
about the economic situation and tried to 
suggest an alternative policy. In 1964 
they held a big seminar, and all of the 
papers submitted to it were published in 
a book. “Just before the military takeover 
took place this book came back from the 
printers. So there were huge piles of 
these books in my house.” All the books 
were confiscated.

The military takeover took place in Oc
tober, 1965, and everything was totally 
turned upside down. Carmel’s husband 
was arrested, she lost her job and was 
picked up by the military herself. “They 
don’t say why, they just pick you up. At 
that time literally hundreds of thousands 
of people were being arrested and there 
were mass killings in Central and East 
Java. The military claimed that the left- 
wing had been involved in an attempt to 
remove Sukarno from power, and on the 
basis of this accusation they banned all 
of the radical organisations, of which my 
organisation was one. And that 
automatically made us, as members of 
these groups, liable to attention and im
prisonment and, in some parts of the 
country, to slaughter.”

When Carmel was picked up in 1965 
fate conspired to have her released 
almost immediately. “ I had found a lump 
in my breast and I had a letter from my 
doctor to say that I needed to have the 
lump removed and examined to see if it 
was malignant. When this military unit 
came to arrest me I said that I had to go 
to the hospital. They took me off to the 
army headquarters. The intelligence of
ficer in this unit didn’t really have his heart 
in the job. He didn’t like the whole 
business, but it was very difficult for him 
to extricate people. But because I had 
this letter he said, ‘I’ll interrogate you 
quickly and see what I can do. If you get 
down there into the main part of the 
military you will never get out again’. He 
managed, on the basis of the letter, to get 
me sent home. It's an interesting story 
because when I was arrested three years 
later, Jie was a prisoner.”

In the next three years, before her final
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arrest, Carmel’s husband was in and out 
of prison and she tried to earn money by 
giving private English lessons in her 
home.

In the middle of 1968 the military 
started a whole new round-up of people. 
“Something lead them to me, I don’t know 
what that was.” Carmel was imprisoned 
for three years. She was first taken to the 
interrogation centre. “Then after that they 
took me to a transit camp. There things 
were also tense, but not as bad as the 
first place. In this place the conditions 
were absolutely awful with severe over
crowding, terrible food and just one 
lavatory, with sometimes about 120 peo
ple in the place. The purpose of this camp 
was to come to a decision about whether 
you would be held as a long-term prisoner 
or be released. They classified us into 
categories. Most people were transfer
red from this place as B categories to 
prison.” B category meant that people 
were considered to have been directly or 
indirectly involved in an attempt to over
throw Sukarno. B prisoners could not be 
released. In addition B prisoners could 
not be tried because there was no 
evidence against them to make a case. 
“They hung on to me much longer in the 
transit camp and I can only assume that 
this was because I was English. I stayed 
there for about a year.” The only advan
tages of staying in the transit camp were 
that she could have visits from her 
children, a son and a daughter, and from 
other people. But when she was finally 
transferred to prison, those advantages 
were lost. “We were very heavily isolated 
with no news from outside. There we 
were in strict prison conditions with no 
family visits although food could come in 
from the family.”

Carmel was finally released because 
she had got her British nationality status 
back. “ I had renounced it when I started 
working for the Foreign Ministry. After I 
was sent to prison, a lawyer in Britain 
started to investigate my nationality. She 
discovered that there was a technical 
fault in my renunciation and so my na
tionality was restored. My condition for 
release was that I be deported back to 
Britain.”

Back in Britain she spoke to many peo
ple, including Amnesty International, 
about conditions in Indonesia, as she was 
the first person to have been got out of 
the country at that time whom they could 
debrief at length. But on the whole she 
kept a low profile, as she wanted to get 
her husband out of prison. “ I thought, I’ll 
give them a chance to release him 
through pressure from the family. So we 
wrote to Suharto and Mrs Suharto all of 
these kinds of ridiculous things. We went 
through the formalities; asked a lawyer to 
see what he could do, but there was 
nothing Indonesian lawyers could do. We 
didn’t get any replies, so after a couple 
of years of this kind of effort I thought I 
hadn’t achieved anything by trying quiet
ly, so I might as well go public.”

With other sympathetic people, Carmel

set up the magazine Tapol. Tapol is an 
Indonesian contraction of "tahanan 
politik” , meaning political prisoner. The 
magazine campaigns for the release of In
donesian political prisoners by pressur
ing the British Government and other 
governments who have close relations 
with Indonesia to work for their release. 
“ I thought, if we do this publicly enough, 
it could have a beneficial effect on my 
husband because there could be a lot of 
flak against the Indonesians if we 
discovered he was being maltreated. It 
really worked like that. It didn’t speed up 
his release but things didn’t get worse.” 
Carmel’s husband was finally released 
from prison in 1978.

The magazine was started at the end 
of 1973 and by 1974 they started to get 
wind of a planned invasion by Indonesia 
of East Timor. “ During the course of 
1975 we began to get very agitated about 
the situation. It was clear to us that if In
donesia invaded there would be a 
holocaust.” The invasion took place in 
December, 1975.

East Timor had been a Portuguese col
ony, but things began to change there in
1974. The Portugese fascist regime had 
been overthrown, the secret police were 
disbanded and there was a flowering of 
political activity.

When the invasion took place, the on
ly contact with East Timor was through 
a radio link between Australia and Fretilin, 
the Revolutionary Front for an Indepen
dent East Timor. Fretilin had gained a lot 
of support in East Timor during 1974 and
1975. After August, 1 975, when there 
was no Portuguese administration left in 
East Timor, Fretilin was in de-facto con
trol. But they were under enormous 
pressure from incursions across the 
border from West Timor, which was In
donesian territory. Fretilin declared in
dependence at the end of November 
1975 — nine days later Indonesia invad
ed the capital Dili.

“There were reports of women killed 
in the initial massacres. One woman in 
particular was mentioned, she was active 
in the leadership of Fretilin and led the 
women’s organisation, her name was 
Rosa Bonaparte. She was killed on the 
first day in Dili on the the 7th of 
December. But there were many women 
who were fighting with Fretilin.”

Fretilin was forced into the hills. “Fretilin 
and the resistance survived for many 
years in an untouchable position because 
they had control of the mountainous area, 
which is reasonably productive for a sub
sistence economy. Then the Indonesians 
launched bombing raids with the help of 
aircraft from America. That broke the 
back of the resistance. It destroyed the 
agricultural infra-structure and forced 
people, because of the lack of food, and 
the spread of disease and injuries, down 
from the hills onto the coastal plains, 
where it was easy for the Indonesians to 
keep them under tight military control. 
That cut the relationship between the 
population and Fretilin.”

Most of the population today are in 
camps where freedom of movement is 
very restricted. Carmel cannot easily 
estimate how strong Fretilin is today, but 
she did mention that the Indonesians are 
still launching military operations against 
them.

Another area of concern for Carmel is 
West Papua. “ In Tapol we published a lot 
about West Papua because we get a lost 
of information about human rights viola
tions that have taken place there over the 
years.” The Indonesians feel they have 
a right to West Papua, or West Irian as 
they call it, on the grounds that it was part 
of the Dutch East Indies Empire.” But the 
Papuan people have never had any feel
ing of strong affinity with Indonesia. So 
although Indonesia saw West Papua as 
their territorial right, the Papuans saw it 
in a very different Tight and did not want 
to become part of the Indonesian 
Republic. This opposition grew because 
of the way the Papuans were treated at 
the hands of the Indonesians” . There is 
now a very strong armed resistance 
movement against the Indonesians in that 
country.

Carmel Budiarjo’s visit highlighted the 
fact that New Zealand is on friendly terms 
with Indonesia and votes with that coun
try in the United Nations on the issue of 
East Timor. □

epicentre
Environment and 

Peace Information 
Centre 

1 21 Symonds 
Street, Auckland. 

Phone 31 508

Duxberry’s Cafe
25 Mt Eden Road, Auckland 

Round the World in 3 courses. 
Fabulous food at reasonable 

prices 
Ph: 790-740 

Bookings advisable 
Private Party room upstairs with 

juke box. 1 0 - 2 0  people. 
Mon —■* Sat, 6 - 1 0  pm 

Lunch on Friday
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“ “ TESTAMENT
If I sound calm as I begin this, I’m 

not. Mumb would be more like it. 
Drained, nearly hopeless. I’m writing 
to try to hold on to my sanity. It’s 
som ething to do, a discipline. 1 will 
make every effort to tell what happen
ed, no m atter how painful the telling 
is. I want this record to be accurate and 
in sequence.

March 23 . Tonight as I fixed dinner 
and wrestled with self-pity because 
Tom had phoned saying he’d be stay
ing late in San Francisco, the entire 
Eastern Seaboard was wiped out.

I had the TV in the kitchen tuned to 
the evening news from New York. 
When the video went off there was a 
bright pop. Then the screen went dark.

1 moved to jiggle the knobs, expec
ting  th e  usual ap o logy  ab o u t 
“technical difficulties,” although now 
that I think of it, the sound was off, too. 
No static, no flickers — nothing.

Suddenly the picture cam e back, 
with an excited San Francisco an
nouncer shouting. “Listen! Listen! 
We’re being attacked!” The m an’s 
voice rose and broke.

“Radar sources confirm . Many 
Eastern cities have already been 
destroyed.”

The East, I thought, panic rising in 
my throat. M y b ro the r’s A tlanta  home.

Mary Liz and Brad our older 
children, stared with me at the tele
vision. If only Tom were here. Maybe 
he would tell us it was a stunt, some 
Orson Welles trick for audience reac
tion. But as I looked at the TV crew, 
I knew it was no prank.

The announcer was hysterical. Over 
and over we could hear, “Massive 
retaliation.” Was my brother’s family 
really gone?

Then cam e the sam e flash on the 
screen, only this time we could see it 
all around us. An eerie light coursed 
and flickered hideously.

“Tom,” I screamed. “Tom!” Was that 
San Francisco?

Scottie, almost three, began wailing 
as Mary Liz, Brad, and I ran outside. 
Brad, who’s twelve and very logical, 
questioned whether we should look 
south toward the intense light. At four
teen, Mary Liz seem s infinitely older 
than I. She didn’t move her gaze for a 
second.

I thought it would be like a giant 
m ushroom , but it was more of an in
verted mountain. 1 stood transfixed as 
its funnel pulled life from the place my 
husband had been at three o ’clock. 
“Tom. Oh, Tom ,” I whispered.

Other explosions, more distant, 
erupted like visual echoes to the first.

I think there were six or seven.
Scottie whimpered and clung to my 

legs. Automatically I picked him up, 
just as the ground trem bled beneath 
us. Earthquake. Oh, God, not that, too!

“Daddy will come to us.” 1 paused. 
“He will — if he can.’'

We went inside. I held Scottie close. 
“Brad, get the transistor and turn it to 
the Civil Defense station. Somebody 
will tell us what’s happening.”

All my life I’ve heard that “should 
there be an actual alert” we would be 
given emergency instructions. Back 
and forth we twisted the dials on the 
little radio, straining for the sound of 
au th o rity , so m eo n e  in ch arg e . 
Nothing.

I ached to talk to my mother. She us
ed to console me when I had night
mares. I reached for the phone, but 
there was no dial tone. Our electricity 
was off also.

Brad spoke excitedly. “Mom, Mr 
Halliday’s radio set! He’s got em ergen
cy power.”

In case Tom arrived, I left a note 
recording my intentions — to go over 
to Ab and Betty’s — and the date and 
time: March 23, 7:15 p.m.

The scene at Halliday’s was like 
som ething from a bad movie. As the 
minutes and hours dragged by, more 
and more people arrived.

Ab was at his set and Betty darted 
in and out carrying terse bulletins. 
“Seattle gone.” Or, “Just raised Yuba 
City. All safe.” The brotherhood of 
“ham s” was on duty — those that were 
alive.

We drank coffee, spoke inanely to 
one another, and tried to comfort the 
children. Around eleven, Ab took a 
break and staggered out. Betty hurried 
to stand beside him. 1 felt his eyes bore 
into my very soul. He and Tom fished 
together.

“San Francisco’s gone,” Ab said 
hoarsely. “The entire Bay Area. I can’t 
raise anyone there. We’re on the 
fringe. I’ve found only one ham closer 
to San Francisco than us. Sacram en
to is silent — utterly silent. Southern 
California, too. A fellow in Twain Harte 
thinks they hit Yosemite. The sky is 
black with splinters — trees and rocks 
coming down like rain. It m ust’ve been 
a mistake. There’s nothing strategic 
there.”

The room was deadly quiet. “We’re 
the lucky ones. Survivors. Folks 1 
reached in northern California and 
Oregon. Rural areas. Small towns. Not 
near industrial or military installations. 
We may be cut off, but we’re not crippl
ed or dead. We’re lucky.”

1 gathered the children and came

home. I thought of stories I’ve read 
where a woman had lost a beloved hus
band. Those women shrieked, tore 
their clothes. 1 felt every bit as derang
ed as any story heroine I ever read 
about.

My husband. Oh, Tom. The dearest 
human being in the world. My rock. 1 
am raw. My insides ripped out without 
anaesthetic.

For hours I sat in Tom ’s chair by the 
window, trying to remember. I could 
almost see the flecks of am ber in his 
eyes, feel the bristly little hairs that 
grew on the backs of his hands. Once 
I thought I caught his unique scent. But 
I couldn’t rem em ber whether we had 
said, “1 love you,” when he left at six 
that morning.

March 24. Farts of the day blurred. We 
ate. Washed dishes. Contacted friends. 
Feared the weather.

The sky is yellow and dark — almost 
like liquid instead of air. And hot. 
Nothing like normal for a northern 
coastal town in March. I am afraid. I 
would like to erase Ab’s words, “We’re 
the lucky ones.”

Brad and I decided that if by some 
miracle Tom is on his way home, we 
might need gas to drive to a safer 
place. We went down to our regular 
station.

A ripple of fear shot through me 
when 1 saw Slim perched on a stool by 
the pumps with a rifle across his knees, 
directing his son in filling the tank of 
a battered Chevy.

For a minute I considered driving 
away, but Slim came over and spoke 
politely. “Mornin’, missus. Your mister 
get home last night?”

“He’d planned to stay late in the 
city. We thought for a w hile—” I took 
a firmer grip on the wheel. “It looks 
like he didn’t get out.”

1 saw pain on the weathered face. 
Tom often took Teddy, Slim’s retard
ed son, along on his fishing trips. I us
ed to begrudge, occasionally, that 
Tom spent precious time with this boy 
when his own children seldom saw 
him. Then I would feel guilty for my 
resentment.

“Gas, m issus?”
“What are you charging?”
“It’s free to my regular custom ers,” 

Slim replied. “Don’t figure credit cards 
is mucn good now.”

"But I can pay. This is your business, 
not a charity.”

“I done some thinkin’ last night, 
missus. Me and Teddy don’t need 
much. Food and a roof. When the gas 
is gone, we’ll plant a garden. Go 
fishin’.”
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Brad leaned across the seat as Slim’s 
son unscrewed our gas cap. “Then how 
come you’ve got that rifle, Mr Sutton?” 

Just because I’m givin’ gas away 
don’t mean I’m a fool. There’s been 
people here wantin’ fill-ups. Them 
that s never seen the inside of this sta
tion, nor didn’t have the time of day 
for Teddy.”

My face burned and I chose my 
words carefully. “I’ll accept the gas, 
Slim, if you’ll let me have you and Ted
dy over for a meal. 1 want to repay you 
somehow.”

“This g as’s been paid for, missus, 
that it has. More than once. 1 just hope 
you can use it.”

On the way home, we saw a crowd 
at the Catholic church, and went in. 
The mayor was huffing and puffing. 
Robbery of drugs from the pharmacy. 
Gas a hundred dollars a gallon at some 
stations. Might have to invoke martial 
law. He also advised drinking only 
bottled water and eating canned food.
I felt like laughing. A bomb that could 
level a city and shoot debris into the 
sky a hundred and fifty miles away pro
bably wouldn’t have much trouble fin
ding its way into my apricots.

March 27 . Our tree. Our tree. 1 cannot 
write today.

March 29.1 thought to find some relief 
for us. We packed lunch and pulled 
Scottie in his wagon. Intended to walk 
to the beach. But then we saw our tree.

Several years ago, families con
tributed trees and shrubs for roadside 
beautification. Ours was a flowering 
plum and Tom had dug the hole 
himself. Proudly we watched it through

seasons of bloom, purple leaf, and 
bare branch. Ju st a couple of weeks 
ago we photographed the little beau
ty under a corona of blossoms. What 
delicate colour.

Then, the other day, as we crested 
the hill, we saw it again. Apparently it 
had com e to leaf since our photo, but 
this didn’t look like a plum tree in 
spring. It was — it was —

Papery tatters hung like  shrouds 
from  its  lim bs.

Mary Liz and Brad stared, uncom 
prehending at first. Then Brad m ur
mured, “We’re going to die, too, aren’t 
we, Mom?”

We huddled together, trying not to 
look at the ashy leaves. 1 thought of 
those Exposure to Communicable 
Disease forms teachers som etim es 
send home when there’s an outbreak 
of mum ps or measles. The paper lists 
various diseases and the incubation 
period of each, and the teacher checks 
the appropriate box so the parent can 
be prepared. We have seen a plum tree 
— N ature’s Exposure to Disease 
warning.

March 31 . The first to go was the 
three-week-old infant of Cathy Pitkin, 
our former baby-sitter.

At a town meeting/prayer service, 
som eone said tiny Susie’s death was 
probably due to birth defects. I hurried 
over to see Cathy and her husband and 
found the young m other sobbing 
quietly.

“We thought we were so lucky,” 
John  m uttered. “Didn’t seem like 
there’d be any more bombs. Then poor 
little Susie had to get sick and die. 
‘Course I’ve tried to tell Cathy we’re 
young. We can have another baby.”

He said something about it being up 
to the survivors to continue, to 
repopulate the earth. I can’t remember 
exactly. I just stared at him, wanting 
to reach over and pull his eyelids down 
over the indecent innocence in his 
eyes. Not even Brad is as naive as this 
boy.

“Don’t know why she won’t talk to 
you. She adm ires you. Had to nurse 
Susie just because you always nursed 
your babies.”

“She nursed?”
“Oh yeah. Susie hadn’t had so much 

as a spoonful of cereal or canned baby 
food yet. Cathy was so proud of hav
ing plenty of milk. We gave her water, 
but we boiled it. You don’t suppose the 
water was contam inated?”

“1 think everything’s contam inated, 
John. Try to comfort Cathy. Tell her 
Susie’s better off. In a few weeks I think 
she’ll understand.

April 2. Mary Liz is sure she heard a 
robin today. I wonder.

April 5. Twenty-some have died, and 
many more are sick. The sym ptom s 
vary. High fever, itching, dry skin. 
Some nausea. 1 thought hair would fall 
out, but perhaps they went too quick
ly for that.

At the time of the baby’s death, I 
suspected it was an omen, just the 
beginning. When the others were 
stricken, though, I tried to pretend, to 
clutch at coincidence. It took a walk on 
the beach to convince me of what I 
knew all along. I didn’t tell the children 
what I saw, nor will I recount it here.

April 8. Scottie is feverish. Repeated
ly he asks for the story of Peter Pan.
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Mary Liz sings, “I can fly, 1 can fly, I can 
fly.” 1 cannot bear to listen. But I can
not bear to be far from him.

April 9 . By turns Mary Liz and 1 bathe 
Scottie. Still the fever won’t come 
down. My baby. My baby.

Many in town are dead. Most 
businesses are closed, as is the school. 
The newspaper comes out weekly now, 
only a single sheet with survival infor
mation. Garbage pickup continues ir
regularly, due to the gas shortage. 
O ther services dependent on gas or 
electricity have been discontinued.

Two superm arkets and three tiny 
groceries are operational. The pro
prietors inventoried canned goods and 
are rationing them out fairly. They tell 
us that after everything returns to nor
mal we can pay them  back.

There is a theory that only the young 
and old will die. A few feel they are 
somehow strong, invulnerable. Ab 
Halliday cam e over. The Hallidays 
have lost two of their four children, but 
Ab is far from giving up. He is at the 
radio at least eighteen hours a day. By 
relay he has found people alive as far 
east as Nebraska.

Ab has discovered that deaths are 
occurring everywhere, even in remote 
areas, yet he is determ ined all is not 
lost. 1 envy him his fiction.

April 1 1 . Scott died yesterday at 1.30 
p.m.

The three of us dug a deep hole in 
the backyard near the browning rose 
bushes. The cem etery is unspeakable. 
Mr Jansen  cam e and prayed with us. 
Mostly, he and the Catholic priest are 
conducting mass burials. About seven 
hundred so far.

Ironically, I think Mr Jansen took as 
much comfort from us as we did from 
him. We becam e close when Tom ’s 
parents were killed in the car crash, 
and then again during my depression 
before Scottie was born. He is a good 
man.

April 12. At least thirteen hundred 
gone. More than half our population. 
Beale’s Contracting picks up the 
bodies in one of their large dump 
tru ck s and bulldozes com m unal 
graves on the east edge of town. That’s 
since the cem etery can’t handle it any 
more.

Brad and Mary Liz fall into petty 
bickering at tim es and I want to 
scream: “We are dying. Can’t you, for 
God’s sake, love each other a few 
m inutes?” Then without a word on my 
part, they make up and we sit together 
quietly, at peace.

After Scottie died, Brad kept pro
posing projects, games, brainteasers. 
But it didn’t work. Nor can 1 find com 
fort in my garden. My plants are dead, 
and the only fragrance in the air is a 
stench — the smell of death from San 
Francisco, from Canada, from China,

for all I know.
Then Brad had another idea. It hap

pened after Larry’s parents died and he 
moved in with us. Maybe to keep his 
friend busy, Brad suggested  we 
organize a work detail for our street. 
He proposed that the four of us — he 
and Larry, Mary Liz and I — working 
by team s, make a morning check at 
each house in the neighbourhood.

When we first called on a woman I’d 
quarrelled with years ago, I thought I 
couldn’t go through with it. She and I 
had fought over a supposedly stolen 
ball — claimed by each family of 
youngsters. We’d not spoken in ten 
years. Larry and I carried a jar of soup 
to her porch, waited down her hostile 
stare, then followed her inside.

She led me back to a bedroom 
where her daughter, once Mary Liz’s 
playmate, lay in a stupor. For a terri
ble, timeless m om ent we forgot the 
past, in which we had been stupid, and 
the future, when we would be dead. It 
was the present. Two mothers helpless 
in front of a stricken child. Our arms 
groped for each other, and we clung 
together a long time, crying and inhal
ing the girl’s cloying breath.

I asked Larry to finish rounds 
without me. At the end of our road, 1 
fell to the dry grass of a vacant lot. 1 
tore the earth. Retched. Scream ed. I 
have no idea the length of time. 1 was 
dem ented. But 1 knew enough not to 
let the children see me.

April 14. We three need to be near, 
and Larry’s presence doesn’t intrude. 
Sometimes when we’re resting one will 
tell a family story, recall a trip, 
som ething funny. “Remember the 
quilt in G randm a’s guest room ?” 
“Remember Monopoly?” “Remember 
Daddy?”

We’re all getting slower now, and 
wondered about the rounds. Mary Liz 
pointed out, “Their eyes light up so 
when we go in.” We voted to continue. 
Because of the deaths we have fewer 
houses to call at but it takes us longer. 
We have brought two young children 
to Scottie’s old room. They will not be 
here long, I’m afraid.

April 15. This used to be Income Tax 
Day. Now it marks Beale’s switch from 
bulldozing to burning. It takes less 
strength to torch the bodies than it 
does to drive the big cat that opened 
the graves.

April 24 . Larry died suddenly a day or 
two ago. He had gone in the morning 
on rounds and that afternoon crawled 
into his bunk and died. I regret not 
noticing how quiet he had become. His 
m other was my friend and our boys 
have been close for years. I wish I had 
told her I’d take care of Larry, but she 
died too soon.

We pulled the body of that sweet, 
uncomplaining boy over to the corner

for pickup and I rem em bered some 
lines of Millay’s.

Down, down, down in to  the 
darkness o f the grave 

Gently they go, the beautifu l, the 
tender, the k ind ;

Q u ie tly  they go, the in te lligen t, the 
witty, the brave.

I know, But I do not approve. A nd  I 
am not resigned.

Odd how close 1 feel to all poets, 
craftspeople, and workers who have 
ever tried to make a statem ent. Will 
anyone  survive to gaze at 
M ichelangelo’s creations, a Navajo 
rug, or my own scribblings?

May 1. Mary Liz collapsed today. As 
1 sit beside her and write, 1 suspect that 
with her also the battle will be brief. 
She calls out for reassurance I cannot 
muster.

1 was strong with Scottie. But 1 can
not seem to steel myself for this. I long 
for those days when I could afford 
depression,, tantrums, counselling and 
comfort in Tom’s arms.

This is my firstborn. My beautiful 
daughter. She brushes hot fingers 
against the sheet. Who will comfort me 
when she is gone? She asks for a drink. 
Something I can give. She asks for her 
Daddy. Som ething I can’t.

From his rounds alone today Brad 
brought hom e a man. The sick 
creature is a pitiful shell. Occasional
ly he staggers from his bed to the kit
chen to grab food and hoard it in his 
room. Wny can’t he trust us to care for 
him? I have no pity to spare. Brad says 
it’s better to have him here than go a 
block and a half to check him several 
tim es a day.

Later, after resting, Brad walked 
clear over to Halliday’s for news. There 
is no one left to drive Beale’s truck. 
Dear Betty Halliday and all their 
children are gone. Ab sent word with 
Brad we should move over there. He 
dares not leave his radio. The fool. 
Nearly all his hams are silent now. But 
he thinks some miracle may save us 
yet.

Is Mary Liz still alive? She is so still. 
Oh, Tom, 1 scream in my soul. Tom, 
you  are the lucky one not to have to 
watch our children die.

1 am sick myself. It is so hard to con
centrate. Perhaps 1 don’t make sense. 
Som etim es I read back over what I 
have written and the words swim. What 
was my point? Why do 1 not save my 
strength? I keep arguing that the jour
nal is important. My link to sanity, to 
civilization.

Probably May 3. Mary Liz is gone. I 
made a winding sheet and Brad and 1 
dragged her to the backyard, to the 
raw dirt on top of Scottie’s grave. We 
sat beside her, staring, waiting for 
some ease to the pain. After forever, 
Brad began, “Our Father, who art in 
heaven . . . ” It took us a long time to
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say it. We kept forgetting and had to 
start again and again.

I am getting sicker, but Brad shows 
no signs of weakening. I will try to hold 
on a while longer. I think I can manage.

Brad tries so hard to be a man. No, 
he is a man. He’s so like you, Tom. He 
went out again yesterday, right after 
Mary Liz — I cannot say the word that 
means the end of our daughter. But 
Brad went out. He says Mr Jansen died 
several days ago. He found the priest 
staggering. He and Jansen had promis
ed each other they would call at every 
home and pray with the sick. Brad 
helped him for a while. They found 
three people alive.

May 5, I think. Today Brad brought 
home Teddy from the gas station. He 
reminds me of Scottie in his confusion. 
Slim must have died days ago. Brad 
said their house was in an awful state.

Days later. Yesterday, in Brad’s walk, 
he found Ab like a zombie at the radio 
set. He had to slap him to get a 
response. The man hadn’t left his radio 
for four days or nights. In all that time 
— silence.

It finished him, Tom. His hope lasted 
longer than anybody’s. Brad says Ab 
asked to come over here. He started up 
out of his chair. Then fell to the floor. 
No pulse.

Brad walked home. Told me about 
Ab. Admitted he is sick now, too. Our 
time surely must be short. 1 thought to 
end it for us three together, in the 
garage. Slim had hoped we could use 
the gas. And that way no one would be 
left alone at the end.

1 went out to check the car. The bat
tery is still alive. How ironic that the 
inanimate objects fare so much better. 
Such effort to start the car. Each move
ment laborious, slow motion. Then 
back to get Teddy and Brad. Teddy 
had found Tom’s favourite fishing rod. 
Held it clutched to his cheek like a 
security blanket. Brad sitting nearby, 
eyes closed.

I thought there could be no surprises 
left. But I find 1 cannot do it. What right 
have I? We will go soon enough. I pray 
God will help me stay awake, take 
them  first.

Final entry. If survivors come here. 
Want them to know something. We 
didn’t act like animals. Most people 
were good. Helped. Tried.

If only we could have lived as well 
as we have died.

I wish —

Copyright, September, 1980 S t Anthony 
Messenger, 1615 Republic Street, C incin
nati, OH 45210, (JSA. Used with permis
sion. Author Carol Amen was also con
tacted to get permission to reprint this 
story. She agreed, noting that “ The Last 
Testament" was written 13 years ago. She 
was unable to get it published at that time.

PUBLICATIONS
Access Radio 783 KH Wellington 9 am -  4.30 pm 
every Sunday, 6 — 10 pm every Monday.
Dec 5, 9.10 am - First of six programmes from 

Pacific Islands Resource Centre.
9.25 am - Body Talk
2 pm — Talking Union (regular feature).
3.30 pm - Taken Against Her Will by Lud 

mila Polamountain. About rape. 
Many Access programmes relate to women - keep 
listening. Last Sunday of each month “What’s on for 
Women” , 1.10 pm.
In Those Days is the documented experiences of 
fifty-one women aged 70 and over. They reflect on 
the rapid social, technological, and political changes 
that have happened during their lifetimes. Available 
from the Society for Research on Women, PO Box 
13-078, Wellington 4.
Applications and Interviews: A guide for women ap
plying for positions in the teaching service. Available 
from NZEI, PO Box 466, Wellington.
Pacific Peacemaker cassette of music available from 
Broadsheet or from Manuka Music, PO Box 6736 
Wellesley St, Auckland. Cassette $5.50; EP record 
and poster $8.00
Astrologer’s Notebook compiled and illustrated by 
Jacqueline A. Baker. Written for the Southern 
Hemisphere this notebook contains weekly charts of 
the planets position at noon on Mondays. Ideal for 
students of astrology and feminists wishing to check 
their transits before embarking on new projects. 
Available from Broadsheet $6.30 and PO Box 112, 
Surf dale.
EVENTS
1983 WEA (AUCKLAND) Summer School, Visions 
for the future. December 26, 1982 — January 2, 
1983. Karanga Youth Camp, Te Henga Road, 
Waitakere. $100 Adults, $50 Children. Full 
children’s programme. The programme is centred 
around looking at visions for New Zealand’s future. 
Looking at the problems in New Zealand society to
day and examining the kind of future society we 
would like for New Zealand. Working out practical 
strategies and how we could use these proposals 
in activating social change. Summer School is being 
organised differently this year, by a collective who 
will also be responsible for running the School. En
quiries to WEA, 21 Princes St, Auckland, Ph 
732-030.
White Wommin’s Gathering, January 1983. A 
group of white wommin in Palmerston North are plan
ning a gathering to coordinate at a national level, 
white wommin involved in radical change. There will 
be discussions on: the position of white wommin in 
the anti-racism, anti-sexism movement in New 
Zealand, Maori Sovereignty; Waitangi — strategies 
and tactics; practical skills and training. Wommin who 
wish to present papers in these areas please write 
immediately with an outline of your proposals. There 
are positions available for wommin who are prepared 
to be involved in child-minding (paid). Numbers for 
attendance are limited to approximately a 100 so 
please give them feedback as soon as possible, 
noting special arrangements you require, eg., 
childminding, provisions for disabled wommin etc. 
Some money to help with the gathering would not 
go amiss either. For an application form write to 
WWG, C/- 148D Fitzherbert Avenue, Palmerston 
North.

GROUPS
Thames Women’s Refuge Centre opened on 
September 13. For information write to Michele Fill 
PO Box 93 Thames, or ph 89830 Thames. 
Petone Battered Women’s Support Group, Petone 
Community House, Britannia Street. Coffee morning. 
Tuesday 10.30 am — 12.00 pm, contact: Judy and 
Wendy 727072.
Disabled Women’s Support Group has recently 
been formed in Wellington. Ph 687-432. 
Auckland’s Hot and Cold Doctors File is being 
compiled at the Women’s Health Centre, 63 Ponson- 
by Road. We need women to phone us on 764-506 
(9.30 - 3.30) with positive and negative experiences 
they have had with doctors. The file will be kept at 
the Women’s Health Centre and will be available to 
all women.
Feminist Librarians, Wellington. No meeting in 
January, recommencing February. Contact Marie 
Russell 729-880 for details. _ _
Mediawomen Wellington. Contact new secretary 
Patrician de Joux 720-280. Annual Report available 
from R. Ash, PO Box 607, Blenheim or R. Good, PO 
Box 16-079, Wellington. Watch for news reports of 
the 6-monthly national conference in February. The 
Refuge Collective will be publishing a “Socio
economic assessment of NZ women’s refuges" in 
March. Christmas is a busy time for the refuge — can 
you help?

CAMPAIGN
Knicker-Sticker Campaign. At the Child Abuse Con
ference at Palmerston North in November there was 
a strong feeling that we need to give primary age 
children some safety rules. There were no 
reassurances from the Department of Education that 
this would be done so we decided to print our own 
stickers to tell children that adults were not to put 
their hands down children’s pants. A bucket was 
passed around and $180 was raised within five 
minutes. We aim to print enough stickers to reach 
the 2000 primary school districts throughout New 
Zealand. People wishing to make donations and/or 
distribute stickers please write to Knicker-Stickers 
PO 47-398 Ponsonby, Auckland.

ARTS
Molly Macalister Memorial Exhibition (sculpture 
and drawing) at the Auckland City Art Gallery, Kit
chener Street, November 9 - December 12. 
Women’s Gallery, 323 Willis Street, Wellington. 
Open meeting December to discuss the gallery — 
public or women-only space? Directions for 1983? 
For meeting details phone Linda Pearl 850-179 or 
write PO Box 9600.
Outside —  Inside a play about women and their rela
tionships in prison. Written by Hilary Beaton; directed 
by Judy Gibson with an all-woman cast. Theatre Cor
porate, Galatos Street, Auckland. 25 November to 
23 December. Ph 774-237.
Sweetcorn paradies red-neck country and western 
values through C & W music. Written and performed 
by two local feminist actresses. Mercury Two 
France Street, Auckland, 8 - 23 December. 
Women’s Work Craftshop to be opened soon by 
the YWCA in Auckland. This is an opportunity to join 
with other creative women to become established 
in the marketplace. Details from Claire 763-087 or 
Cushla 778-763 or Women’s Work, YWCA, 397 
Cueen Street, Auckland.
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A COMING OUT STORY
my herstory rewritten (with thanks to K)

It was a bright sunny day when 
Elizabeth came to a sudden realisation. 
“Be damned,” she said to herself, “to 
that bedroom scene, that’s not for me. 
And be damned to all those scenes 
where They can do what They want 
and I can’t. I’m going to find my own 
way.” It was fortunate that Elizabeth 
was too young to speak aloud for she 
didn’t yet have enough knowledge to 
stand alone.

Her mother and father liked her to 
be Brave and Clever and Strong, and 
she Helped Mummy a lot. Her father 
let her Help Daddy sometimes though 
she was too small to Help as much as 
her brothers; but mostly all of Them 
went off and did the things that 
Elizabeth would have liked to do. 
“Crazy,” she said to herself, “How can 
I be Brave and Clever and Strong 
when all I do is help Mummy in the 
kitchen and making beds and messing 
about with the baby?” She still didn’t 
have enough words to argue so she 
just kept saying those things to herself.

When They were around at 
weekends and after school or work, 
she would sneak away from Helping 
Mummy. She would hover in the 
background and watch Them doing 
things; and later when They had gone 
off to work and to school Elizabeth 
would try hammering a nail into 
wood, or some of the other things 
They did. Then she’d tie a piece of 
string around her smocked dress so 
she could climb up on the gate and see 
the World. There, she would think 
hard about lists. One list was Brave 
and Clever and Strong, and now also 
Gentle and Pretty and Good. The 
other list was Stubborn and Noisy and 
Rough and Dirty and Bad.

When she was three Elizabeth went 
to Play Centre. Play Centre was a puz
zle. It seemed at first as if there were 
many more things to do and learn, and 
lots of kids to play with. But soon it 
became clear that it was a place which 
added to lists and was not a place for 
adventures. She didn’t want to play 
Mother or Baby in the Mothers and 
Fathers game. She didn’t want to have 
tea parties or vacuum or sweep. She 
wanted to be the bus driver and the 
aeroplane pilot. But there were fights 
with Them when she tried that. “This 
is dumb,” she thought, “How am I go-

built castles and bridges out of blocks, 
she painted a lot and spent a good deal 
of time on the jungle gym. It turned 
out that Playing By Herself was on a 
list too, the mothers said so. “Hold 
on,” she thought with a flash one day, 
“Who gets to make lists?” She decid
ed to think about that some more.

When Elizabeth was four her 
brothers took her with them to Sun
day School. More lists. Obedient, 
Humble, Repentant. Wicked, Proud. 
“Good God,” she thought, “Is there no 
end to them?” She could say these 
words out loud by now, but since she 
was not only Brave but also Clever 
she’d figured out that most of these 
things she thought about, she’d better 
keep to herself. That was when she 
discovered being Lonely. Being Strong 
enabled her to put up with being Lone
ly, and stopped her from being Sad. 
She listened to stories about olden 
times when there were adventures.

“I’d quite like to be a prophet,” she 
thought, “ standing up on a mountain 
with a long dress and sandals and a 
stick and shouting at people.” But 
there didn’t seem to be any girl 
prophets.

At school, five-years-old, Elizabeth 
was quite prepared to find more lists 
and sure enough, there they were. 
Neat, Orderly, Punctual. And Stupid, 
Rude, Slow. She’d learned a lot at Play 
Centre; she knew she didn’t want to 
play house, or spend a lot of time skip
ping. But at school she didn’t try to 
play Their games. She found more 
things to do on her own. Elizabeth 
learned to read quite quickly, being 
Clever. Reading turned out to be 
useful, for Elizabeth could then read 
Their books at home. She was finding 
out about the World but it was a pity 
that the adventures all seemed to be 
about Them. Elizabeth thought such 
a lot about lists for such a long time, 
that she made an important discovery. 
She already knew that lists were 
powerful and dangerous. Now she saw 
they were also funny. Now when she 
pondered lists, her eyes would sparkle 
and the corners of her mouth turned 
up. “What a bright lively little girl,” 
people would say. “You don’t know,” 
thought Elizabeth, “You are Ignorant 
About Me. Oh! Aha! I am making my 
own list!”

A new girl came into her class. The 
new girl didn’t play girl games and she 
didn’t play with Them. She and 
Elizabeth ran races right around the 
school, they sneaked off and climbed 
trees together. Sitting up in a tree, the 
new girl said to Elizabeth, “Up here 
we’re nearer to Heaven.” Elizabeth 
looked at her. The new girl said, 
“Where that Big Bad Man called God 
lives.” Elizabeth laughed so hard she 
nearly fell out of the tree. The new girl 
said, “That’s a Hell thing to say, real
ly.” She looked at Elizabeth. “There’s 
things that get you to Heaven and 
things that get you to Hell.” The new 
girl gave Elizabeth a big grin. “Then 
there’s my things as well,” she said.

“This is the best thing I’ve learned 
yet,” said Elizabeth; out loud as she 
held the new girl’s hand. “I’m not the 
only one. There’s two of us.”

Diana Hunter
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MOLLY MACALISTER 
1 9 2 0  - 1 9 7 9  

A MEMORIAL EXHIBITION

AUCKLAND CITY ART GALLERY 
Kitchener Street, City

The Printed Leaf
TAKAPUNA VILLAGE 

SHOP 21/26, PHONE: 496-925

Stockists of a wide range of:
FEMINIST AND LESBIAN BOOKS

We also carry:
BROADSHEET • B.W.D. • CIRCLE 

PINK TRIANGLE • SPARE RIB

Any Book we do not have we will 
endeavour to obtain!

Sue and Sharon

DAILY UNTIL 12 DECEMBER 
Admission free

Monday — Thursday 10.00 - 4.30 . Friday 10.00 
Weekends 1.00 - 5.30

8.30

Over
70 Women 
Rockstars 
of 1970’s

Toya Willrox 
Siouisie Sioux 
Bette Midler 

Sheena Easton 
Joan Armatrading 

Pat Benater 
Kate Bush 
Patti Smith 
Wendy Wu 

to name a few

Lives and Careers, History, Discography, 
N Fun, Great P ic’s, Information.
f \ V ,

Only $18.95 each

Ask at any book or music shop. 
Ring or write —
Australia & New Zealand Books 

Box 33-406 Glenfield. 444-5346

open 9 - 3 Saturdays

New from

Fiona
Kidman

In her collection of short stories MRS DIXON 
AND FRIEND, Fiona Kidman returns to the 
themes developed in A BREED OF WOMEN.

Available at good bookshops.
Published by Heinemann $ 1 1 .9 5 .
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FIGHTING THE BATTLE OF DOUBLE COLONIZATI
by Haunani-Kay Trask

Haunani-Kay Trask.
Photo by Ed Greevey, (Impulse 1980.)

My involvement in the Native Hawaiian Move
ment began in January of 1 978 when I return
ed home to Hawaii after eleven years of study 
on the American mainland and in Eastern 
Europe. I had served a political apprenticeship 
of sorts during my stay at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison in the late sixties and early 
seventies. Participation in the student, anti-war 
and civil rights movements had broadened my 
understanding of social and political forces in 
America, and on the international scene. After 
coming to understand a Marxist analysis 
(although not a Marxist resolution) of 
capitalism, I deepened my political education 
with insights from Marcuse, Sartre, Fanon, 
and later, most of the major feminist thinkers: 
De Beauvoir, Millett, Rich, Daly, Firestone, and 
others. Finally, involvement in the Women’s 
Movement illuminated the many contradictions, 
both personal and professional, I had ex
perienced as an activist intellectual. By the time 
I returned home, feminism was integral to my 
self-definition and my vision of a better, more 
just world. While in graduate school, I had com
mitted myself to a doctoral dissertation on 
feminist theory, but it was more meaningful to 
me that I had begun to practice feminist politics 
in my everyday life. Given my philosophical 
training and my activist commitments, I sens
ed that participation in the Native Hawaiian 
Movement would be a serious test of my 
political theories. I wondered whether, as a 
practicing feminist, I could survive in a 
grassroots movement, a movement of my own 
people but nevertheless dominated by men. 
In very personal terms, I asked myself if I would 
be able to manage, even grow with the con
tinuous tensions as a political woman for whom 
feminism was a way of life, not merely a brilliant 
innovation on the history of ideas.

Despite my previous experience, nothing in 
my past had ever posed these dilemmas. Other 
Third World Movements within America, par
ticularly those of Indians and Blacks, had won 
my support, but they never raised doubts 
about my ability to interact within my own 
culture among my own people. And while the

Some 1400 years ago, several groups of South Pacific Islanders from the Marquesas and Tahiti 
migrated north. They found a bountiful paradise gracing a vast area of the northern Pacific Ocean. 
Among the 132 islands and atolls, eight were large enough to settle, encompassing four million 
acres of land. These lands came to be known as Hawaii; the indigenous people were called 
Hawaiian s.

I am a descendant of these people, a Native Hawaiian woman. And what you are about to 
read is the story of my people and my place among them.

Before the arrival o f Europeans in 1 778, my people enjoyed a stable, environmentally har
monious culture. The indigenous value of Aloha ‘Aina (an ethic of caring and nurturance of 
the land) was grounded in a subsistence economic system in which everyone had rights of 
use and access to the resources of the land and the sea. Private ownership of the land (called 
‘aina in Hawaiian) was unknown. The chiefs were trustees o f the lands, the people the 
beneficiaries. Land was divided into large parcels which ran from the mountains to the sea. 
The people within these divisions shared their produce with each other: fish from the sea, taro 
(the Hawaiian staple from which poi is pounded) and sweet potato and ulu (breadfruit) from 
the valleys. Contrary as it seemed to Europeans, Hawaiian society thrived on sharing and com
mon use .1

With the coming o f British explorer James Cook, however, a Westernization process began 
which eventually led to the demise of my people. In a brief hundred years, Native Hawaiians 
suffered the loss of their lands, the destruction of their social and religious system, and a savage 
decline which can only be termed genocide. Ravaged by diseases o f the body as well as the 
soul, the indigenous population fell from an estimated half million in 1778 to 54 ,000  in 187 6. 
Christianity, with its repressive sexual morality and its emphasis on individualism and wealth, 
quickly replaced the Hawaiian kapu (taboo) system which had regulated all Hawaiian society. 
As a result, traditional authority was undermined, Hawaiian values were superceded by 
materialistic Western values. Finally, encroached haole (white) business interests advanced 
the concept o f “private property” , replacing the value o f “communal use” with that of “individual
ownership".2 .

By the 1850s, American business forces — mainly sugar interests — had pressured the 
Hawaiian monarchy for a major land redistribution called the Great Mahete (great land division). 
Hailed as bringing fee simple ownership to indigenous Hawaiians, the division actually alienated 
the land from them. The end result left the maka’ainanu (literally translated as the people who 
grow their own food, ie 98% of the population) with less than one percent of the total land 
area, about 28 ,00 0  acres. Hawaiians lost all use and access rights to the land while haoles 
gained vast acreages.3

Later, in 1893, the same business interests that had forced the Great Mahele managed to 
overthrow the Hawaiian monarchy with the aid o f US Marines. A provisional government was 
immediately formed; Our Queen, Lili’uokalani was jailed; and the first o f several requests for 
annexation to the United States was made. By 1898, the world’s most isolated archipelago 
was a territorial possession o f the American Government.4

For the Hawaiian people, alienation o f the land was the decisive factor in their cultural disintegra 
tion Without a land base, the Hawaiians lost their identity, their sense of pride and place. They 
could no longer be self-sufficient. Taro and sweet potato fields were transformed into sugar 
cane and pineapple plantations. Fishing areas became military ports and bases; mountain forests 
appeared as tracts of virgin timber for aspiring American entrepeneurs; and places once sacred 
to my ancestors became luxury resort areas and military training grounds.

As the haole (white) minority came to power, English began to replace Hawaiian language 
in the schools, and more significantly, in the commerce and leisure of everyday life. With the 
introduction o f Western dress by the missionaries, the transformation was obvious. The ap
pearance o f a whole people, once clad only by the sun and the stars now suddenly confined 
by Victorian fashion, gave silent witness to the transfiguring effects of colonization. Behind their 
enforced modesty, Hawaiians grieved for their land, their children. A beautiful, strong and creative 
people had become weak and imitative in the wake of American colonialism.

Far from “civilizing”  us, the West brought us savagery and degradation. In the first stages 
o f Western contact, traders and whalers put high monetary value on our unique resources: 
sandalwood from the mountains, whales from the sea. Later, missionary-descended businessmen 
took large areas of land, destroying the Hawaiian subsistence economy with cash-cropping 
of sugar and pineapple. Land and people were devalued by a “new” system: no longer spiritual 
and cultural in nature, they became capitalist commodities, valued only for the money they 
could generate.

In the meantime, the American military steadily increased its land-holdings until the Second 
World War over 600 ,0 0 0  acres was confiscated during Hawaii’s period of martial law. Less 
than half o f this acreage has been returned.5 Since Statehood in 1959, tourism has become 
the basis of Hawaii’s economy, causing increasing commodification of our culture. For exam
ple, the “Aloha Spirit” , a euphemism for distinctive Hawaiian generosity and love, has become 
the current justification for subjugating local people and their needs to the unrestrained demands 
o f a tourist industry controlled by American and Japanese and Canadian multinational corpora
tions. For indigenous Hawaiians, the “Aloha Spirit” has meant nothing less than the shameless 
prostitution o f our culture in the interests of tourism.

But a recent response to American imperialism has been a rising activism among my people 
for self-determination and cultural integrity. Such activism has taken both political and cultural 
forms, and has come to be known as the Hawaiian Movement.

This is the story o f my personal commitment to the struggles of my people and how I came 
to know a kind o f double colonization as a woman, and as an indigenous nationalist.
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: THE VIEW OF A HAWAIIAN FEMINIST
Women’s Movement made me aware of the 
patriarchal nature of culture and politics, I still 
remained terribly ignorant of women’s lives in 
traditional and contemporary Hawaiian culture. 
Worse, perhaps, was my general ignorance of 
my people’s continuing oppression as a result 
of American colonization. Common sociological 
indices — income, housing, employment, 
education — show Hawaiians to be at the very 
bottom of island society.6 But more painful to 
me was :he discovery that the health condi
tions of my people are appalling. In comparison 
to the other major ethnic groups in Hawaii (the 
Haoles, Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos) 
Hawaiians have an infant mortality rate more 
than double that of the other groups; they have 
the highest rate of congenital malformations; 
the highest rate of deaths below the age of 
one; the greatest number of admissions to drug 
treatment facilities in the State. In 1979, for 
example, a greater percentage of Hawaiian 
deaths occurred to infants under the age of 
one than was the case with the rest of the 
State’s population under the age of 34; and 
about the same percentage of Hawaiian deaths 
occurred to children under the age of four as 
was the case with the rest of the State’s 
population under the age of 55.7

For those Hawaiians who manage to survive, 
even with a life expectancy nearly ten years 
less than that of the rest of the State, there 
is a special kind of “ living death.” I am referr
ing to an internal, psychological colonization, 
like that described in the works of Frantz 
Fanon, which goes beyond an identity of in
feriority to encompass a fatalistic acceptance 
of cultural, economic, political, and social op
pression. Part of this oppression results in the 
internalization of white standards regarding ac
ceptable, even preferable kinds of work, 
education, life-style, diet, and of course, skin 
colour and beauty. I was a good example of 
such internalization. Because I had grown up 
under haole (white) domination, I accepted 
haole standards for judging myself and the 
world around me. In order to survive, I learn
ed haole ways, and was anxious to achieve in 
haole terms. My colonized indentity prevented 
me from studying Hawaiian culture, language, 
dance, philosophy (which were, in any case, 
not taught in the elementary or secondary 
schools when I was a child, and until recent
ly, were not taught at the University of Hawaii). 
What I did learn from my mother about being 
Hawaiian was valued less, by myself as well 
as the larger society, than my fluency with 
Western ways.

It was not until I left America for home that 
I started on the long path back to my culture. 
The aura of Hawaii, her spirit of beauty and 
plenty reminded me of my true heritage as a 
keiki hanau o ka ‘aina” — child born of the 

land. With my return home came a total com
mitment to the struggles of my people. It was 
to be a commitment burdened with pain.

In a brief decade, the Hawaii I knew had 
became a flashy example of American values: 
predatory individualism, commodification of my 
people s best attributes into saleable items 
such as “ native” sexuality (especially that of 
“ Polynesian” women) and the artificial “ Aloha 
Spirit ; rampant development (condominiums, 
hotels, freeways, fast-food chains, gas sta
tions) in response to the rapacious appetites 
of increasing numbers of tourists, many of 
whom are nothing more than common racists. 
As wjth other examples of American im
perialism, I saw the indigenous people — my

own Hawaiian sisters and brothers — oppress
ed and exploited in their own land.

By 1978 — the time of my return — the 
Movement was in its eighth year of activism, 
having grown from a series of eviction and anti
development struggles in the early seventies 
into a full-scale social and political Movement 
with a developing Native Hawaiian nationalist 
ideology in the later seventies. Historically, the 
Movement grew out of a basic transformation 
in Hawaii’s economy from dependence on 
cash crops of sugar and pineapple and military 
expenditures in the first half of the 20th cen
tury to an increasing dependence on tourism 
and land speculation with rising investment by 
multinational corporations in the second half 
of the century. After statehood, bourgeoning 
tourism led to an overnight boom in hotels and 
luxury resort areas which resulted in ever- 
enlarging demands for land.8 These demands 
brought heavy tax burdens on Hawaii residents 
as the local political elite moved quickly to sup
port tourism while reaping enormous private 
financial benefits.9 The effects on residents 
was predictable economic strain as food, hous
ing, land and other necessities soared in price. 
Additionally, a ten-fold increase in tourists since 
Statehood created intolerable population 
pressures on O’ahu, site of the major tourist 
destination of Waikiki, and home for 75% of 
Hawaii’s population.

These strains bore down on local people just 
as America began to suffer the effects of in
volvement in Vietnam: inflation, and mass social 
and political upheaval. By 1970, Hawaii was 
experiencing its own response: rising activism 
in certain segments of the population — youth 
and Native Hawaiians — regarding increasing 
dependence on tourism and the resulting 
whole-scale sellout of the land to commercial 
development; a disillusionment with the pro
mises of the local Democratic Party for land 
redistribution; and a smoldering anger in local 
people, particularly Hawaiians and other ethnic 
poor (for example, Samoans and Filipinos), 
because they were going to pay for tourist 
developments while a growing upper-income 
resident population recently arrived from the 
American mainland would swallow up the best 
jobs and housing.

In short, a major shift in the basis of Hawaii’s 
economy created a continual source of strain 
which, when coupled with increasing political 
consciousness about the exploitative effects of 
American colonization, resulted in radical ac
tivism in the seventies. Throughout the 
decade, specific struggles highlighted the 
crushing demands of commercial and military 
development for land; the resultant increase 
in evictions of local residents; the lack of com
munity control over the type and pace of 
development; and State disregard for the 
needs of local people, particularly indigenous 
Hawaiians. The combination of strain and 
rebellion gave birth to the Hawaiian Movement, 
a series of political struggles between 1 970 
and 1980 characterised by demands for com
munity self-determination and Native Hawaiian 
cultural assertion and independence.

While community struggles sprang up 
throughout the State in response to develop
ment, leadership was provided by a growing 
group of educated youth, some of whom had 
been sent off to the American mainland in the 
sixties to become professionals but had return
ed in the seventies as activists and cultural na
tionalists. I was but one among many in this 
group.

I chose to join the Protect Kaho’olawe 
Ghana (the word, ’ohana, means the extend

ed family in Hawaiian). As a loosely-organized 
association with membership drawn from 
predominantly poor Hawaiian communities 
around the State, the Kaho’olawe ’Ohana was 
the focus for a strong cultural revival among 
Hawaiians. Born in 1976 after a series of “ il
legal occupations” of Kaho’olawe Island by 
Native Hawaiian activists protesting Navy con
trol and bombing of the Island since 1941, the 
Protect Kaho’olawe ’Ohana was at the center 
of the Native Hawaiian Movement. By ques
tioning the military, the ’Ohana exposed the 
heart of American imperialism in the Pacific. 
Through continual assertion of Hawaiian 
cultural values of Aloha ’Aina — love, care and 
nurturance of the land — and Aloha Ka P o’e 
— love and care for the people of the land — 
the Ohana presented a clear alternative to 
Western capitalism and its ceaseless destruc
tion of the human and physical environment.

Women met another barrier which 
seemed more intractable and 

elusive: the ir lack o f sp iritua l power, 
and deep confusion about why they 

were excluded from its realm.

And the strength of our spiritual relationship 
to the land pointed up the shallow, callous reali
ty of Western materialistic culture, especially 
in its American variant where land — our belov
ed ’aina — is nothing more than a commodity 
called real estate.

Since 1976, the 'Ohana had carried their 
struggle into the hearts and minds of Hawaii’s 
people, raising questions about military need 
for bombing, State land use policy, and the 
preservation of Hawaiian culture and its base, 
the land. (This included a controversy surroun
ding protection of hundreds of historic sites 
on Kaho’olawe. Now, in 1 982, the preserva
tion issue has been partly resolved in favour 
of the 'Ohana: Kaho’olawe Island has been 
declared a National Historic landmark. 
Unbelievably, however, the bombing con
tinues.) The seriousness and depth of com
mitment to the struggle against the bombing 
had been demonstrated by the willingness of 
many Ohana members to suffer imprisonment 
for “ illegal” landings. And two of our brothers, 
George Helm and Kimo Mitchell, lost their lives 
in 1 977 trying to warn other ’Ohana members 
on the island. By 1978, the 'Ohana had already 
managed some redress in Federal Court 
through a suit against the Navy. Meanwhile, 
the State legislature had voiced concern with 
six resolutions against the bombing, and 
Hawaii’s congressional delegation as well as 
Presidents Ford and Carter had been drawn 
into the issue. In a very short time, the ’Ohana 
had made the bombing of Kaho’olawe a con
troversial issue and had brought critical atten
tion to bear on realities long accepted by t he 
local public: for example, the link between 
Hawaii’s status as an American colony, and 
military control of large tracts of land, including 
30% of the most populated island of O’ahu 10 

During my time in the ’Ohana (1978-1 980),
I had several responsibilities: Chair of the O’ahu 
Ohana (organization was divided by islands); 

spokesperson for the Statewide 'Ohana; civil 
suit liaison with Honolulu law firms; grantwriter
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for our non-profit arm of the ’Ohana; and com
munity organizer. Most of these tasks were 
carried on simultaneously, and I saw all of them 
as attempts to translate into practice the uni
que ’Ohana assertion of Hawaiian cultural 
values — Aloha ’Aina and Aloha Ka P o’e —  
as an alternative, in material as well as spiritual 
terms, to Western values of capitalism and 
Christianity.

However, the translation of these values 
through daily organizing was traumatic. In the 
first place, I hadn’t been home for more than 
decade and was out of touch with current 
events, styles, and networks. Because the 
’Ohana was a Statewide association, I need
ed to work effectively on all the major islands 
and particularly in rural areas with large 
Hawaiian populations. At the start, my 
mainland, urban experience created difficulties 
And, of course, there was the entire problem 
of crossing back into Hawaiian culture (and 
local style which is very slow and easy com
pared to the loud, aggressive style of mainland 
haoles) without losing my ability to deal with 
the dominant white culture.

Despite these real hardships, I experienc
ed my first year with the 'Ohana as a wave of 
excitement, fervour, life-centering commit
ment. Learning a new style of politics in my 
own land for my own people was not simply 
a novel variation on old themes. It was, truly, 
a change to new and better values which had 
immediate expression in political activity. It 
seemed that I had finally solved the dilemma 
of theory and practice.

But dilemmas are never solved, they mere
ly evolve, reappearing in changed form before 
disbelieving eyes. While involvement in the 
Movement narrowed the tension between 
thinking and doing, it brought new tensions bet
ween my feminist politics and ’Ohana style, 
between my arguments and visions (always 
perceived as those of a woman), and the 
arguments of men, whether leaders or not. 
Slowly but resolutely, patterns of male domina
tion and conscious exclusion of women from 
policy-making emerged out of the 'Ohana.

Unlike most Western organizations, leader
ship in the ’Ohana derived not only from skill 
but also from style (Hawaiian/local style), island 
of residence, geneology, and the possession 
of spiritual faculties, what Hawaiians call mana. 
Apart from the presence of spiritual people in 
the 'Ohana, the organization itself was a prac
ticing spiritual community. For example, 
Hawaiian religious ritual was an integral part of 
'Ohana activity. Every gathering, no matter how 
small or large, began and ended with prayer.

The few women who had lovers in 
succession were considered  

prom iscuous, while the men were 
considered virile and masculine.

Various gods were often invoked during 
periods of strain. And there was a clear 
understanding that the meaning of 'Ohana as 
family entailed belief in some higher, more in
clusive state of community to which all of us 
should bend our efforts and raise our aspira
tions. Beyond procedure, ’Ohana values were 
deeply spiritual in nature. Aloha ’Aina and 
Aloha Ka P o ’e flowed from a cultural belief in 
the inherent value of all earthly inhabitants — 
stone, person, tree, ocean, bird. Therefore, 
everything was treated with respect and care. 
Above all, ’Ohana leaders were expected to 
personify spiritual values.

Genealogy and island of residence also 
figured in status. Although the ’Ohana as a

whole did not defer to those who claimed ali’ i 
(chiefly) descent, there was a certain status 
attached to Hawaiian over other, non-Hawaiian 
families. While the 'Ohana welcomed all ethnic 
groups, it was clear that Hawaiian culture and 
values were of paramount concern. The 
'Ohana was primarily a Hawaiian organisation, 
and thus only Hawaiians represented the 
'Ohana in public. Regarding islands, Moloka’i 
as in times ot old, was believed by many 
’Ohana members to possess spiritual powers 
superior to those of other islands.Thus Moloka’i 
people were given a special hearing in political

decisions. Similar advantages accrued to those 
from rural areas. Indeed^the very, facts of 
grassroots background — rural, poor, 
uneducated — carried a certaio positive aura. 
To me, and other Hawaiians as well, this 
characteristic of the ’Ohana made it uniquely 
appealing to the excluded and oppressed, par
ticularly Native Hawaiians.

As a political expression of the Hawaiian 
family, the Protect Kaho’olawe ’Ohana gave to 
its members a kind of warmth, nurturance, and 
solidarity only experienced in extended 
families. But like these families, the ’Ohana was 
also a patriarchal institution pervaded by 
assumptions (and practices) of male domina
tion and female subordination. Indeed, the 
positions of women in our political family mir
rored the roles of women in the larger socie
ty: the supportive, ever-present wife or lover; 
and the unattached, often invisible “ work
horse” . These women occupied a separate 
“women’s” sphere with tasks of childcare, sup
port of men, and often important organizing 
jobs (arranging meetings, collecting monies, 
finding accommodations, etc.) which kept the 
'Ohana afloat but which carried no policy- 
making power. None of these tasks was given 
serious recognition. As “women's work” such 
jobs were devalued and taken for granted by 
nearly everyone, including the women them
selves. Full-time, rather than occasional child 
care was never done by men, and although 
many men contributed to various activities in 
a quiet, unassuming fashion they enjoyed tacit 
authority over women in the same position.

If the workhorse and supportive lover were 
clearly separated from the policy-making arena, 
there were two avenues to political influence 
open for women. One, an older woman/ 
kapuna (elder with specific cultural wisdom) 
role, was only possible for a woman beyond 
her childbearing years. As a political version 
of the traditonal mother figure, a woman in this 
position (and there were at least four or five 
during my active involvement in the ’Ohana)

wielded considerable influence over policy. 
Because of her life-experience and age, she 
posed no sexual threat to the men in leader
ship. Often, she treated them as sons, and 
they in turn acknowledged her as a wise, 
sometimes motherly adviser. If she possess
ed revered spiritual knowledge and personal 
power (what Hawaiians call m ana), she oc
cupied both kupuna and kahuna (priestly) 
roles, increasing her potential authority. 
Women in this category tended to radiate con
fidence and conviction, perhaps because their 
capacity to survive gave them a sense of their

incredible tenacity which was readily com
municated to the 'Ohana. Having lived through 
20-30 more years of struggle than other, much 
younger ’Ohana members, these women had 
some basis from which to command respect 
and power. Many times during crucial periods 
of political wrangling they played pivotal roles, 
arguing forcefully for one or another position, 
often carrying the day. Given that the ’Ohana, 
as other families, included children (keiki), 
young people (’opio), middle-age people 
(makua), and elders (kupuna), no one thought 
it unusual for these women to exert some in
fluence, as parents or grandparents often do 
in extended families. Interestingly, I can 
remember only one man in this same age group 
who was an active ’Ohana member.

Finally, there were a very small number of 
women, among whom I include myself, who 
were young (20-35), single, often without 
children, and assertive. They did not occupy 
traditional mothering roles; they were generally 
college-educated, and articulate, unafraid con
tributors to political discussions. All of them 
were conscious of their independent, up-front 
roles as well as their capacities to think and 
argue with some sense of political insight. 
Because they negated the prevalent charac
terization of women as merely erotic- 
reproductive objects (lover/mother roles), they 
did not speak from protected positions. In 
many ways, these women had to carve out 
their own creative space in opposition to the 
men, especially the male leadership. And when 
these women were successful, recognition by 
men was only grudgingly given. Still, this 
recognition never translated into authority, 
meaning acknowledged, legitimate power. 
Whatever power was granted, particularly the 
power to argue and be listened to by everyone, 
was fleeting, entirely dependent on the mo
ment. This lack of recognition which afflicted 
the activist women was not unusual, it was 
characteristic of the general role of women in 
the 'Ohana.

Kawai Hewett's Kuhai Halau o Kawaikapuokalani Pa Olapa Kahiko performing as part of the specially arrang- 
e d Z o r i  welcoming ceremony during the Nuclear-Free Pacific Conference, 1980. Photo by Ed Greevy, 
( I m p u l s e . ) _____________________________________
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But there were mitigating factors. If a woman 
could show over time that she had a skill or 
talent which the ’Ohana needed — organiza
tional, accounting, press relations — she was 
given general recognition. But skills of this kind 
could not compare with the spiritual, 
charismatic qualities of male leaders. If her ac
complishments attained public stature, she 
became a serious threat to the male leader
ship, and sooner or later, she was looked upon 
as strangely suspect. If this warning went 
unheeded and the woman persisted in her 
challenge, she ran the risk of being ousted

Like a ll character assassination, 
sexual innuendo underm ines 

po litica l cred ib ility .

from the family altogether, not by official order, 
but by the traditional means of humiliating 
women — avoidance, mockery, disapproba
tion. For most of the activist women this 
message was received early on. Some women 
left, others remained but steered clear of 
leadership positions and confrontations. The 
system worked remarkably well to keep 
women from rising to leadership.

The one or two women who continued to 
achieve and struggle met another barrier which 
seemed more intractable and elusive: their lack 
of spiritual power, and deep confusion about 
why they were excluded from its realm. I 
myself could not find an explanation for this un
til I saw that it is part of our culture. Only a 
kupuna/kahuna — that is, an older woman 
beyond childbearing age — could possess 
spiritual power in contemporary Hawaiian 
society. Since spiritual mana is one of the 
qualities of leadership, especially charismatic 
leadership, the exclusion of young women 
from its possession ensured their exclusion 
from the highest circles of leadership.

These baffling conditions meant that our ac
tivist women struggled within contradictory, 
politically ambivalent positions. They would 
always be limited in the development of their 
talents and the power to use them. And the 
’Ohana would never benefit from their kind of 
leadership.

The young women who went beyond tradi
tional roles did so, in large part, because they 
had been exposed to formal education, urban 
environments, and previous political struggles, 
both theoretical and practical. These enabling 
qualities, however, often became avenues for 
scapegoating during heated political infighting. 
In this fashion, talents which may have been 
essential to the ’Ohana became focal points 
of derision. In my case, my urban residence, 
that is, residence in Honolulu, was attacked 
as being “ too citified’’; my education and art
iculation were often put-down as “ too haole ” 
But Honolulu, for all its drawbacks, was, and 
remains, the centre of Hawaii’s business, 
judiciary, press, education, etc. Anyone who 
could deal effectively in this environment was 
an asset to the ’Ohana. But the bickering was 
never an honest debate about talent or back
ground; rather, it was a clear displacement of 
aggression provoked by challenging, critical 
arguments. Again, women more than men 
were vulnerable to this kind of attack since the 
very fact of their assertion is a contradiction, 
and since it is always easier to deal with 
women’s style rather than their arguments. In
deed, although all the male leaders in the 
’Ohana had some level of higher Western 
education, I never heard a single remark, 
disparaging or otherwise about this fact.

Finally, the young, activist women, like all 
women, suffered from a kind of sexual

vulnerability. I mean by this that a woman’s sex
ual life, her marital status, and her maternal 
capacities were all fair game for attack when 
internal struggles became fierce. Given 
women’s social definition as erotic/repro- 
ductive objects, failure to live up to this 
characterization or worse, actual rejection of 
it, meant a constant undercurrent of sexual in
nuendo which the activist women had to 
address.

For example, single women without children 
already question prevailing female roles. But 
in Hawaiian culture, a woman approaching thir
ty who has no children and no husband, such 
as myself, is not considered modern. Far from 
it, she is thought to be quite strange, mean
ing physically strange — sterile or in some 
other way biologically abnormal. Possibly, she 
may be lesbian, which is also considered ab
normal; or, as one woman with three children 
told me, just “not a real woman.”

There is also a double standard regarding 
sexual relationships. Many married 'Ohana men 
were haphazard about caring for their children 
and their wives, preferring instead to “hangout” 
with their lovers, “cruising” the neighbour 
islands. While having children is considered 
essential to most Hawaiian men, caring for 
them is less essential since it is primarily seen 
as women’s responsibility. Most ’Ohana 
members accepted this careless behaviour on 
the part of Hawaiian men as the norm of every
day life. But the few women — married, single, 
with or without children — who had lovers in 
succession were considered promiscuous, in 
the sense of immoral, while the men were con
sidered virile and masculine.

It was during political debates that upfront 
women were vulnerable to sexual baiting. Of 
course, such attacks were never made open
ly because they would not have been condon
ed by most 'Ohana members. But they were 
made privately, they were intended to hurt, and 
in extreme cases, to drive the women from the 
'Ohana.

In my own experience, my lack of children 
and single marital status were constantly men
tioned, sometimes in the cruellest of ways, dur
ing tense, challenging debates. More than 
once, I was characterized as promiscuous. 
Other activist women had similar experiences. 
Some were accused of undermining their men; 
others of not inspiring and supporting their men 
with sufficient (meaning “self-sacrificing” ) love 
and attention. These accusations always 
seemed to arise when activist women began 
to argue in opposition to their men.

Unlike activ ist men, a ll o f whom 
enjoyed, some kind o f emotional 
sustenance from the ir women 

(wives/lovers), activ ist women did  
not enjoy comparable nurturance.

It was clear to me that this kind of harass
ment served a political function. Like all 
character assassination, sexual innuendo 
undermines political credibility. Apart from the 
hurt and isolation which such innuendo 
creates, these attacks cast the entire person 
into doubt. When coupled with other 
“ negative” characterizations — in my case, ur
ban origin, mainland education — sexual in
nuendo could, if believed by enough people, 
effectively neutralize a woman’s arguments. 
For me, the only response was to ignore the 
baiting and proceed with the politics'at hand. 
But underneath my resolve, the attacks took 
their toll. I always felt like leaving the ’Ohana, 
giving up my determination to organize, accep

ting class distance as insurmountable, laying 
down the burden I felt to be mine by virtue of 
my education and skills. While I never gave in 
to these moments of exhausting despair, I also 
never adjusted to the fact that an organization 
which espoused a loving, nurturant ethos for 
the land and its people, could tolerate such 
crude, appalling behaviour. In retrospect, I can
not recall any of the men, including the leader
ship, voicing their opinion about this problem, 
or attempting to alleviate it. It might have been 
that many of the men, uneasy about activist 
women to begin with, felt they deserved the 
heat. And of course, there were women as well 
as men who participated in this kind of sexual 
baiting. But no matter the numbers, it was a 
bitter game, often played and sanctioned by 
the leadership as well as the rank and file 
membership.

Activist women suffered two other disadvan
tages which, in many aspects, I would judge 
more serious than the ones already discuss
ed. One was the absence of any established, 
collective support network outside the mother
ing sphere. This absence was painfully felt 
because of the presence of a strong support 
group for the men. In the ’Ohana, this boy’s 
club is called the “ bruddahs” , local pidgin for 
“ brothers.”

It soon became clear that at least 
part o f the “ b ruddah”  culture is 

grounded in conscious dislike, 
abuse, even hatred o f women.

Apart from enjoying fishing, hunting, and 
other “male” activities together, the “bruddahs’ 
share an undisguised, occasionally brutal 
macho ethic which includes violence toward 
women and children. As in the case of sexual 
innuendo, I was shocked by this, and very 
disturbed by its matter-of-fact acceptance by 
’Ohana leadership. Indeed, it was not uncom
mon for men in the ’Ohana to defend violence 
against women as a man’s prerogative or none 
of anyone's business. I was continually amaz
ed to find some of the most ardent advocates 
of Aloha ’Aina to be perpetrators of violence 
against women and their children, and if not 
violence, then forms of neglect, especially 
regarding child support, which I would call 
abusive. Other men who did not themselves 
act violenty toward women, refused to confront 
their “ bruddahs” on this point. Indeed, I heard 
more than once the incredible defense of child 
and spouse abuse as the “ Hawaiian” form of 
discipline. And of course, there were always 
those men who defended their friends as 
basically “ good bruddahs” who had but a few 
faults, by which was meant their beating of 
women and children. In the simplest terms, 
most of the men in the 'Ohana (and some of 
the women) accepted violence against women 
and children as part of the hard blows of life, 
or they deplored it privately but would do 
nothing publicly.

It soon became clear that at least part of the 
“ bruddah” culture is grounded in conscious 
dislike, abuse, even hatred of women. In such 
a hostile environment, most women respond
ed by supporting each other. But the basis of 
this support was women’s functional roles as 
wives and mothers. Activist women who didn’t 
fall into either category were essentially without 
support. Of course, the activist women sup
ported each other, but their number was so 
small and their positions so beseiged, it was 
easier for them to make allowances with men 
for political if not emotional support. Not only 
were activist women isolated, then, by lack of
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support networks, they were operating in very 
unsympathetic surroundings. Moreover, 
alliances with individual men, even when ge
nuinely supportive, never broached the 
specific problems of women on the front lines. 
This failure is typical of the kind of alienation 
political women have always suffered, and con
tinue to suffer, mostly in steamy, sullen silence 
or uncontrollable rage. Problems which are uni
que to women, especially those dealing with 
sexual harassment and emotional nurturance, 
are never considered significant enough to 
warrant recognition, serious discussion, and 
efforts at solutions. The Women’s Movement 
is, in many ways, a response to this failure. In 
the Hawaiian Movement, and particularly in the 
’Ohana, women’s concerns, problems, and 
perspectives are treated as secondary when 
they are discussed at all. But the major reality 
is that they are rarely discussed.

The other disadvantage which I saw as 
specific to women in the 'Ohana was a spin
off from the first. Unlike activist men, all of 
whom enjoyed some kind of emotional 
sustenance from their women (wives, lovers), 
activist women, in general, did not enjoy com
parable nurturance. The reasons for this are 
many. Men don’t generally supply nurturance; 
it is not part of their gender role in either haole 
or Hawaiian society. And strong women, much

radical commitment to political struggle. The 
doubts and confusions, pressures and 
misunderstandings which generally surround 
these experiences gave daily life a stormy, 
chaotic quality. Meanwhile, battles of some 
kind were always being waged on one or 
another front: against the Navy who controll
ed and bombed the island; against the State 
who supported the Navy; against local agen
cies caught in bureaucratic procedures and un
concerned about the island, the ’Ohana, or the 
Movement; and finally, against both sexual and 
class politics inside and outside the ’Ohana.

With this constant multi-levelled strain, it was 
always easier to let pass the smaller examples 
of sexism, although for me, never the larger 
ones. Of course, I felt badly letting anything 
by, but it took enormous energy to fight on so 
many fronts. What is worse, perhaps, is my 
belief that no one’s consciousness, particularly 
in the men, was raised by my efforts. Of all the 
men I cam to know in the ’Ohana, I am hard- 
pressed to recall one who seems to have 
learned anything about the oppression of 
women, or who has made any attempts to help 
change their conditions. To me, this only pro
ves the age-old adage that the powerful 
(whether they are brothers or not) never give 
up their power; or share it, I might add, without 
a struggle.

They conclude the role o f Hawaiian women is to “ understand”  Hawaiian 
men, to love them despite the ir abusive behaviour.

more than the mythic “ feminine” women, are 
not perceived as needing such support. Finally, 
’Ohana men did not believe in expressions of 
public affection or private support to a women 
regarding her work. All public and private sup
port was supposed to flow to men, not the 
reverse.

Of course, in terms of political 
perserverance, such nurturance is essential. 
After harrowing political struggle when per
sonal and collective energies are exhausted, 
the comfort and replenishment of an intimate 
relationship are inestimable. Most of the men 
in the 'Ohana had access to this kind of nur
turance, but none of the women did, at least 
not the activist women. Although most of them 
were involved in relationships with men, I would 
not characterize any of them as mutually- 
nurturant. Nearly all activist women confirmed 
this observation in private conversations with 
me. To be sure, the women were supportive 
of their men, whether in or out of the ’Ohana, 
but the reverse was rarely true, at least not 
on the same level and with the same intensi
ty. Sadly, emotional support never seemed to 
approach reciprocity.

Given the many hardships which women fac
ed if they rejected traditional female roles, it 
is not surprising that ’Ohana leadership was, 
and remains, predominantly male. Apart from 
the rigours of leadership itself (the burden of 
responsibility, the taks of constant mobilization, 
the necessity to manage conflict and direct 
policy, and the sacrifice of self that can easily 
tend to martyrdom), women experienced all the 
oppressions typical of patriarchy: structural 
barriers to achievement; lack of accepted 
leadership roles, particularly spiritual roles; 
consciously-directed harassment from men, 
especially sexual baiting; and the constant 
refusal by men to convey recognition and 
authority.

To compound matters, activist women ex
perienced these realities, in their day-t<p-day 
lives, as intermeshed with other intangibles: 
the feel and expression of Hawaiian identity; 
the practice of communal values; a serious

Of course, it is also true that the domination 
of women by men in the Ohana reflects, in 
part, the dominant position of men in society, 
a society which has been shaped by coloniza
tion. Like our cousins, the American Indians, 
Hawaiians have suffered particularly from col
onization. Not only have our people been push
ed to the very edge of society, but our culture 
continues to be prostituted in the service of 
tourism. Under these conditions, it is easy to 
understand why the people are afflicted by 
alcoholism, suicide, family disintegration, and 
violence.

But while this oppressed condition can be 
linked to colonization, it cannot justify the op
pression of Hawaiian women by Hawaiian men. 
And yet, several of my Hawaiian brothers have 
argued this very position with me, excusing the 
abuse of Hawaiian women as part of “ blow
ing off steam” against the system. They argue 
that Hawaiian men carry a special burden of 
oppression — emasculation by haole society 
and haole men — which Hawaiian women have 
escape. I his burden is often expressed in 
violent terms against wives, lovers, children 
and other brothers. Thus, they conclude, the 
role of Hawaiian women is to “ understand” 
Hawaiian men, to love them despite their 
abusive behaviour

I have always responded by pointing out to 
these brothers that the same system which ex
ploits them also exploits Hawaiian women. In 
fact, our exploitation is worse, given work 
discrimination, bad social services, and general 
social violence against women. But my basic 
argument is that as Hawaiians we cannot con
vince others of the superiority of our values, 
of our traditional cultural ways of caring for the 
land and the people of the land unless we prac
tice these values amongst ourselves. But I 
have never managed to convince even my 
closest brothers that what a few of them do 
in the name of “ fighting the system” is wrong, 
morally and culturally.

This kind of attitude on the part of our 
brothers is not a rare feeling. For our sisters, 
this means struggle — against the larger 
system which would destroy us, and against

our own brothers who would keep us beneath 
them. For feminist Hawaiian women like myself, 
the seas will be even rougher, the harbours 
few and far between. Contemporary Hawaiian 
culture, for all its warmth and beauty, is still 
dominated by men. The equality of women, 
respect for their ideas and contributions, is not 
a reality. Traditional divisions of labour mark off 
women’s and men’s spheres of work. Women 
who confound this division cannot expect nur
turance or support, indeed, they can expect 
hostility and derision. As far as indigenous 
politics is concerned, the trauma of struggle 
itself is enough to exhaust the most devoted 
of activists. But when complicated by sexual 
politics, Movement struggles can be particular
ly wounding.

Nevertheless, despite the overwhelming 
obstacles in the fight against American im
perialism, my time in the 'Ohana was a tremen
dous experience, one which transformed my 
understanding and definition of both my peo
ple and myself. Because of my involvement,
I came to appreciate the deep-rooted dif
ficulties of social change, in both feminist and 
nationalist terms, in our culture.

Despite my sobering experience, however,
I would not repudiate my actions or regret my 
commitment. Nor would I disavow political 
struggle. Now that I have a better sense of the 
Hawaiian Movement, and a sharper view of its 
internal politics, I am more fully prepared to 
deal with its problems, indeed, to organize my 
Hawaiian sisters to counteract the “ bruddahs.” 

For a woman like myself, educated but in
digenous, there is really no question of choos
ing to fight. In the language of Third World 
analysis, I am a colonized woman of colour.
If I wish to survive while preserving something 
of my integrity and that of my people, I have 
no choice but to fight, and I have no other vehi
cle than the cultural solidarity of my people.

But liberation does not come all at once. To 
be doubly colonized — as a woman and as an 
indigenous nationalist — means to struggle 
twice as hard, twice as long. As I fight 
American imperialism and its agonizing effects 
on my people, I must work and live with my 
Hawaiian brothers who wouid add to the 
burden of colonialism another burden of sex
ual oppression and domination. Yet, I will not 
leave my people — women and men — in the 
face of their oppression. But neither will I cede 
to my Hawaiian brothers the sovereignty of my 
Hawaiian sisters. □

1 See, E.S. Craighill Handy, Elizabeth Green Handy, and 
Mary Kawena Pukui, Native Planters in Old Hawaii: Their 
Life, Lore, and Environment (Honolulu: Bishop Museum 
Press, 1972).
2. See Marion A Kelly, Changes In Land Tenure in Hawaii, 
1778-1850 Unpublished Masters Dissertation in Anthropology 
at the University of Hawaii Library, Honolulu, Hawaii.
3 John J. Chinen, The Great Mahele (Honolulu: University 
of Hawaii Press, 1958). Also Kelly, Changes in Land Tenure 
in Hawaii, 1778-1850.
4 See Ralph S. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 
1874-1893: The Kalakaua Dynasty (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1967).
5 See the military's own report on their landholdings in Hawaii 
entitled, Military Property Requirements in Hawaii (MILPRO- 
Hl) published by the United States Naval Facilities Engineer
ing Command, Pacific Division, Pearl Harbour, Hawaii, 1979.
6 See statistical reports by the State of Hawaii, Native 
Hawaiian Profile, published by Alu Like, a Native Hawaiian 
Service organisation in 1975. Also, Analysis of Needs 
Assessment Survey and Relatec Data, Native Hawaiian Pro- 
iect (Title VIII Native American Programs Act, P.L. 93-644; 
Region IX Project), ALu Like, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1979.
7. Compare health statistics on Native Hawaiians with those 
of the four other major ethnic groups in Hawaii in Department 
of Health Statistical Report, State of Hawaii, 1979.
8. See Noel Kent’s dissertation soon to be published by Mon- 
thly Review Press, Islands Under the Influence: Hawaii and 
Two Centuries of Dependent Development Doctoral Disser
tation in Political Science at the University of Hawaii Library, 
Honolulu, Hawaii.
9. See John Kelly, Hawaii — Showcase of Tourism, Land 
Alienation and Foreign Control, paper presented at the 9th
Waigani Seminar, University of Papua New Guinea, May 4—9, 
1975 on file in the Hawaii-Pacific Collection University of 
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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Web Women, the Music Collective, November 1982. Photo by Gil Hanly

THE WEB WOMEN, 9______
CUSHLA DODSON talked to 
the collective of women 
behind the production of New  
Zealand’s first fem inist 
record._______________ _
With a measure of good luck you will have 
heard at least one of them somewhere: at 
women’s concerts, on the streets, in the 
Broadsheet Travelling Roadshow, at protest 
concerts, even in parks and in pubs. Women 
making music for women, singing the lives, the 
concerns and the loves of women. They’re the 
people who sent you home feeling good and 
glad and often a bit sad about being a women.
Di Cadwallader, Mereana Pitman, Hattie St 
John, Lynda and Jools Topp, Jess Hawk 
Oakenstar, Hilary King, Mahina Tocker, Tracy 
Huirama, Val Murphy are individually very 
talented people, collectively they are quite 
remarkable and their collective talent has been 
channelled into the making of the first ever New 
Zealand record, written, performed and pro
duced by women.

Early in 1982 a succession of concerts 
brought old and new musical friends together 
in a feast of creative activity, replaying and 
adapting their own and each others favourite 
compositions and experimenting with and 
perfecting new work. Some wonderful com
binations emerged as skills were shared and 
blended, ideas expanded and themes and 
rhythms explored and developed. Auckland 
audiences were treated to some very special 
performances and the musicians’ energies ran 
high with the reinforcement of very positive au
dience “ feed-back” . The good feelings and the 
unique quality were too outstanding to be 
allowed to just fade and slip into memories. 
While energies and enthusiasm were buoyant, 
the base was laid for a more permanent New 
Zealand women’s music herstory. “ Why not 
make a record?” heralded the beginning of the 
WEB collective, and independent venture in
to recording. Some collective members had 
considerable experience in the industry; others 
joined and added their artistic, business and 
technical skills to the pool of talents. Fran Ben
nett took on the daunting job of co-ordinator. 
There was a maze of details to be negotiated, 
new skills were rapidly developed and old 
knowledge utilised to deal with a seemingly 
endless tangle of tasks. Before the first tape 
was laid down there were meetings, meetings, 
meetings, fund raising, loan negotiations, 
rehearsals, consultations with “ experts” , new 
material was written, costing was worked out, 
politics worked through.

Working to a ridiculously low budget and aim
ing for perfection required at least one sacrifice 
— the best acoustic recording studio in the 
country had its lowest rates between midnight 
and dawn — sleep was discarded in favour of 
quality sound. For many days in mid-winter

musicians and technicians working in the hours 
before sunrise striving to achieve the right 
combination, the perfect balance, the exact 
essence and feeling of the lyrics and music. 
Some sessions became tense, more were 
relaxed, even hilarious, all were tiring and often 
progress seemed unbearably slow. It seem
ed an age before the completed tape was 
ready to be played through, (photographs of 
the collective listening to their work for the first 
time appear on the record cover). None of the 
magic had been lost in the electronic 
wilderness, a truly beautiful collection of 
women’s music had been created. The collec
tive celebrated, toasting themselves and each 
other, they were proud, pleased, delighted, ex
cited and eager to share their wonderful crea
tion with other women. Such a special product 
deserved the best possbile presentation, more 
skills were drawn on and superb photographic 
and design work was produced for the cover 
and labels. A mail order sales process was co
ordinated and women throughout New Zealand 
added their support to WEB’s enterprise as 
records were pre-sold to boost the financial 
resources need to press, distribute and 
promote the album. A private loan from two 
generous Gisborne women carried the collec
tive out of the corners.

November, 1982, should have marked the 
end of the collective venture, the records were 
being pressed, the cover at the printers, mail
ing boxes were ready and promotion under
way. However, interest in “Out of the Corners” 
snowballed, overseas promotion and sales 
became a possibility, there was talk of new

recordings, concert tours, TV work. At the time 
this article was written WEB women were still 
weaving their world of music, reaching out to 
more and more women as word spreads about 
their historic and beautiful first release. The 
way events appear at present WEB women will 
be in the music making field for years to come.

“ Out of the Corners” is much more than a 
vinyl record, it is a model for co-operative and 
creative productivity and a celebration of 
women’s talent. Even if you don’t usually buy 
records save up for this one. It is that extra 
bit of woman love that all women should share 
in.D

“ I w ould like to state here and now that 
cigarettes lose their flavour after 4 am. 
H o w e v e r ,  the m usic is a lw a y s  wonderful, 
and so are all these women. I love this album  
and loved doing it.”  Jess Hawk Oakenstar.

‘ ‘W e b bing  m y w ay through the woven  
w om en’s m usic will keep me spinning spin
ning spinning. Th a n ks to W e b  w om en and 
w om en w ho w eave the w orld. A ro h a n u i” .
Mahina ___________

‘ ‘W e ’ve w orked hard, played hard, drunk  
hard, and produced a work of art —  W o w .”
Hattie St John

The album is available from: WEB Women’s 
Music Collective, P.O. Box 39-139, Auckland, 
N.Z. Send $14.00 to cover payment and 
postage; and say if you want a record or a 
cassette tape (or both).
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OF THREATENED MALES AND 
SMALL NEW Z EALAND TOWNS 
CATHIE DUNSFORD talked to 
w riter FIONA KIDMAN, whose 
latest book has just been 
published. They didn’t j ust 
talk about books . .

Having not talked at any length to Fiona since 
the NZ Writer’s Conference at Vic, it was great 
to use the excuse of her recent publication of 
short stories Mrs Dixon and Friend to share 
our experience of writing and teaching 
literature within a male-dominated system 
which persists in denigrating the efforts of 
women writers and students. In this article, I’d 
like to touch on extensions of that experience 
which should be of concern to all feminist 
women, using material from the interview, from 
Kidman’s latest book and from her lecture at 
Massey earlier this year as part of the “Women 
82 ” series.

Kidman was born in 1 940. She spent the 
formative years of her life, from 6-14 years liv
ing with her parents in a small army hut while 
they worked for “ ex-colonial military people” . 
As Kidman states: “ I did not forget in those 
years, that I was the child of people who serv
ed, because I was not allowed to forget” . Nor 
was she accepted by the children of those 
families: “ I was not warmly welcomed into the 
homes of many of the neighbouring children 
because of their presumed class structure, and 
I learned a burning sense of injustice.” Like 
many women, she coped by immersing herself 
in literature.

At twenty, Kidman moved from the patriar
chal family system into an equally patriarchal 
structure of marriage, having never lived alone 
(one of her major regrets). She left school at 
fifteen, and her next experience of the educa
tion system was one which I know is disturb
ingly common for many women of all ages 
entering the blisteringly impenetrable world of 
male academia: the university. In her early thir
ties, Kidman tentatively started an english 
course at Victoria. I say tentatively because 
I see fear written on the faces of so-called 
“ older women students” (male terminology) 
who come even in 1 982, and well may they 
have their darkest suspicions of being second 
class citizens proved true.

In Kidman’s case, a young male tutor per
sisted in giving her a hard time because she 
had won a competition for play writing. The 
newspaper had patronisingly stated “as a hob
by Mrs Kidman takes english at university” . 
Kidman said she was “ humiliated by my tutor 
in every conceivable way” until she felt forc
ed to leave university. She bravely confronted 
the tutor before going (but how many women 
students just drop out and remain invisible to 
the system forever?), and this was his reply: 
“ I’m sorry. I have given you a hard time I know. 
The trouble is, I’ve always wanted to write, but 
nobody’s ever admired me. D’you want to start 
again?” As Kidman says: “ Does it surprise you 
that I did not?”

Fiona Kidman asserts that these early ex
periences had “ several quite profound in
fluences on my life. For one, I decided there 
and then, that if what I wrote offended peo

ple, provided I had been true to myself and my 
own vision of the world, their dismay was no 
concern of mine. The problem was theirs, and 
I did not intend to share it. I have never varied 
from that rule. It also decided me that what I 
wanted to do, more than anything, was to be 
a writer . . .  I had to learn that in order to write 
I had to learn to live with my own company.
I also had to learn to stand alone when societal 
pressures were bent on persuading me that 
I should be paying more attention to my 
housewifely duties than to being a writer.” 
Despite popular public reaction to her work, 
Kidman still regrets that there are “ powerful 
public influences who view any degree of suc
cess from such an obviously untutored person 
as being suspect, and the ideal target for pain
ful and personal comment” .

When Kidman first began to be published, 
there was the usual flutter of excitement 
directed towards this “ promising unknown” , 
but prejudice set in, as Kidman states, when 
the facts of her life were revealed: “ I lived in 
a conventional lifestyle, I was suburban, I was 
apparently oriented towards the middle class,
I was unlettered. I was — a fraud.” Although 
Kidman was here referring to the reactions of 
male academics and critics, I have also heard 
feminists level similar criticism, especially 
regarding her apparently conventional, subur
ban, middle class lifestyle. It is to those readers 
who are similarly criticised and who probably 
make up the bulk of B roadsheet’s reading 
public, that I dedicate this introduction to Fiona 
Kidman, and the article to follow.

The theme running through Mrs Dixon and  
Friend carries over from her first published 
novel, A  Breed of W om en, and explores a 
woman’s search for individual identity through 
her redefinition of relationships and venturing 
out alone. The stories which most reflect this 
theme, and the difficulties placed in the way 
of any woman’s search for individual identity 
(and, implicitly, collective woman-identity), are 
Mrs Dixon and Friend and A  Decade W oman. 
Other stories do deal with alternative relation
ships, such as Th e  Stung O nes with its 
homosexual theme embracing a warning to 
readers that ignoring homosexuality could not 
only destroy the victims of a heterosexual 
society, but its proponents too. There is a 
sense of sexual justice when one of the so- 
called “ deviants” strikes back at the very im
age which is fostered with vain greed by a 
heterosexual society. Kidman also deals with 
NZers’ racist attitudes in many of these stories.

In Mrs Dixon and Friend, the woman who 
strives against patriarchal society for a deeper 
knowledge of her own needs is Bethany. I ask
ed Fiona where the inspiration for this 
character came from. She replied with obvious 
fondness for this woman: “ I love Bethany. 
She’s like a lot of my friends. I wanted to show 
her becoming stronger and stronger and 
stronger. I wanted to create a positive role 
model outside of the pattern of male 
dominance. She becomes independent 
through the story.” I commented that it was 
wonderful to watch Bethany's progress as her 
feminist awareness dawned on her with grow
ing conviction, and that at the end it seemed 
that her ex-husband, now more a “ friend” than 
ever before, was only just beginning to com

prehend the process and the reasons for its 
necessity. Kidman replied: “ Yes. She’s light 
years ahead of him. It’ll take a long time for him 
to catch up, if he ever does.”

We went on to discuss the viability of a tru
ly broad-based feminist movement affecting 
men, and the difficulties involved. Kidman 
wanted to show Peter Dixon as capable of 
changing: “Thank goodness he’s learning. 
Otherwise we might as well go out and shoot 
all the bastards right now” , yet she certainly 
leaves no doubt in the reader’s mind that the 
world is still full of men like Gerald, who, as 
Kidman stated, are “ real bastards” .

Cathie: I find it particularly revolting and true 
to life that Gerald not only disparages the 
feminist movement and feels threatened by all 
women who seek to gain some measure of in
dependence from men, but goes so low as to 
use other, less aware women, like Patsy, to 
defend his own chauvinistic reactions. He thus 
puts Patsy in the role of betrayer to other 
women as well as becoming his victim. This 
seems to me to be typically defensive male 
behaviour. In fact, one of our male literary 
critics, when challenged over a particularly sex
ist statement he made about women students 
on campus, did exactly that by using his wife 
in her role as woman, to deflect his embarrass
ing comments. It stinks.
Fiona: Yes. Gerald is a thorough bastard. He 
doesn’t hesitate to use Patsy, who still models 
herself on male values, to defend himself. He 
also helps to keep her oppressed. Patsy will 
probably never find herself.
Cathie: Unless something traumatic happens 
to alter her dependence on men?
Fiona: Yes. And it seems unlikely at this stage 
of Patsy’s life that it will happen. This also 
mystifies Peter. He wonders what has made 
Bethany move beyond the stage Patsy remains 
at now. He becomes bored with Patsy 
because she is unable to move or progress. 
Cathie: Yet, it is Gerald and the whole pattern 
of male dominance which prevents Patsy pro
gressing, so it’s rather a vicious circle, isn’t it? 
Fiona: A completely vicious circle.
Cathie: How will the feminist movement ever 
get through to a woman like Patsy?
Fiona: I don’t know. That’s maybe the next 
book. I’m really more interested in supporting 
and writing about those who have already 
begun.
Cathie: I see your point. You could hardly go 
back to a stage before A  Breed of W om en. 
But I still find that worrying in terms of the 
movement. We all seem to be talking about a 
broad-based movement, but so many feminists 
are trapped within the confines of their own 
social conditioning, or unable to see that before 
every feminist alive now, there was a woman 
waiting to be born.
Fiona: I couldn't agree more
Cathie: Why did you choose to write from a
male viewpoint in Mrs Dixon?
Fiona: Two reasons. Firstly, the story was first 
written in 1972. I was still writing from a male 
option then. When I revised, I decided to re
tain that with some modification, so it was partly 
practical, and partly a reflection of my own 
growth. I wanted to show the merely partial 
understanding of men who watch women they 
love going through this process of feminist
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awareness, which is quite mysterious and in
comprehensible to them. They feel defensive 
and threatened.
Cathie: Another aspect which really worried 
me about this story was the “ baggage” image 
used towards the end. It reminded me of 
derogatory male cliches about women as “ bag
gage” . Did you intend this to reflect their im
pressions of women, or merely to stress the 
changeability of relationships in transit?
Fiona: No, I certainly did not mean it to be 
derogatory, but rather that people are 
replaceable in the natural course of change. 
For instance, there’re all sorts of relationships 
I could possibly abandon, but not friendship. 
And by friendship, I mean friendship among 
women which is becoming the most important 
relationship for me.
Cathie: Through all the stories, you show a 
strong awareness of the economic dependen
cy of women on men. It seems that no matter 
how free we feel, there’s still this economic 
insecurity. Many feminists trade this in for emo
tional security — as you say, our friendships 
with each other are more important — yet 
we’re still so vulnerable economically.
Fiona: Yes. When a woman leaves a marriage, 
it’s usually very difficult economically yet few 
men will admit this because they still control 
the money.
Cathie: Gerald uses this struggle to oppress 
women further by saying that because they are 
“ liberated” they can pay half of everything, 
without considering that it’s men like he who 
still control that wealth.
Fiona: That’s because Gerald is a real shit. 
Cathie:l was impressed that you did not restrict 
yourself to one particular class, race, or sex 
group through the stories, but ranged over 
Maori-pakeha, middle-working class, female- 
male, female-female and homosexual relation
ships. Did you aim to do this or did it just 
happen?
Fiona: It reflects the range of experiences I 
have had to come to terms with myself. 
Cathie: I consider A  Decade W om an to be 
your most feminist story yet.
Fiona: Yes, I feel that it is. It’s based, quite 
obviously, on my own experiences. Ellen is 
wrestling with a collective male system which 
won’t let her succeed. Yet she does succeed, 
and they hate her and want to punish her for it.

I also wanted to say something about the 
nature of small NZ towns. Not only the pet
tiness, but the difficulty for a woman to be, to 
assert herself. For instance, it’s difficult to be 
a feminist openly, or belong to WEL because 
of the pressure on you to conform.
Cathie: Many women from small towns who 
attended the WSA Conference at Massey 
recently told me horrific tales of feminists 
speaking out in small towns, and being silenc
ed. This really hit me over the Tour. A friend 
of mine teaching in a small town marched with 
only 11 others, many of whom suffered broken 
windows, insulting comments and ostracism 
from the community. Women who speak out 
face the same pressures. They must be in
credibly brave.
Fiona: They are. Elizabeth Smither and 30 
others marched in New Plymouth and got a 
hard time for months afterward. It’s as bad or 
worse for feminists speaking out. I find it’s real
ly important to keep going back to small towns,

as I frequently do. In the city it’s easy to be 
lulled into a sense of false security but as soon 
as you get back out there, you realise it’s far 
from o.k.
Cathie: Where to next?
Fiona: I've just finished researching an 
historical novel set in New Zealand. I found it 
an onerous task. I suppose it was good for me, 
but who wants to be done good?! (laugh) 
Cathie: Do you plan more women-centred 
novels?
Fiona: Oh, yes. Definitely. I can’t wait to get 
back to writing about women. That’s my main 
area of concern now. I’ve learned a lot in the 
process, and judging by the letters I’ve receiv
ed, my writing seems to strike a chord in many

HEALTHY WOMEN, 
Sarah Calvert, __
New W omen’s Press, 1982 , 
$ 1 2 .9 5 *  ____________

Alas. This book is factually faulty, politically 
starved, and offers little by way of usable self- 
help information. The 16 women who shared 
the task of reviewing Healthy W om en did feel 
occasionally informed. Most of the time we felt 
insulted, enraged, ignored, and bored. 
Because of the stated intentions of the book, 
and from our Women’s Health Movement ex
perience and knowledge we feel compelled to 
make detailed criticism. And since the issues 
of the WHM are so extensive, and in contrast 
to the single authorship of the book, this review 
was deliberately set up as a group production.

Most of the women involved are members 
of Hecate and contributions were sought from 
women with special interests in particular areas 
covered within the book. Unexpectedly, when 
we got back to each other to co-write the 
review, we all had the same complaints (not 
herpes). And in the writing what we originally 
divvied up into 5 main areas of discussion 
became one bone of contention centring on 
the politics of the book.

When we said that the book was politically 
starved we were responding mainly to the bulk 
of the book which contains self care informa
tion without women’s self-help politics. By this 
we mean that it is one woman focusing on in
dividual solutions to individual women’s health 
care problems. In contrast, self-help politics 
is working with other women, using women’s 
collective experiences, to understand both in
dividual and collective problems, in the con
text of oppression in our lives generally. Sarah 
herself mentions self-help politics in an isolated 
section of the book (on the WHM) but this sec-

New Zealand women.
Cathie: Despite the fact that you described 
your first novel about women as being 
“ launched amid a blaze of bad reviews” in your 
lecture at Massey?
Fiona: Yes. Apart from your review, they were 
all written by men*.
Cathie: So we come back to questioning the 
male academic system which inculcates such 
criteria of criticism.
Fiona: Indeed.
Cathie: It's interesting that the main point of 
the positive review was to show Harriet 
Wallace as one of the first female protagonists 
in a New Zealand novel who was a survivor 
rather than a victim.
Fiona: I think that’s exactly why the male 
academics didn’t like it. They still feel 
threatened. □

Mrs Dixon and Friend is available from Broad
sheet for $11.95.
* See Landfall 136, Dec 1980, pp362-365:
In case male academics objected to my 
feminist critical review of Kidman’s book, the 
editor placed a very negative review by Bill 
Broughton, describing it as “ a thinking 
women’s Mills & Boon” directly afterwards. 
Why this deviation from normal critical prac
tice? It’s anyone’s guess.

Fiona Kidman. Photo by Jane Ussher

tion in no way compensates for the paucity of 
feminist politics throughout.

It is evident from the book that the author 
believes that the simple provision of informa
tion about women’s health will automatically 
lead to women gaining control over our bodies, 
and our lives. We now know this to be a rather 
simplistic premise of the early WHM. What the 
book could have done, and doesn’t do, is use 
an important opportunity to politicise women 
through the medium of our own health con
cerns. As we all know, health is an immediate 
area by which women can see that health ser
vices are inadequate. Too often the knowledge 
that we need to make choices with is 
deliberately manipulated by the medical 
industry.

Take for example women dealing with “ post 
natal depression” (pp 86 & 149). When Sarah 
advises us to get help from GPs instead of en
couraging us to get together, she is colluding 
with the health industry’s assumption that 
health is an individual problem with a self care 
solution.

The answer/advice Sarah offers throughout 
the book denies women the experience of 
gaining our own health knowledge and insights 
as part of the very equipping for change. Her 
line of reformism ultimately reinforces the 
power of “ experts” in women’s lives. It 
disallows women’s existing experience and the 
methods by which we gained those 
experiences.

A most obvious example of women gaining 
expertise was the beginning of self- 
examination in NZ (around the time of Lorraine 
Rothman’s tour) which pioneered the politics 
of self-help health. This experience is describ
ed by Sarah (p 14) as “ Internal self- 
examination allows us to see the inner work
ing of part of our reproductive system. 
Surely, when we are talking about self-
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examination we are automatically talking of 
rebellious enquiry. And thusly of WHM history. 
And politics for fuckssakes! If the author does 
intend the book to be of “ strong feminist 
perspective” , “designed to provide BASIC in
formation on health for all women” then sure
ly the WHM as a pioneering gynae force is 
BASIC information to the practice of self 
examination!

Another example of the medicalised ap
proach is her advice on obtaining contracep
tive information (p 99). “The best way to make 
an effective choice is to be fully informed. Visit 
your family planning clinic or general practi
tioner to discuss the methods available.” Sarah 
neglects her intentions by ignoring the wealth 
of feminist contraceptive resources which in
clude the politics of fertility.

A cursory glance at the book may suggest 
to the reader that Sarah competently ad
dresses a wide range of areas important to 
women’s health. However, the volume and im
portance of the omissions and inaccuracies — 
its sheer insufficiency — starkly contradicts this 
impression.

In the Mental Health section she begins with 
the statement: “ research in NZ suggests that 
it is women’s lives and the roles they are ex
pected to fulfill that is the basic cause of many 
problems” (p 84). This use of meaningless 
cliche and reliance upon “expert” opinion per
vades the book. There is no analysis of oppres
sion, no mention of women talking with other 
women about our lives, and no acknowledge
ment of the existing feminist collectives and 
self-help groups. They/We, rather than this 
book, offer the “anti-institutional bias” Sarah 
touts in her introduction and subsequently ig
nores. It is hardly feminist, let alone radically 
helpful, to offer women the following advice 
on mental illness: “ . in general you must solve 
your own problems and come to terms with 
yourself and your life” (p 89).

The current controversies surrounding Depo 
Provera and DES exist because women, not 
“ experts” , have challenged the medical in
dustry’s experimentation and profiteering. The 
least that Sarah could do is include informa
tion that women have gathered through per
sonal shared experiences. Nowhere does she 
discuss the extent of Depo Provera use in NZ, 
especially that twice as many Maori women as 
pakeha women are injected, and that it is forc
ed on women in psychiatric, prison, and mater
nity institutions. Referring to the effects of a 
drug like Depo Provera as “ negative side ef
fects” (p 1 25) trivialises their magnitude and 
risks (which are incompletely listed). Depo Pro
vera is a health issue many NZ women have 
been active around, yet nowhere is there a 
mention of what women have done or are do
ing. The Depo Provera Committee (?) is not 
listed in the Appendix.

DES has more “ credibility” as an issue 
because the medical industry has admitted 
some, albeit limited, liability. Interestingly 
enough, it receives twice as much space. Yet 
women who have been exposed to DES con
tinue to have our experiences and symptoms 
trivialised and ignored by GPs. This section, 
like most others, is written from a “ profes
sional” point-of-view and not from women’s 
reality. Her advice to contact doctors and 
hospitals, and undertake a list of tests sug

gested (p 122) requires some considerable 
faith in, and perseverance with, the medical 
system. It hardly provides women with the 
tools to realistically assess the problems we 
face nor explore alternatives. It doesn’t name 
problems such as adenosis (cervical tissue on 
vaginal walls) which a huge percentage of 
women exposed to DES develop.

The factual inadequacies of this book are 
highlighted by the tone and style of the infor
mation presented. Most obvious is Sarah’s 
identification with the professional experts 
quoted (though not footnoted). We women 
out here” are lectured at in an emotionless, 

dogmatic style painfully reminiscent of a visit 
to our local GP — (“must” “should” “always” ).

She has mimicked the compartmentalisa- 
tion/fragmentation approach towards women 
characteristic of the male medical system, both 
in the organisation of the book and in the very 
few graphics present. This is illustrated by the 
separation of “our biology” from “our bodies” , 
and the divorce of practical from emotional and 
political in the abortion section. She said “Don’t 
be afraid of your feelings, allow yourself to 
come to terms with what you have done’’ (p 
134) (our emphasis).

This book is punctuated with a series of 
careless, even dangerous, errors in copy. For 
instance, (p 89) three well-known drugs are 
misspelt: Pluphenazine is actually
Fluphenazine; Laloperidol is Haloperidol; 
Slematil is Stematil.

Some sentences are nonsensical because 
of proof reading errors; others are made 
obscure by summarising complex political con
cepts to the point of uselessness. For exam
ple “ Our society tends to make females into 
women and males into men, drawing a sharp 
contrast between the sexes where there is 
none" (!) (p 23). Medical jargon is juggled 
uneasily with everyday words and the 
Pregnancy/Childbirth section is a good exam
ple of this.

While the decision to include sections on 
Lesbian Health and Disabled Women’s Health 
is admirable in intent, there are those of us who 
wish they’d never been written. The section 
on Disabled Women is offensive. Consider 
“ Disability means that normal functions are 
limited, this often means that life is less en
joyable and fulfilling for disabled women” , and 
“ If you are not disabled, but come into con
tact with people who are” (who doesn’t?) 
remember, they are women just like you. They 
need your respect and care, and often your 
help” (p 84) (emphasis added). It’s hard to

know where to start with patronising ignorance 
such as this. We suggest women read material 
written by disabled women. Disabled women 
are currently helping Hecate compile a 
resource file on the topic.

It is hardly cause for celebration that lesbians 
fared better than this. Although there is some 
commendable attempt to include lesbianism 
and “ non-penetrative sex” in some sections, 
Sarah flounders dramatically in the specific 
section on Lesbian Health. “They” (again, not 
“ we” or “ you” ) are offered a list of questions 
about health issues in a heterosexist society. 
Although these issues have been raised by les
bians over many years, there is no reference 
to the politics and practical health suggestions 
that accompanied such questions, in works 
such as Lesbian Health Matters. Also we are 
curious about the interchangeable use of the 
words lesbian and lesbian women (p 1 69).

We also remain unconvinced that Sarah’s 
stated reasons for the lack of comment or 
analysis of black women’s health are good or 
even plausible. It is because the book is 
"designed to meet the general needs of all 
women” (p 7) that Maori and Pacific Island 
women’s health issues are entirely relevant. 
“All women” , it seems are white, middle class, 
non disabled and mostly heterosexual. It was 
helpful and positive, however, to read in the 
preface that the omission was conscious. We 
assume that when Sarah speaks of the need 
for a separate book on “ Maori and Polynesian 
women’s health” , It is implicit that the book be 
written by black women who have the 
knowledge and feeling for the material that 
such a book must cover.

One of the expectations we had of this book, 
and in fact the only reason why yet another 
self-help health guide sounded at all exciting, 
was that it is relevant to the NZ situation. From 
the first page Maori and Pacific Island women 
are dismissed and rarely in the remaining pages 
are NZ statistics, research or women’s alter
natives mentioned or sourced. This is with the 
exception of a brief contact list at the end of 
the book which lists organisations with no iden
tification of their politics. The omission is disap
pointing when we consider how little is writ
ten with the NZ situation in mind.

Although Sarah says that the book is “ my 
responsibility and mine alone” , she over-owns 
her responsibility by not sourcing all her 
material, having no index or glossary and by 
listing an incomplete bibliography. We are left 
to assume that she is “ right” and have no op
portunity to follow up on scanty information of
fered in many of the sections. We could have 
handled more, Sarah.

This book reinforces the medical industry’s 
negative view of women. There is no sense 
of the book being an accumulation of women’s 
experiences; it feels like another attempt to 
understand a problem rather than hearing from 
women ourselves. This again sets us into the 
passive audience role to learn about self care 
instead of feeling incited to get up and organise 
something with other women.

The Women’s Health Movement is, of 
course, a wonderful combination of analysis 
and anecdote. Healthy W om en lacks both.D 
Hecate W o m e n ’s Health Collective and 
Friends
* available from Broadsheet
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NEW ZEALAND HERSTORY
1 9 8 3 ,_______________________
Hamilton W omen’s Collective  
New W omen’s Press, 1982 , 
$ 8 .9 5 *  ___________________

The fifth New Zealand Herstory Diary was 
compiled by a network of 17 women related 
to the Hamilton Women’s Collective. Kate Abel 
and Wendy Ennis worked on it as full-time paid 
workers, Ineke did much of the photography 
and Hazel Mae the graphics with help from 
Diane St Claire. Help was also received from 
many women throughout the country.

Trish Pue (Kelly). Photos by Ineke Sprengers

At a late stage the publishers rejected the 
copy partly on political grounds and for a while 
it looked as though the project might founder. 
Fortunately, the New Women’s Press was able 
to come to the rescue thus adding another first 
to the herstory of the New  Zealand Herstory  
Diary.

As a record of woman talent and energy this 
diary is a valuable resource. I’m sorry that the 
original (1977) concept of “ naming” our 
foremothers who have been forgotten has not 
been pursued. That, for me, was one of the 
highlights of previous years. In saying this 
though, I’m not denying that there is a gather
ing together of wonderful women in Herstory  
83.

A judicious mixture of photographs and short 
biographies of women representing art, 
welfare, work, politics, is combined with 
various written pieces such as the Working 
Women’s Charter, Situations Vacant — A 
Housewife, and facts about the work of 
RapeCrisis groups. I found the page on the 
Dunedin Collective for Woman a fascinating, 
if condensed, glimpse into Dunedin and col
lective herstory.

There are well-known and lesser known 
women, at least to me. Val Hunton who 
teaches psychodrama techniques to

counsellors and who suggests psychodrama 
as an alternative way to manage physical pain 
which has been discounted by doctors and 
others. Val sees a richness in mid-life which 
finds her having a full acceptance of herself 
and her place in the world.

The diary records individual talents which 
reach out into the community like Maureen 
Thompson’s murals, Maggie Eyre’s creative 
expression in dance/drama and the gift of 
listening/counselling which is Miriam Saphira’s. 
The Topp Twins who “ still wear gumboots to 
town” and Trish Pue (Kelly), President of the 
Honomai Work Co-operative which provides 
jobs for hundreds of young unemployed Maoris 
in the Waikato. Trish uses her own experience

Maureen Thompson

of alienation from our system to help young 
people similarly oppressed and disadvantaged.

May Davis, a long-standing campaigner for 
world peace who spent three years in a pacifist 
community in Paraguay during World War Two 
and who was briefly jailed after a London anti
nuclear demonstration. Carole Stewart who 
reveals the power of women in her striking 
batiks and who illustrates this power in her own 
life by her work in Women’s Community Video 
and the newly founded Dyke Productions.

There are political activists like Eva Rickard 
and Sonja Davies. We see the growth of the 
Black Women’s movement which unites under 
the common bond of being “ the lowest, the 
most oppressed” . Black women are at the 
forefront of struggles to end racial discrimina
tion in the areas of health, justice and welfare, 
as well as the fight for Maori land.

Pari Toimata who grew up in a small village 
on Aitutaki in the Cook Islands and came to 
New Zealand in 1960, exemplifies the many- 
faceted aspects of women’s lives. She works 
as a voluntary social worker for the Department 
of Maori and Island Affairs, drives the family 
taxi, mothers five children and is involved in 
many other community activities.

There is hardly a page in this book which 
doesn’t show very clearly in a few words the 
energy and skills devoted by women to our 
community. Four representatives of women on 
the marae show in their lives the contribution 
made by Maori women to art, culture, ad
ministration and catering on the maraes of 
A o t e a r o a .

Val Hunton

Details from an important study conducted 
by the Women in Agriculture planning group 
and the Federated Farmer's magazine, 
Straight Furrow , show the lack of status and 
the invisibility of women’s labour in the official 
economy. “ My husband thinks I get adequate 
reward — three meals a day and the chance 
to sleep with the boss.” — Farmer’s wife, WAG 
survey 1982.

The cover of Herstory 83 is an attractive 
wine colour with a reproduction of “Audience” 
by Stephanie Sheehan. The title page draw
ing is by Claudia Pond Eyley (whose photo and 
bio are in the body of the book), “ Seif Portrait 
with Famous Women’s Paintings” — 
background images by Kathe Kollwitz and 
Mary Cassatt depict intimate relationships be
tween women, and women and children.

I wish I could mention everyone in this diary 
but I'd better leave you to discover the rest 
for yourself.

Herstory 83 is a celebratory yet sober 
record of women’s achievements because it 
recognises the wealth of personal and com
munity successes but it also reminds us of the 
continuing struggle we face in 1 983 and the 
years to eome.ū 
Renee Taylor
* available from Broadsheet
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AUCKLAND
Action Council tor Women's Abortion Rights (ACWAR), PO Box 1236 
Auckland, 1.
ALRANZ, PO Box 33-135, Takapuna.
Bitches. Witches & Dykes, PO Box 68-570, Newton.
Broadsheet, PO Box 5799, Wellesley Street. Ph 794-751.
Council for the Single Mother and Her Child, PO Box 47-090 Ponson- 
by, Ph 760-476,
Family Planning Association, National Office, PO Box 68-200, Auckland. 
Feminists for the Environment, C/- Kathleen Ryan, Ph 868-399 
Feminist Lawyers (Nationwide) Cl- Linda Daly-Peoples Ph 794-104 
Feminist Teachers, PO Box 47-095, Auckland.
Half-Way House, PO Box 78-016, Grey Lynn, Ph 767-635.
Hine Tu Kaha, Women's Health Centre, 63 Ponsonby Road, Auckland, 
1, Incest Counselling.
International Feminist Network (ISIS), 663B Te Atatu Road, Auckland 8 
Ph 834-6629.
Jig-Saw, PO Box 9228, Newmarket, Ph 543-460.
Mediawomen, Cl- Angela Griffen, PO Box 6860, Auckland, Ph 794-179, 
NOW, PO Box 2946, Auckland.
Rape Crisis, Ph 764-404
SOS, PO Box 47-090. Auckland, Ph 766-386.
South Auckland Women's Refuge, PO Box 22-036, Otahuhu Ph 
276-6003.
WEL, 18 Maungakiekie Avenue, Greenlane, Ph 546-404.
Women's Community Video, Cl- Bellwood Ave, Auckland, 3 
Women’s Health Centre, 63 Ponsonby Rd, Ph 764-506.
Women's Studies Association NZ, PO Box 5067, Auckland.
Working Women's Council, PO Box 68-480, Newton.
West Auckland Women's Refuge, PO Box 45-063, Ph 836-4119 10-4 
After hours Ph 836-9099.

BAY OF ISLANDS
WEL, Cl- Eileen Birch, PO Box 46, Rawene, Northland.

\W

♦CHRISTCHURCH
ALRANZ, PO Box 13-129, Armagh St.
Christchurch Rape Crisis Centre, Ph 66742 or 66743.
Christchurch Rape Crisis Group, Doreen Green, Ph 858-088 (h) 72-166
(w).
Canterbury Regional Women’s Decade Committee, PO Box 237 
Christchurch.
Coalition Against Violence on Women, Penny Owen, PO Box 884 Ph 
794-491.
NOW, PO Box 2720, Ph 881-030.
Patients' Rights Group, PO Box 33-117, Barrington, Christchurch 2 
SOS, PO Box 884, Ph 796-970.
University Women’s Group, Student Union Buildinq, Private Baa 
Christchurch.
WEL, Cl- Paddy Austin, 82 Hinau Street, Riccarton.
Women's Refuge Centre, PO Box 7299, Ph 69-187 
Women's Union, PO Box 2258, Christchurch.
Battered Women's Support Group, PO Box 2720, GPO, Christchurch 
WONAAC, 154 Colombo St, Ph 33-254.
Working Women's Council, PO Box 738, Christchurch.
THAW. The Health Alternative for Women (Inc SOS) Cnr Peterborough 
and Montreal Sts., Ph 796-970 (Office hours), PO Box 884, Christchurch

Kate Sheppard Womens Bookshop, 202A High St.

DUNEDIN
ALRANZ, PO Box 1289, Dunedin.
Community Childcare Centre and Family Day Care Programme, 97 Forth 
Street, Dunedin.
Dunedin Collective for Women, PO Box 446, Dunedin.
Dunedin Rape Crisis Centre, Cl- Erena Papp, 695  Cumberland St Ph 
771-111
Dunedin Women's Refuge, PO Box 8044, Ph 771-229.
LMDG — Lesbian Mother's Defence (Support Group for Gay and Lesbian 
Women), PO Box 11 -009, Musselburgh, Dunedin.
SOS, PO Box 446, Ph 775-502 or 36-284 after hours.
Working Women’s Council, PO Box 5311, Dunedin.

GISBORNE
Gisborne Rape Crisis Centre, PO Box 1398, Ph 83-857.
Lesbian Women’s Group, PO Box 1398, Ph 4285.
NOW, 3 Dickson St, Gisborne.
SOS, 37 Wairere Road, PO Box 1398, Ph 4285 
WEL, PO Box 282, Gisborne, Ph 81-407.
Working Women's Council, Cl- Margaret McQuillan, 6 Ida Rd, Ph 88-291.

GORE
Working Women's Council, Cl- Sue Crawford, 1 Viking Place Gore Ph 
5370

GREYMOUTH H I I
WEL, 7 Domain Tee, Karoro, Greymouth.

HAMILTON
Cambridge Feminist Group, Cl- Wendy Ennis, 33  Shakespeare Rd 
Cambridge.
Hamilton Feminist Teachers, Cl- Shirley Smith, 92 McFarlane St Hamilton 
Ph 67-491.
Hamilton Women's Centre, PO Box 7025. Subway Shops, Claudelands 
Bridge.

Rape Crisis, PO Box 1560, Hamilton, Ph 80055, 6 pm - 6 am.
SOS, 155 Galloway St, Ph 65-474.
WEL, PO Box 9581, Hamilton North.
Women's Studies Resource Centre, University of Waikato Hamilton 
Working Women's Council, Cl- Barbara Ware, PO Box 8o ’, Hamilton 
National Office, Working Women’s Council, PO Box 14-042 Enderley 
Hamilton.

HUNTLY
Huntly Women's Group, Cl- Judy Wilson, Rover Road, Huntly. 

INVERCARGILL
SOS, PO Box 676, Invercargill, Ph 86-648.
Southland Women’s Support Group, PO Box 676, Invercarqill.
WEL, PO Box 676, Invercargill.
WEL Newsletter Editor, Judy Taylor, 36 Park St, Invercargill, Ph 84-370. 

LOWER HUTT
Lower Hutt Family Refuge, PO Box 31-073, Lower Hutt Ph 695-227 
or 692-541.
Media Women, PO Box 275, Wellington.

MARLBOROUGH/BLENHEIM
NOW Marlborough Inc, PO Box 607, Blenheim.
Marlborough Emergency Refuge, PO Box 607, Blenheim. Ph 84099. 
SOS, PO Box 607, Blenheim.

MASTERTON
WEL, PO Box 201, Masterton, Penny Bunny, Ph 88-835. 

NAPIER/HASTINGS
Napier Women’s Refuge, Cl- 59 Coverdale St, Onekawa, Ph 436-465 
Hastings Women's Emergency Centre, PO Box 328, Hastings 
SOS, 28 Bristol St, Napier, Ph 438-484; 600  Gordon St, Hastings, PH 
68-642.
WEL, Cl- 10 Bay View Road, Napier.

NELSON/MOTUEKA/GOLDEN BAY
ALRANZ, PO Box 4?6, Nelson.
Onekaka Feminist Front, Cl- Val Shapel, O.iekaka, RD 2, Takaka. 
Nelson Women’s Emergency Centre, Cl- 82 Cleveland Terrace Ph 
88-605.
SOS, 47 Mt Pleasant Ave, Ph 84-099.
WEL, PO Box 145, Motueka. Kate Light, Ph 89-482 (h): Lower Moutere 
775 (bus).
WEL, Cl- Patsi McGrath, Todds Valley, Nelson RD 1.

Women's Emergency Centre, Ph 84-099.
Working Women's Council, Cl- Verna Sutherland, 18 Dorset St, Richmond 
Nelson, Ph RD 6434.
WIN, Newsletter of the Women’s Movement in Nelson, Cl- Community 
Education, Community House, Trafalgar Square, Nelson.

NEW PLYMOUTH
SOS, 9 Te Mara Place, Ph 84-937.
Virago Women's Action Group, 71 Bayly Rd, PO Box 4030.
WEL, Cl- Vicki Dugan, 112 Pioneer Rd, 510-869.
Women's Centre, 66 Brougham St, New Plymouth, Ph 79-532.

PALMERSON NORTH/MANAWATU
ALRANZ, PO Box 639, Palmerston North.
Palmerston North Women's Refuge, PO Box 573, Ph 72-057 
SOS, 25 Alan Street, Palmerston North, Ph 75-460.
WEL (Levin), Cl- Gay Stewart, 7 Stuart St, Levin.

PARAPARAUMU
WEL, PO Box 1491, Paraparaumu Beach 

ROTORUA
WEL, Cl- J M Young, 46 Elizabeth St, Rotorua.
Rotorua Women's Refuge, PO Box 1652, Ph 476-210.

TAUPO
SOS, 8 Taupo View Rd, Taupo.

TAURANGA
Bay of Plenty Women's Refuge, Cl- PO Box 753, Tauranga, Ph 84-012.

WW

NZ Women's Health Network Newsletter, Cl- Sarah Calvert, PO Box 2312 
Tauranga.
SOS, 20 Oban Rd, PO Box 368, Tauranga. Ph 89-698 
Tauranga Women’s Centre, PO Box 368, Tauranga, 42 Grey St (in Govt 
Life Bldge), Ph 83-530.
WEL, 103 Grange Rd, Tauranga. Ph 63-260.

TE AWAMUTU
Te Awamutu Feminists, 111 Hazelmere Cres, Ph 4485, Carol Lamb 
20 Thorncombe Rd, Ph 5901, June Bright.

THAMES
WEL, Cl- Alyson De Boer, 102 The Terrace, Thames.

TOKOROA
WEL, Cl- Lynne Holder, 35 Tarapunga Place.

UPPER HUTT
Upper Valley Family Refuge Centre, PO Box 40-051, Upper Hutt Ph 
257-997.

WANGANUI
Wanganui Women's Network, Cl- 76a Koromiko Rd, Wanganui. 
WONAAC, 56 Parsons St, Wanganui, PH 42-291, 4 4 -9 3 9 .

WHAKATANE
SOS, PO Box 3049, Ohope, Ph. Whakatane 84-331.
Whakatane Women's Collective, PO Box 3049, Ohope, Ph Ohope 757 
or Ohope 265.

WHANGAREI
NOW and WEL, PO Box 4294, Kamo.
Rape Crisis Group, PO Box 4294, Kamo, Ph 71-537.

WELLINGTON
Advisory Committee on Women's Affairs, State Services Commission 
Private Bag, Wellington, 3rd Floor, National Provident Fund Building 1 
The Terrace, Wellington, Ph 722-834.
ALRANZ, PO Box 19-052, Wellington, Ph 758-450.
Circle Magazine, PO Box 427, Wellington.
Committee on Women and Education, Education Department.
Feminist Librarians, Pat Sargison, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington 
Hecate Women's Health Collective, 6 Boulcott St, (Room 14), PO Box 
11-675, Wellington, Ph 721-804.
Kidsarus 2, PO Box 9600, Wellington.
NZ Working Women’s Council, PO Box 27-215, Wellington.
Nga Tuahine, Cl- Peta Siulepa, 17 Aro St, Wellington, Rape Counselling 
Spiral, PO Box 9600, Wellington.
Wellington Rape Crisis Centre, PO Box 11-389, GPO Wellington Ph 
898-288. M
Society for Reserach on Women in NZ Inc. PO Box 13-078, Johnsonville 
SOS, PO Box 28-099, Wellington.
WEL, PO Box 11-285, Wellington, Kristin Jakobson (Sec) Ph 739-321 
(Office)
Wellington Lesbians, PO Box 427, Wellington, Ph 851-540.
Wellington Women’s Refuge Group, PO Box 16-079, Courtenay Place 
Ph 736-280.
Wellington Women's Resource Centre, 6 Boulcott St, (Room 13 22I 
Ph 721-970.
WISE (Women in Schools and Education), PO Box 11-724, Wellington. 
WONAAC, PO Box 2669, Wellington.
Working Women’s Alliance, North City Branch, 6 Halswell St, Thorndon, 
Wellington, 1.
Working Women's Council, Cl- Sharon Rogers, 7 Koromiko Rd, Hiqhbury 
Ph 847-424.
Values Women's Network, Ph 797-611.
Women's Action Group Cl- Victoria University.
Women's Gallery, 323  Willis St, Wellington, PO Box 9600 Courtenay 
Place, Ph 850-179.
Women’s Rights Action Committee, NZ Students' Association, PO Box 
9047, Courtenay Place.
Wellington Federation of University Women, PO Box 2006, Wellington. 
The Women's Place Feminist Bookshop, 289  Cuba St, Wellington 
Media Women PO Box 275, Wellington.

The Australasian College of Herbal Studies 

HOME STUDY COURSES FOR 1983
Herbal Consultants Course. . Diploma Course 
Herbalism for the home herbalist. . . Certificate 

The basics of herbalism
Nutrition, bodycare and herbalism in the 20th century 

Introduction to naturopathy
Study in your own home at your space.

For full prospectus send a stamped addressed envelope to: 
The Australasian College of Herbal Studies 

P.O. Box 4451, Auckland
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THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE

relieves muscle tension and pain; 
reduces stress, anxiety and 

depression.
Phone Judith Lloyd 

605-227

a / *

W omen's T
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.£ /

f -  Bookshop
Feminist, lesbian-feminist — 

theory, novels, health, poetry, 
journals, magazines, cards, 

women’s art etc.
Hours: 10.30 am to 5.30 pm 

202a High Street, PO Box 22-659, 
Christchurch, NZ. 

Telephone: 790-784

N.Z. Home Birth Assoc (Ak) 
PO Box 7093 
Wellesley St

Women’s Community Video Inc.
For information concerning tape 
hireage, video workshops, meets

Contact: Lynda Dye,
10 Ardmore Rd, Herne Bay, 

Auckland.
__________ Ph 789-180__________

D IA R IE S /C A L E N D A R S
FOR THE NEW YEAR

Ideal presents or a continuing gift to 
yourself.
Please mark box with number to send 
1983 Herstory Diary, see review this issue,
$8.95 ............................................... □
Nga W haea O T e  Moana 1983, colour 
photographs of Maori women struggling to 
preserve their traditional fishing and 
gathering grounds, $6.00 in its own
envelope .......................................... LJ
New  W o m e n ’s C alendar 1983, 
photographs from our NZ herstory,
$8.95 ...................................................□
Astrological Moon C alendar 1983, by
Gretchen Lawlor, $6.00 ............... □
W om e n in Motion 1983, a few copies of 
this wonderful calendar have arrived from 
the US, so be quick. Colour photos of 
women in sport, $ 1 0 .5 0 ............... Lj

cjsiSg'fleS
A HEALING W0MANSPACE IN 

CHRISTCHURCH
treat yourself to
• A relaxing sauna and spa
• A massage or shiatsu treatment
• Foot reflexology, herbal therapy, 

Trager body work
• Friendly atmosphere, lounge, herbal 

teas
Classes in massage and shiatsu, 
meditation group, naturopath and 

iridologist available. Biorhythm charts.
Women Only
Monday and Tuesday,

11 am until midnight 
Rest of time - mixed.

Christchurch Health Centre 
56 Lichfield Street 

Phone 794-282
(5 minutes walk from Square)

W E L L IN G T O N  W O M E N ’S F L A T  
w ants w om an flatmate/s. 

Phone Mary of Janya, 846826.

Wanted to buy, for my studies, back 
copies of Broadsheet No. 1 - 30 

and 31-43.
Please write to Margaret M. Austin, 

9 Factory Rd, Takaka, Nelson.
I will refund postage.

WANTED, GAYLINE  
COUNSELLORS

Gayline is looking for Lesbians who 
are good listeners, non-judgemental, 
willing to give time and work with Les
bians and Gay Men. Please write tell
ing about yourself to Gayline, P.O. box 
2470, Christchurch.

Judith Abrahams B.A.(Hons)
of T & G Mutual Life Society

would like to offer women her 
services in the field of: 

Superannuation 
All types of insurance 

Recommendations made after 
discussion of individual needs.

Tel: 543-965 evenings

C R A FTS W O M E N
YWCA WILL SOON BE OPENING A 
CRAFT SHOP IN AUCKLAND. WE ARE 
LOOKING FOR CRAFTSWOMEN TO 
SUPPLY GOODS ON A SALE OR RETURN 
BASIS
CONTACT CLAIRE LEIGHTON Cl- YWCA 
3085 QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND, 1, 
OR PHONE 763 087.

BROADSHEET BOOKSHOP
for that last minute gift 
Open Mon — Fri, 9 - 4 

Also Saturdays, 10 am - 1 pm
43 Anzac Ave, Auckland.

T E R R IF IC  T -S H IR T S
These (and more) are available from Broadsheet.
Come in and see the full range, or order by mail.
Am azon — colours: red, white, grey, mid blue — sizes: small, medium, large 
T e  Oranga o Nga W ahine e Puawai Ana: W o m e n ’s Health G ro w ing Strong — colours: 
yellow, mid-blue, red, pale green, emerald green — sizes: small, medium, large.
Future is Fem ale French cut T -sh irt — colours: black, cream — sizes: small, medium, 
large
W om en Against Racism — colour: black — sizes: small, medium, large.
Because W e ’re W om en — colours: orange, cornflower blue, red, pale green, orange, 
beige, navy, black — sizes: small, medium, large.
Also available as a sweat shirt at $24 (beige and other colours as available — grey is 
not currently available).
All T-shirts are $12.00
Terrific T  Shirts:

To order ring what you want — 
please indicate second and third colour 
choices, as we don’t always have full range.

I wish to receive
I enclose $___
My name: _____
Address _____

Send to Broadsheet, PO Box 5799, Wellesley St, Auckland.
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broadsheet books
DECEMBER ARRIVALS
Two boo ks  on in c e s t have a rrived  from  A m erica : Voices in 
the Night: Women Speaking About Incest ($ 1 1 .9 5 )  is a 
fem in is t b o o k  o f  firs t p e rso n  a cco u n ts  in p ro se  and  p o e try  
from  v ic tim s o f  inces t. From  C le is a fem in is t p ress . Sandra  
B u tle r ’s Conspiracy of Silence: The Trauma of Incest 
($ 1 4 .9 5 )  is a ve ry  com pre h e ns ive  cove ra g e  o f  th is to p ic  — 
o f sp e c ia l in te re s t to  those  w ork ing  w ith  in c e s t su rv ivors, eg. 
teachers , so c ia l w orkers, co u nce llo rs , rape c ris is  w orkers. 
We are o ffe ring  a 10% discount on these two books to orders 
coming through rape crisis centres.
A New View of Women’s Bodies ($ 1 5 .9 5 )  com e s  from  the  
Federation o f  Fem in is t W om en ’s Health C entres, w ith illus tra 
tions by  Suzann Gage. This b o o k  is am azing. It has the m ost 
stunn ing  illu s tra tions  o f  pa rts  o f  y o u r b o d y  yo u  d id n ’t even  
kn e w  yo u  had, sh o w in g  th ings w om en have n e ve r seen  
be fo re , fo r exam ple, h o w  the  vagina se c re te s . There is also  
a se c tio n  sho w in g  c o lo u r p h o to s  o f  w o m e n ’s vaginas, 
c lito rise s  and  ce rv ic e s  w ith in fo  on w ho the  o w n e r is eg. 
30-year-o ld , black, lesbian m othe r o f  two, during period. Every  
hom e shou ld  have one.
New Women In Rock ($ 1 8 .5 0 )  is  a la rge  fo rm a t p a p e rb a ck  
with stunn ing  b lack  and white  and  co lo u r p h o to s  o f  m ore  than  
se ve n ty  w om en ro c k  s ta rs  w ith a lis ting  o f  a ll th e ir a lbum s. 
See and read  about w ell-know n and  loved  m usic ians like Joan  
A rm atrad ing, M arianne Faithful!, D ebbie  Harry, and  G race  
Jones, as w ell as lesse r know n pe rfo rm ers  like C herry  Vanilla, 
Pearl Harbour, and  W endy Wu. N Z ’s Shona La ing is co ve re d ! 
E ster B ro n e r’s A Weave of Women ($5 . 75) is one o f  the new  
wave o f w riting  nove ls  com ing  from  Je w ish  fem in is t w riters. 
Stop Your Herpes Now! ($ 6 .2 5 )  from  the H ea lthw o rks  
M edical Group aims to s top  the su ffe ring  o f  peop le  with herpes  
b y  a nu tritiona l a pp roach  chang ing  the  am oun ts  o f  ce rta in  
am ino ac ids  in the body.
The Coming Out Stories ($  1 0 .5 0 ) is  b a ck  in, as is N ancy  
T o d e r’s p o p u la r lesb ian  n o ve l Choices ($ 9 .2 5 ) .
The la tes t M ary  W ebb n o ve l has a rrive d  from  Virago as p a rt 
o f its  Virago M ode rn  C lass ics  series. I f  y o u ’ve read  Precious 
Bane, y o u ’ll w ant to try  Seven for a Secret ($ 9 .9 5 )  abou t 
18-yea r-o ld  Gillian Lovekin , h e r pass ion  fo r the English co u n 
trys ide  and  h e r pass ion  fo r  love  and  adm iration.

NEW ZEALAND FIRST
Night Ride to Kawau ($ 1 0 .9 5 )  b y  Tessa D uder is a rare N ew  
Zea land  n o ve l fo r  the tens to teens. A ya ch t takes p a rt in a 
race  to Kawau, bu t dad  g e ts  kn o c k e d  o u t b y  the boom  and  
m o th e r and  daugh te rs  take over. A good, w e ll-w ritten  n o ve l 
with lo ts  o f  sa iling  a nd  sea lore, and  a d e p ic tio n  o f  a s tron g  
re s o u rc e fu l m o th e r and  daughte rs . G ood  d e sc rip tio n  too  o f  
the  tens ions  and  b onds  b e tw e e n  m oth e rs  and  daughte rs . 
New Zealand’s Champion Sportswomen ($ 1 8 .9 5 )  by  
D o ro th y  S im ons, is  a la rge  ha rdb a ck  w ith tons o f p h o to s  and  
sto ries about the wom en who show  the ir m uscle  on the sports- 
fie ld. S im ons has been  a s p o rts w r ite r  fo r  years, so  th is is  
an in fo rm a tive  and  ex tre m e ly  readab le  book.

DECEMBER SPECIALS
If y o u ’re really up against it, we have tracked  dow n som e really 
ch e a py  books  so  y o u  w o n ’t go  b o o k le ss  o ve r sum m er The 
Clewiston Test ($ 2 .0 0 )  by  Kate  W ilhelm  is a sc ie n c e  fic tion  
nove l a bou t sc ien tis t A nne C lew iston, trapped  in a w heelcha ir 
bu t w orking on a drug to cure  the w orld  o f  pain. Ellis N assour’s 
Patsy Cline ($ 2 .5 0 ) is an “intim ate b iog raphy”  o f the Nashville 
star, the re su lt o f  m uch rese a rch  and  in te rv ie w s  w ith p e o p le  
who kn e w  her. P ho tos too. The Working Women’s Body 
Book ($ 2 .5 0 )  is a use fu l b ook  o f exe rc ises  des igned  fo r busy  
w om en w ho s till want to  have energy, s tam ina and  fe e l less  
s tressed . The Directory of Natural and Health Foods: a 
source book for the dietary revolution ($ 5 .5 0 )  is a huge  
han db o o k  like  the  W hole Earth C ata logues, a l abou t hea lthy  
food.

WOMEN OF COLOUR
This Bridge Called My Back: Writings of Radical Women 
of Color ($  1 3 .5 0 ), e d ite d  b y  C herrie  M oraga and  G loria An- 
zaldua, and  p u b lish e d  b y  P ersephone  Press, con ta ins  a s tu n 
ning and illum inating se lec tion  o f  writings from  wom en o f  m any  
d iffe ren t races and co lours; b lack Am ericans, Native Am erican  
Indians, C hicanas, Asian w om en etc. The c h a p te r head ings  
g ive  a taste  o f w hat th is com pre h e ns ive  co lle c tio n  con ta ins : 
the  ro o ts  o f  o u r rad ica lism , th e o ry  in the flesh, rac ism  in the  
w o m e n ’s m ovem ent, o u r cu ltu re , c lass and  hom ophob ia , the  
Third W orld wom an w rite r, the vision. This se lls  o u t rea l fast, 
so o rd e r qu ick ly . A lso  soon  to arrive, B e ll H ooks  Ain’t I a 
Woman ($ 1 3 .5 0 ) sub titled  “b lack wom en and  fem in ism ” . She  
lo o ks  a t b la ck  w o m e n ’s h e rs to ry  in the US, exam in ing s e x 
ism  du ring  s lavery, the deva luation  o f  b la ck  wom anhood, 
rac ism  w ith in  the  WLM, and  b la ck  w o m e n ’s  in vo lvem en t w ith  
fem inism . Jus t in from  the US, South Africa: Challenge and 
Hope ($ 7 .7 5 )  con ta in ing  de ta ile d  and  in fo rm a tive  m ateria l 
ab o u t aparthe id , the h is to ry  o f  co lon isa tion  in S outh  A frica , 
s tru g g le  aga inst the  rac is t reg im e, and  h o p es  fo r  the fu tu re . 
P a c k e d  fu ll o f  fa c tu a l m ateria l.

Novels by black women: We have a g ro w ing  co lle c tio n  o f  
nove ls  by  b la ck  w om en w rite rs. H ere are a fe w  re c e n t titles. 
Toni Cade B am bara ’s The Salt Eaters ($ 5 .9 5 )  was h e r firs t 
nove l, p u b lish e d  to m uch  accla im . Gorilla, My Love ($ 5 .9 5 )  
is a c o lle c tio n  o f  sh o rt s to rie s  from  the sam e a u tho r abou t 
w hom  ano the r b lack wom an sa id  “ She has cap tu red  it all, how  
we rea lly  talk, h o w  we rea lly  are . .  . She m ust love  us very  
m u c h .”  The W om en ’s P ress (UK) has re ce n tly  p u b lish e d  
severa l b lack wom en authors, including tw o from  A lice  Walker. 
You Can’t Keep a Good Woman Down ($ 8 .9 5 )  is a c o lle c 
tion  o f  s h o rt s to rie s  tha t roa r w ith life ; Meridian ($ 1 0 .5 0 )  is  
the  s to ry  o f  M erid ian  W alker who b eg ins  to und e rs ta n d  h e r  
b lack heritage, ge ts  invo lved  in the US C ivil R ights M ovem ent, 
and hangs onto h e r b e lie f that sexism  and  rac ism  can change  
aga inst all the  odds.
B ack  in s to c k  is  Zora  N ea l H u rs to n ’s  I Love Myself When I 
am Laughing . . .  and Then Again When I am Looking Mean 
and Impressive ($ 1 1 .2 0 ) ,  a w o n d e rfu l an tho lo g y  o f  th is  
w o m an ’s fic tio n  and  fac tu a l writing, e x tra c ts  from  h e r nove ls  
etc. E d ited  b y  A lice  Walker.

ORDER FORM
Please include 50  cents per book postage and packing. 
Please send me:

1 .______________
2 . __________________________________________________________ __ ___________________ _ _

3 . _______________________ ______________________
4 .  ______________________________________________ _ _ _
I enclose $ __________________________________________
My Name: _____________________________________________
Address:_______ _______________________

Send to: Broadsheet Books, PO Box 57 99 ,  Auckland
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